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Abstract

Humans are unable to generate and remember strong secrets, and thus have difficulty

managing cryptographic keys. To address this problem, numerous proposals have been

suggested to enable people to reliably generate high-entropy cryptographic keys from mea-

surements of their physiology or behavior. Typically, evaluators argue that these Biometric

Cryptographic Key Generators (BKGs) achieve some notion of security, for example, that

the biometric input resists forgery, or that the keys have high entropy. Unfortunately, de-

spite these arguments, many BKGs succumb to attacks in practice.

The goal of this work is to understand why typical security arguments fail to identify

practical attacks. We revisit the security requirements of BKGs and show that common

arguments overlook practical subtleties. We provide examples of such oversights by exam-

ining three general classes of adversaries. First, we study the impact of humans who can

replicate other users’ biometrics with high accuracy, and demonstrate why typical evalu-

ation techniques fail to identify these forgers. Second, we explore Generative techniques

that combine information about a target user with population statistics to create forgeries.

We show that these forgeries can subvert BKGs with high likelihood. Third, we propose an
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algorithm that probabilistically enumerates the key space of a BKG to find a target user’s

key. We analyze two BKGs, and show that for each, our algorithm has at least a 15% chance

of predicting ostensibly 40-bit keys on its first guess. Our exposition brings to the forefront

practical ways of thinking about BKG security, and provides a framework for evaluators to

study BKGs with adversarial techniques.

Finally, we present Randomized Biometric Templates (RBTs), a BKG that outputs keys

with at least as much entropy as keys derived from passwords. RBTs extract entropy not

only from biometric inputs, but also from a novel source: how these inputs are measured.

Analysis with our strengthened evaluation techniques show that for some users, RBTs result

in dramatically stronger keys. In our experiments, 40% of the users were able to generate

keys that were at least 230 times stronger than keys derived from passwords alone.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mobile computers have become an essential tool for many of our daily activities. As
we turn increasingly to portable devices for our professional and personal needs, we are left
with little choice but to entrust sensitive information to digital media. Since these devices
are susceptible to physical theft, we must rely on cryptographic algorithms to ensure the
confidentiality and integrity of our personal data. Thus, the security of this data rests on the
inability of an attacker to guess one important piece of information: a cryptographic key.

In addition to being difficult to guess, cryptographic keys must also be easily repro-
ducible by a legitimate user. The most common way to ensure reproducibility is to derive
keys from memorable user-supplied passwords. Unfortunately, reliance on human gener-
ated passwords is problematic because secrets that humans can easily remember are often
also easy to guess [5, 33]. To address this contention, the community has devoted signif-
icant effort to finding input that has sufficient unpredictability to be used in cryptographic
applications, but is still easy for humans to reliably regenerate. One of the more promising
suggestions in this direction are biometrics, which are measurements of human physiology
or behavior. Biometrics are potentially useful for generating cryptographic keys because
they are believed to exhibit high entropy across a population, while remaining easy for le-
gitimate users to reproduce. Of late, a number of techniques have been suggested that use
biometrics to derive cryptographic keys. These approaches, Biometric Cryptographic Key
Generators (BKGs), facilitate many applications because the keys they output are poten-
tially much stronger than those typically derived from guessable passwords.

Over the last ten years a myriad of techniques have been explored to build BKGs from
many different types of biometrics (e.g., [92, 73, 72, 71, 42, 38, 28, 16, 109, 20, 90, 102, 55,
41]). While this excitement serves as anecdotal evidence that BKGs may indeed generate
keys that are strong enough to use with cryptographic applications, several attacks against
BKGs have emerged (e.g., [1, 2, 4, 16, 99, 97, 61, 8, 14]). These attacks are particularly
disconcerting because they succeed against BKGs that were previously argued to be secure.
The discrepancy between argued security and actual security implies that correct evaluation
of BKGs is an open and challenging research problem. More importantly, the lack of a
sound evaluation methodology can lead to the adoption of schemes that might be flawed in
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practice.
The goal of this work is to study why current evaluation techniques fail to adequately

assess the security of Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators. In particular, we study
threats to BKGs and design rigorous evaluation techniques that can be used to determine
whether a BKG is susceptible to realistic attacks. Our analysis illustrates how many of
the current evaluation techniques overlook important subtleties, and thus provide a false
sense of security. To temper the use of such techniques in the future, we put forth a set
of requirements that are necessary for a secure BKG. Finally, we design a novel BKG and
analyze it within the context of our requirements.

1.1 Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators
Before delving into the subtleties and challenges inherent to the evaluation of Biometric

Cryptographic Key Generators, we provide some necessary background about biometrics
and BKGs. We list some popular types biometrics, and discuss how human characteristics
are typically processed by algorithms. We also describe at a high level the basic algorithms
that comprise BKGs and provide an example describing how BKGs can be used to create
cryptographic keys.

Biometrics. Central to the idea that biometrics are useful to generate strong crypto-
graphic keys is the belief that there are certain characteristics of humans that differ across a
population. In the biometrics jargon, these characteristics are called biometric modalities.
For instance, one can collect biometric readings of an iris [21, 22] or retina [89, 45], the
ridges and deltas the makeup fingerprints [46], or the geometry of a palm [88] or face [110].
These are examples of physiological biometrics as they measure concrete aspects of a per-
son’s biological traits. On the other hand, biometrics can also measure how people perform
actions. For example, there are suggestions to exploit properties of how a phrase is spo-
ken [6, 25, 84] or written [77, 48], how one walks, and even how people think [96] or play
Poker [107]. Such biometrics are called behavioral biometrics because they measure how
people behave. Behavioral biometrics exhibit several qualities that make them attractive
for key generation. For instance, whereas an adversary can passively extract physiological
biometrics (i.e., by lifting a fingerprint from a keyboard), behavioral biometrics do not lend
themselves as easily to surreptitious capture as they require a user to consciously perform
an action (i.e., speaking a specific phrase). Additionally, while physiological biometrics
cannot change, behavioral biometrics naturally change with the action that is performed.
This property is useful for security applications such as key generation, where key compro-
mise necessitates the creation of a new key. For these reasons, in this work we primarily
consider the evaluation of behavioral biometrics-based BKGs.

Regardless of the biometric modality of the BKG, a user’s biometric is measured as
one or more digital signals. For instance, an iris is generally captured as a two-dimensional
matrix of RGB values that define the image of the eye. In handwriting, the signals might
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consist of the horizontal location, vertical location, and pressure of the pen tip, all param-
eterized by time. Since such representations may not be of a form that is amenable to
efficient computation, a biometric system might instead operate on the output of statistical
functions, or features, applied to the signals. Some features can be quite complicated. In
the context of iris codes, the entries of the two dimensional matrix that correspond to the
iris are mapped to a bit string by projecting entries in the matrix onto a complex wavelet,
and deriving bits of the key from the sign of the real and complex components of each
projection [22]. Features applied to handwriting are sometimes more simple, and include
for example, pen velocity or the width of a writing sample [79].

For a biometric to be useful for key generation, the signals, and consequently the output
of the features, must vary across the population. Additionally, the signals themselves can
often differ between measurements of the same user. This variation is due to the natural
inconsistencies inherent to human physiology or behavior. However, since cryptography
requires keys to be regenerated precisely, the biometrics must be error-corrected to con-
sistent values. Error-correction techniques could be applied directly to the signal, or to
the output of features. For instance, since eye lashes often impede the image capture of
irises, the bits that correspond to the locations of eye lashes in the original image are sim-
ply masked out of the bit string that represents the iris code [22]. Simple quantization has
been shown to be useful for voice and handwriting applications [73, 102, 20].

Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators. BKGs use the error-corrected output of fea-
tures to create cryptographic keys. A key should be difficult for an adversary to guess or
otherwise replicate, and it should be repeatable for the legitimate user. BKGs are typically
composed of two algorithms: an enrollment algorithm and a key generation algorithm. The
enrollment algorithm accepts as input a set of biometric samples, and potentially another
source of randomness, such as a password, and outputs a template and a key. The template
consists of information that can be used to correct a user’s sample to a consistent value and
any other data that might be required to generate a key. The key generation algorithm ac-
cepts as input one biometric sample and a template derived from enrollment and outputs a
cryptographic key. If the sample provided to the key generation is “close” to those provided
during enrollment, then the keys output by both algorithms will be the same.

To see how a BKG might work in practice, consider an example where a BKG-derived
key is used for laptop file encryption. Here, a user first supplies a number of biometric sam-
ples to the BKG. The enrollment algorithm processes these samples to establish a “normal”
profile for the user, and then outputs a template and a cryptographic key. The user encrypts
the file with the key and stores the ciphertext, along with the template, on the laptop. Of
course, the key and the enrollment samples are then purged from the system. Later, when
the user wishes to decrypt the ciphertext, she provides a new biometric sample and the
stored template to the key generation algorithm. If the new sample is similar to the ones
provided during enrollment, then the key output by the key generation algorithm will be
the same as the one used to encrypt the original plaintext. The new key can then be used to
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decrypt the ciphertext to extract the original file.
It should be apparent from this discussion that the security of this approach relies on

several assumptions. First of all, it is assumed that the user’s biometric samples are not
easily replicated by others. Otherwise, an attacker could recreate the biometric and run the
key generation algorithm with the stored template to extract the key. It is also assumed
that the biometric template leaks no information about the key or the biometric. Otherwise,
the attacker could use the template to help guess the key. Finally, it is assumed that the
key has enough entropy to resist brute force attacks. This is a standard requirement for
cryptographic keys. In order for a security evaluation to be complete, it must provide
evidence that each of these assumptions can be met in practice. However, as we will now
argue, it is not always straightforward to demonstrate that each property holds.

1.2 Shortcomings of Typical Evaluations
Earlier, we presented evidence that evaluating Biometric Cryptographic Key Genera-

tors is an important, yet markedly challenging task. We believe that this difficulty stems
from the fact that there is no universally-accepted and comprehensive framework for eval-
uation. This results in evaluations that suffer from one of three common pitfalls: (1) the
misapplication of evaluation techniques from other biometrics-based technologies, such as
authentication or identification, to BKGs; (2) a lack of completeness; and (3) a failure to
account for certain types of adversaries. In this section we illustrate the concrete ramifica-
tions that such oversights cause, and then describe our proposed approach for studying the
security of a BKG.

The Misapplication of Evaluation Techniques. A common mistake is to argue the se-
curity of a BKG by applying evaluation techniques from other applications that use bio-
metrics. Biometrics have been used primarily for two other security-centric applications:
identification and authentication. Biometric identification is a method of establishing to
which user a biometric sample belongs. To do so, an identification system stores a repre-
sentation of each user’s biometric along with a unique user identifier in a secure database.
To identify of a sample, the system simply searches the database and returns the user iden-
tifier of the sample that is the “closest” to the input sample. The most common example
of biometric identification is the use of fingerprints lifted from a crime scene to identify
criminals.

Biometric authentication (sometimes referred to as biometric verification) is the task of
using a biometric sample as proof of a claimed identity. Generally, this is accomplished
by storing a representation of the user’s biometric, along with the user’s unique identifier,
in a secure database. When a user wishes to authenticate, she provides an identifier and a
biometric sample to a trusted, tamper-proof interface (or, reference monitor) that controls
access to the system. The reference monitor searches the database and retrieves the sample
that should correspond to the identifier. If this sample matches the one provided by the
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user, then the reference monitor authenticates the user. The reference monitor is key to this
interaction, and is often designed to ensure that it is interacting with a live human and that
it locks a user’s account after observing too many failed login attempts over a fixed period
of time.

Although researchers have established sound techniques for evaluating both biometric
identification and biometric authentication systems, applying the same techniques to BKGs
can have significant repercussions. For instance, to measure the correctness of a biometric
identification system, one needs to show that no two users share the same biometric sample.
This property indicates a sound foundation for identification because the system will be able
to uniquely identify any user. Unfortunately, some BKGs have been argued to be secure
because they generate keys that are unique. Clearly, key uniqueness is a property that is
necessary for a secure BKG, but it is certainly not sufficient. For instance, it is possible to
have a unique key that is, in practice, easy for an attacker to predict. Thus, the evaluation
techniques for biometric identification systems are inadequate in the context of BKGs.

Similar problems arise when applying evaluation procedures for authentication systems
to BKGs. As mentioned earlier, biometric authentication systems rely on a reference moni-
tor to (1) ensure that a system is interacting with a live human and (2) lock a user’s account
after observing too many failed login attempts. Thus, an evaluator can safely assume that
the adversary is a human, and one who only has several attempts at creating a legitimate
forgery. However, assuming this for a BKG can be problematic because keys are used
by cryptographic algorithms, the output of which can be captured and analyzed using au-
tomated techniques at the leisure of an adversary. Another important difference between
the authentication and key generation settings is that in the authentication setting one can
reasonably assume that the reference monitor can protect the biometric template, and so
the template could simply be the encoding of the samples collected during enrollment. In
contrast, templates output by a BKG must be presumed to be available to an adversary,
and so they must be designed to hide the biometric and the key. As we show in Chapter 6,
since these templates are available to the adversary, key strength and forgery estimates of
the system must be conditioned on any information that can be derived from the template.

Failing to Evaluate the Entire BKG. Another common pitfall that plagues current eval-
uations is to argue the security of only part of a BKG. BKGs draw on technologies from
many different disciplines. Since biometrics measure humans, which are objects that can-
not be defined in a closed mathematical form, biometrics can only truly be understood
through rigorous empirical evaluation. On the other hand, principles that govern secure
template design require precise cryptographic analyses. Ideally, evaluators should perform
both types of analyses (as in [73]).

However, many evaluations exclusively pursue one approach. For example, so-called
Fuzzy Cryptography, which was pioneered by Juels and Wattenberg [52] and then later
formalized and extended by Dodis et al. [28, 91, 16, 30, 29], provides rigorous crypto-
graphic guarantees because it is evaluated in a formal cryptographic model. However, the
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security of many of these primitives relies on assumptions, such as the structure of error
patterns or the uncertainty of the biometric input, that may not hold in practice. More-
over, the proofs of these primitives assume that the input (i.e., a biometric sample) has high
min-entropy [28], and it is unclear how to empirically estimate min-entropy. Thus, while
Fuzzy Cryptography offers the potential to generate keys that could be useful in everyday
situations, no practical instantiation has been realized at this time.

On the other hand, many BKGs ignore, or superficially treat, cryptographic arguments
and instead focus on an empirical analysis that shows that the biometric (and/or key) has
high entropy across a population. While such an analysis is indeed essential, failing to also
consider the cryptographic properties of the template can have severe ramifications. For
instance, in Chapter 6 we will show how failing to correctly analyze a template can lead
to a scheme where both the biometric and the key of each user can be recovered with high
probability.

Underestimating Adversarial Capabilities. One of the most common, and important,
weaknesses in current evaluations is to underestimate the power or knowledge of a realistic
adversary. Since there has been no concrete definition of a model for evaluating BKGs,
there has also been no explicit statements about the types adversaries that a BKG will face,
or how to estimate the power of such adversaries. Some proposals report the resiliency
of a BKG to human forgeries, while others report the entropy of the derived keys. These
types of analyses imply that the adversaries under consideration are human forgers, and
algorithms that enumerate a key space, respectively.

While there are common techniques to evaluate both types of attackers, many of these
techniques either fail to consider extra information that is useful for an attacker, or implic-
itly overestimate the security of the BKG. For instance, several different approaches have
been used to test the ability of a BKG to reject human forgeries. In Chapter 4 we show that
two of the most common approaches, so called “naı̈ve” and “skilled” forgeries, drastically
overestimate the ability of a BKG to withstand attack. Naı̈ve forgery estimates are inade-
quate because they are computed from samples of users who are not even trying to create
a forgery. So-called skilled forgeries are inadequate because they do not take into account
the motivation, training, or skill of a forger.

Similarly, there are multiple ways to argue the resiliency of BKG-derived keys to al-
gorithmic searches. One technique, Guessing entropy [67], has been used to measure the
strength of keys (e.g., [73, 71, 24]) because it is easily computed from empirical data. How-
ever, we show in Chapter 6 that since Guessing entropy is a summary statistic, it provides
misleading results when computed over skewed distributions. Yet another common ap-
proach (e.g., [81, 20, 41, 103, 42]) that has lead to somewhat misleading views on security
is to argue key strength by computing the Shannon entropy [86, 87] of the keys derived from
a population of users. However, many evaluations do not condition the estimate of Shannon
entropy on information that is readily available to an attacker, such as the template or the
statistical correlation between biometric features. Again, this provides misleading results
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because improperly designed templates could leak a great deal of information, perhaps in
some cases allowing an attacker to precisely infer the biometric input.

1.3 Our Approach
The goal of this work is to put forth evaluation techniques that accurately assess the

security of practical BKGs. Of course, in order for our techniques to be useful, they must
not fall prey to the common pitfalls outlined above. Naturally, we also require that a scheme
that meets our recommendations will withstand unforeseen attacks. To achieve these goals,
we follow a common maxim from the security community: “A system is only as secure
as its weakest link.” Thus, our evaluation strategy applies critical analyses to BKGs. In
particular, the bulk of this dissertation focuses on rigorous empirical techniques to analyze
the security of BKGs.

We choose to focus on empirical evaluations for several reasons. First off, the purpose
of a BKG is to extract entropy from a person, and use this entropy to create a cryptographic
key. The act of measuring people is inherently experimental, and so we must establish
sound empirical techniques to truly understand how much uncertainty is indeed afforded
by biometrics. Second, compared with their theoretical counterparts, empirical techniques
for estimating security have received relatively little attention from the community. This
work seeks to fill that void. Third, we argue that there is currently a disconnect between
theoretically sound constructions, and those being implemented in practice. We believe that
this is primarily because theoretical constructions operate on limited error patterns, and so
they cannot be applied to a large variety of modalities, especially behavioral biometrics.
Since some practical constructions do not fit cleanly into some theoretical definitions, we
must find other techniques that do work for a broad class of constructions.

Before we may describe our evaluation techniques, however, we must address several
technical details. Namely, there is currently no well-accepted adversarial model for BKGs,
and no explicitly stated requirements for what it means for a BKG to be “secure.” Specifi-
cation of these two details is essential for the types of analyses that we advocate. With this
in mind, we first lay the groundwork for our analyses by establishing a model with which
to evaluate a BKG. First, we identify the components of a BKG, including those that may
be exploited by an adversary, and those that must be protected to ensure security. Addi-
tionally, we define the adversarial space for BKGs. We consider both the components and
the adversarial space and put forth a set of three security requirements that we argue are
necessary for a secure BKG. Although we focus mostly on the empirical aspects of these
requirements, we also highlight the importance of cryptographic analyses. This is essential
to help evaluators avoid the pitfalls associated with incomplete evaluations. Finally, we
examine interesting points in the adversarial space to provide concrete evidence to support
the necessity of our requirements.

Since much of our work is empirical in nature, our arguments are based on the analysis
of real biometric data. The depth required by our studies mandates that we focus on one
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modality, and we choose handwriting. While we believe that our approaches also apply to
other modalities, handwriting offers several benefits that make it an attractive choice. The
capture of handwriting is non-invasive, and people are generally comfortable writing. This
implies that handwriting might be a modality that people could use in practice. Moreover,
handwriting, and in particular signatures, has enjoyed long-standing legal acceptance, and
the field of forensic document examination has shown that people do indeed write differ-
ently. These properties make handwriting a potentially viable option for key generation.

Handwriting is also useful from a pedagogical standpoint. As we demonstrate through-
out this work, many handwriting based BKGs do succumb to attacks. This allows us to
study why common evaluation strategies fail to accurately assess the security of weak
systems. Also, our success in subverting handwriting-based BKGs raises the important
question of what can be done when the modality of choice is not strong enough for key
generation. This dissertation concludes with the description of a new construction that
attempts to make the most of a weak modality. This construction, which is based on Ran-
domized Biometric Templates, extracts extra entropy from a novel source: the way in which
biometrics are measured. We analyze Randomized Biometric Templates in the context of
our requirements and adversarial space and show that they improve the security of standard
handwriting-based BKGs.

Contributions. The primary goal of this dissertation is to put forth practical and rigorous
evaluation techniques for Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators. In doing so, we make
the following contributions:

• Chapter 3: Definitions of the components and adversarial space of BKGs. These
specifications immediately lead to three requirements that must hold in order to en-
sure security. We describe explicit techniques for demonstrating a BKG meets each
requirement and discuss why schemes typically fail in practice.

• Chapter 4: A study that shows that several well established techniques for estimat-
ing the skill of human forgers overestimate the security of BKGs. Our approach uses
forgeries collected from trained forgers to highlight that, in the context of a typical
handwriting-based BKG, classic techniques can underestimate security by almost a
factor of four.

• Chapter 5: Two novel generative algorithms for handwriting biometrics that use
partial knowledge of a target user’s biometric and general population statistics to
output forgeries. We show that the forgeries created by generative algorithms are of
similar quality as those of trained forgers, and so generative algorithms serve both as
a new attack vector, and a new way to rapidly estimate the security of a BKG.

• Chapter 6: An efficient technique for enumerating the key space of BKGs. We test
the effectiveness of our algorithm by applying it to several published BKGs. In one
case we show that by exploiting population statistics, our attack has a 22% chance of
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guessing of ostensibly 43-bit keys after only one attempt. In order to allow evaluators
to determine whether a construction will succumb to our attack, we present Guessing
Distance, a new tool to estimate the resiliency of a BKG to a broad set of realistic
search-based attacks.

• Chapter 7: Randomized Biometric Templates (RBTs), a novel Biometric Cryp-
tographic Key Generator that uses intelligent feature selection to both improve re-
sistance to forgeries, and increase the entropy of keys. We analyze RBTs within
the context of our requirements, and show that they offer more security than other
handwriting-based BKGs.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The design and evaluation of BKGs draws on many disciplines. In this chapter we
explore each of these areas and how they relate to the correct evaluation of BKGs. We first
explore various proposals for BKGs, including practical instantiations as well as theoretical
foundations. Then we review several attacks against BKGs, and finally discuss several
papers that propose techniques to evaluate systems that use biometrics.

2.1 Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators
To our knowledge, Soutar and Tomko [93] were the first to propose biometric key gen-

eration. They tie the private key of a private/public key pair to the minutiae of fingerprints.
Unfortunately, there is no analysis of the likelihood that their approach will resist forgery,
and there is no estimate of the entropy of the derived keys.

Davida et al. [23] followed the impetus of Soutar and Tomko and proposed a BKG based
on iris codes. Iris codes are believed to have the most entropy of all commonly-used bio-
metric modalities, but their collection can be considered somewhat invasive. Additionally,
the proposed approach requires that iris codes exhibit errors in less than 10% of the bits,
and this assumption is suspect [17]. Moreover, the proposed error correcting technique,
majority-decoding, has been argued to have limited use in practice [41]. While the work
is the first to provide cryptographic arguments that the proposed approach achieves certain
security properties, the evaluation lacks any empirical analysis. Perhaps a more important
problem is the confusion between biometric identification and biometric key generation.
While the goal of the work is to design offline biometric identification schemes, the au-
thors posit that if the biometric has sufficient entropy, then their constructions can be used
for key generation. We have argued that one of the most common flaws in arguing the
security of a BKG is the misapplication of evaluation techniques from other biometrics
based-security applications. Despite these shortcomings, the work of Davida et al. makes
several important contributions. Aside from motivating the study of BKGs, it described
the first construction to address the importance of resiliency to offline attacks. Second,
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the authors reduce the security of their construction to the soundness of the cryptographic
primitives that their schemes exploit.

Monrose et al. proposed the first practical system that exploits behavioral (versus phys-
iological) biometrics in key generation [73]. Their technique uses keystroke latencies to
increase the entropy of standard passwords. They show that their system yields keys that
are at least as strong as the password alone, and in some instances their approach increases
the workload of an attacker by a multiplicative factor of 215. Later, a similar approach
was used to generate cryptographic keys from voice [72, 71]. Monrose et al. provide both
empirical and cryptographic arguments that their scheme achieves the necessary level of
security. Although their empirical evaluation uses Guessing entropy [67], which we show
in Chapter 6 does not provide a worst-case analysis of security for skewed distributions, it
is not clear whether the distribution of keystroke dynamics is skewed, and so their estimate
of security may indeed be accurate.

Although the BKGs due to Monrose et al. were some of the first, they still exhibit
properties that many current constructions do not achieve. For instance, their biometric
templates can be updated in a secure fashion, which is important in the settings where a
user’s behavior can change over time. Additionally, their construction makes the important
distinction of identifying which features are useful (i.e., “distinguishing”) for a specific
user, and which are not. To do so, the scheme sets a global threshold for each feature, and
extracts a bit of information for each user by assigning a 0 or 1 if the user’s measurements
are consistently below or above that threshold. If the user does not provide measurements
that fall consistently on one side of the threshold, then the system ignores that feature for
that user.

The construction we describe in Chapter 7, Randomized Biometric Templates, is out-
wardly similar to the approaches of Monrose et al., yet offers several important advantages.
First, although our approach also uses quantization for error correction, we partition the
range of each feature into more than two segments, and hence we can potentially achieve
higher entropy rates and lower False Accept Rates. Second, our notion of a “distinguishing”
feature is more flexible. We assign a feature to a user if she can reliably repeat that feature,
even if the mean value falls anywhere in the feature’s range. By contrast, the construction
of Monrose et al. ignores features that can be repeated reliably, but whose mean falls di-
rectly on the global threshold. Finally, our approach is based on block ciphers and hash
functions, which are more computationally efficient than the number theoretic primitives
that were used in that work.

Many constructions followed those of Monrose et al., drawing upon modalities such as
face [38], fingerprints [92, 100], iris codes [41, 111], and handwriting [102, 42, 55]. Viel-
hauer et al. describe a technique [103] to generate a “biometric hash” (i.e., a cryptographic
key) from handwriting, and then propose techniques for finding features that are useful for
key generation purposes [102]. The approach uses quantization for error correction. That
is, for each feature, it partitions the output range of that feature into equal length segments,
and then derives the cryptographic key from the segment that contains the output of the
feature applied to the user’s writing samples. The authors argue that their template design
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is secure. While they performed some preliminary testing on PINs and passphrases, the
bulk of their study is on signatures, where they evaluated features based on intrapersonal
deviation, interpersonal entropy with respect to their hash function, and the correlation be-
tween these two values. The types of security arguments put forth by Vielhauer et al. are
typical of those that are made in the biometrics community. For this reason, we base much
of our analysis on constructions that are closely related to the Vielhauer approach. While
one could see these evaluations as “attacks” on the Vielhauer scheme, it is not our intent to
point out shortcomings in that specific work. More so, we are interested in highlighting the
flaws in evaluation that have become commonplace.

Other researchers have also used handwriting to generate cryptographic keys. For in-
stance, Hao and Wah [42] explored a similar quantization approach, but follow a different
template design that stores part of the biometric sample to improve the computational ef-
ficiency of the key derivation process. They perform a security analysis and claim keys
of approximately 40 bits of entropy. We show in Chapter 6 that their approach is flawed,
and an attacker has a 22% chance of guessing the correct key on her first attempt. Kuan et
al. also present a handwriting-based BKG that is based on block-cipher principles to yield
cryptographic keys from signatures [55]. They test their algorithm on the standard data set
from the First International Signature Verification Competition and report EERs between
6% and 14% if the forger has access to a stolen token. The production of “skilled” forgeries
in the SVC data set [108], however, does not take into account the motivation, training, or
talent of forgers. In Chapter 4 we show the ramifications that such oversights can have.

2.2 Fuzzy Cryptography
There has also been recent theoretical work to formalize particular aspects of BKGs.

The idea of fuzzy cryptography was first introduced by Juels and Wattenberg [52], who de-
scribe a commitment scheme that supports noise-tolerant decommitments. That is, one can
use a biometric reading β to make a commitment C of the value c. Then, a user who can
provide another biometric β′ that is close β can decommit C to extract c. Fuzzy Commit-
ments achieve the properties of standard cryptographic commitments, so they conceal the
value c, and no party can decommit C to a value c′ 6= c. Despite popular belief, however,
Fuzzy Commitments, cannot be used as BKGs. In fact, in Chapter 3 we analyze a specific
instance of a Fuzzy Commitment scheme and show that in practical settings, it is possible
for an attacker to determine the user’s biometric (i.e., β). Further work in fuzzy cryp-
tography included a Fuzzy Vault [51], which extended Fuzzy Commitments to use more
flexible error correcting codes, and required fewer assumptions about the distributions of
the biometrics.

Fuzzy Vaults were later classified as instances of Secure Sketches, which can be used
to build Fuzzy Extractors [28, 16, 27, 58]. Fuzzy Extractors treat biometric features as
non-uniformly distributed, error-prone sources and apply error-correction algorithms and
randomness extractors [43, 76] to generate strings with high entropy. Fuzzy Extractors
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protect the biometric input, β, with a Secure Sketch, s, and then derive a key by feeding β
and another source of randomness, x, into a randomness extractor. The template consists
of s and x. To recreate the key, a user extracts β from s by providing another sample that
is close to the original, and then rerunning the randomness extractor on β and x.

Loosely speaking, the original definitions of Fuzzy Extractors guaranteed that the key
output by the extractor was statistically close to uniform for adversaries who have access
to the template (i.e., s and x). We note, however, that this security definition does not
necessarily capture the security requirements of real systems. The problem stems from
the fact that although the key is guaranteed to be difficult to predict, it is not necessarily
the case that an attacker cannot use the key and template together to guess the biometric.
While the constructions presented in [28] do not succumb to such attacks, it is possible that
other proposals that are based on this original definition could be flawed. The definitions of
Private Fuzzy Extractors [29] have been recently proposed to address these concerns. The
security requirements we put forth in Chapter 3 also account for these types of attacks.

Fuzzy cryptography has made important contributions in defining rigorous techniques
for cryptographically analyzing BKGs. Nevertheless, there remains a gap between the-
oretical soundness and practical systems. For instance, while Fuzzy Extractors can be
effectively used as a component in a larger biometric key generation system, they do not
capture all the practical requirements of a BKG. In particular, it is unclear whether known
constructions can correct the kinds of errors typically generated by humans, especially in
the case of behavioral biometrics. Designers of practical systems are thus left to use differ-
ent types of error-correcting techniques, and sometimes the resulting constructions cannot
be easily analyzed using sound theoretical definitions. Another shortcoming is that Fuzzy
Extractors require biometric inputs with high min-entropy but do not address how to select
features that achieve this requisite level of entropy. Since this is an inherently empirical
question, much of our work is concerned with how to experimentally evaluate the entropy
available in a biometric, and to provide empirical techniques to estimate the security of a
broad class of practical BKGs.

2.3 Attacks against BKGs
Perhaps one of the most compelling arguments for pursuing general evaluation tech-

niques for practical systems is the proliferation of attacks against biometrics-based security
technologies. Although there are many different ways to subvert a BKG, in this discussion
we focus on two broad classes of popular attacks. The first class is based on extracting
information from poorly designed BKGs. The second class of attacks attempts to replicate
the biometric input. Both types of attacks can have severe secrity ramifications.

Extracting Information from Templates and Algorithms. One of the most prominent
types of attacks in the first class are so-called “hill-climbing” attacks. These attacks exploit
information leaked through interactions with the BKG to tune guesses of the biometric in-
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put until the attacker has recovered the correct value. Some BKGs have been designed such
that instead of providing an indication of failure when receiving an incorrect biometric in-
put, they instead release a “distance score” indicating how far the provided sample is from
the enrollment samples. This shortcoming might be a remnant of biometric identification
schemes, where a distance score is used to compare an biometric sample to other samples
in a database. An attacker can exploit knowledge of this distance score by successively
perturbing input samples until the score falls below some tolerance, resulting in a correctly
extracted key. Adler [4] leveraged hill climbing attacks against a variant of the original
BKG of Soutar et al. [93]. Uludag and Jain observed similar success against another fin-
gerprint based system [97]. Yamazaki et al. were able to leverage hill climbing attacks
to subvert an authentication system based on handwriting biometrics [106]. We return to
the importance of hill-climbing attacks in Chapter 3; our definition of the key generation
algorithm prevents instantiations that succumb to these types of attacks.

While hill-climbing attacks exploit information leaked by improperly designed algo-
rithms, there have also been attacks that leverage improperly designed templates. For
instance, the minutiae that define fingerprints are points in a two dimensional space. A
common approach to “securely” encode these points is is to leave them in the clear, and
then add random chaff points to the encoding. The assumption is that the attacker cannot
distinguish the random points from the actual minutiae, and hence the template does not
leak the biometric. However, Chang et al. note that the distribution of minutiae is different
than the distribution of the chaff points [19]. Drawing on this observation, they were able to
design an algorithm that quickly extracts the correct minutiae, thus completely subverting
any BKG that uses this technique. This highlights the importance of sound cryptographic
arguments when evaluating BKGs, and the consequences of leaving any encoding of a bio-
metric, no matter if it is somehow “masked,” in the biometric template. In Chapter 6 we
also analyze a scheme that leaves a masked encoding of the biometric in the template, and
show how an attacker can use this to quickly guess a user’s key.

Finally, we observe that there are even attacks against the constructions that satisfy the-
oretical definitions. We have already noted that the original definitions of Fuzzy Extractors
allowed constructions which leak information about the input samples. Indeed, this sub-
tlety was exploited by Boyen [16], who showed that if a Secure Sketch uses a certain type
of error-correcting code, then multiple invocations of the sketching procedure can leak in-
formation about the input. Assume an error-correcting code that outputs codewords such
that the first bit is 1 with probability greater than 1/2. Since one of the original instanti-
ations of a Secure Sketch encodes a biometric by storing the xor of a randomly selected
codeword and the biometric input, an attacker has a greater than 50% chance of correctly
predicting the first bit in the biometric. If the Secure Sketch is used more than once, then
the probability of correctly guessing this bit increases. Boyen continues on to propose new
definitions that address this problem. However, this highlights the importance of rigor-
ous evaluations—even constructions that are secure in theory can suffer difficulties when
adapted to a practical setting.

Each of these attacks highlights the importance of designing templates that conceal
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both the user’s biometric input, as well as the user’s key. In Chapter 3 we present two
requirements—Strong Biometric Privacy and Key Randomness—that evaluators can use to
show that a BKG does indeed protect each of these pieces of information. We return in
Chapter 6 with two empirical attacks that show the importance of correctly arguing that
each of these requirements hold.

Exploiting Predictable Biometric Inputs. Another common technique for subverting
BKGs is to simply predict the target user’s biometric. The security of BKGs is predicated
on the assumption that this is a difficult task, although for some modalities, this is certainly
not the case. The most straightforward technique to predict a biometric input is to use a
sample from another user as a forgery for the target user. The likelihood that the BKG
creates the correct key from a forged biometric input is known as the False Accept Rate
(FAR), and the smaller the FAR, the stronger the BKG. However, evaluators must take care
when estimating security in this way, because the FAR is a direct function of the quality
of the forgeries that the evaluator can produce. If the forgeries are not inline with what the
BKG might face in practice, then reported FARs could be overestimates.

A common practice is to take one user’s sample from a different context, and use it as
a forgery for another user. This is called a “naı̈ve” forgery, and its use is highly suspect
because the forger makes no concerted effort to replicate the target user’s biometric. A
slightly stronger approach, which is less common in the literature [56, 80, 48, 68, 69, 59],
is based on so-called “skilled” forgeries, and involves showing the target user’s biometric
input to a forger, who then attempts to recreate that input. Nevertheless, there is often no
guarantee that this forger has any true skill, and important factors such as motivation and
training are commonly ignored.

The pitfalls of using such weak security indicators can have serious consequences. For
instance, in a small study of the security afforded by handwritten signatures, Zoebisch and
Vielhauer [104] found that showing an image of the target signature increased the FAR, and
showing a dynamic replay doubled the susceptibility to forgery. In Chapter 4 we provide
the first results that indicate that even the security measures derived from “skilled” forgeries
can be misleading.

Yet another approach to predict input to BKGs is to aggregate samples from other users
in a population, and use these as indicators to guess a likely input. This approach is partic-
ularly useful for different variants of graphical passwords, which were originally proposed
by Blonder [15]. There are two primary variants of graphical password schemes. In “click-
based” schemes, a user is presented with one or more images and is asked to click on
different locations of the image(s) to create a key. Davis et al. [24] analyzed variants of
a popular a click-based scheme [82] and showed that knowledge of auxiliary information,
such as a user’s gender, allowed an attacker to predict the password that a user would likely
choose; the authors report a 10% chance of guessing the passwords of male users in fewer
than three guesses. Thorpe and van Oorschot also demonstrated that certain click-based
schemes exhibited “Hot Spots” [95], which afforded attackers a 12% chance of finding a
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target user’s key in fewer than 216 guesses. In the second class of graphical passwords, so
called “recall-based” schemes (e.g., the “Draw-a-Secret” scheme of Jermyn et al. [50]), the
user is presented with a screen and asked to draw a password. While this approach seems
plausible in practice, van Oorschot and Thorpe [101] showed that the classes of symmet-
ric passwords are much more likely than other passwords. Each of these attacks against
graphical passwords exploit population statistics to guess the value of a specific user’s key.
We follow a similar approach in Chapter 6 and describe a novel algorithm that considers
population statistics along with a target user’s template to guess that user’s key.

Other more sophisticated techniques have been used to predict the input to BKGs. For
instance, in a precursor to the work we present in Chapter 5, Lopresti and Raim [61] de-
scribe a generative attack against the BKG of Vielhauer et al. [103]. The authors describe
how online handwriting samples collected from the target user can be combined to cre-
ate a guess of the target user’s input. They augmented their approach to perform a small
search around the initial guess, and show that for the 24 features proposed by Vielhauer
et al. [103], an attacker can find the target user’s key 50% of the time after making fewer
than 221 guesses. Thorpe and van Oorschot also explore a similar type of generative attack
against click-based graphical password schemes. They assume that the probability that a
user selects a point in an image is related to the distinguishability of that point from its
surroundings. They then use automated techniques to detect such points, and have a 30%
chance of guessing a user’s key in fewer than 235 guesses. We follow the work of Lo-
presti and Raim [61] and design generative algorithms against handwriting biometrics in
Chapter 5. We show that it is possible to create generative algorithms that use only offline
samples from the target user to create forgeries that can subvert BKGs.

These attacks serve the practical purpose of highlighting the weaknesses in specific
BKGs. However, it is more interesting to consider why attacks succeeded despite security
analyses that suggest otherwise. We believe that understanding the specific flaws in each
BKG is less important than understanding why evaluation methodologies failed to identify
these flaws. To these ends, in Chapter 3 we present a requirement that we call Biometric
Uncertainty that is useful for determining the difficulty of predicting a biometric input.
We return with techniques to estimate Biometric Uncertainty for different adversaries in
Chapters 4 and 5.

2.4 Evaluation Techniques
To our knowledge, there has been relatively little research that explicitly focuses on

the evaluation of BKGs. Clearly, the definitions of Fuzzy Extractors provide a template
with which to evaluate fuzzy cryptographic primitives. However, only after multiple itera-
tions [28, 16, 29] have these theoretical definitions been tuned to the point where they are
more aligned with what one would consider to be secure in a practical setting. Even then,
not all practical constructions fit into the definitions for Fuzzy Extractors, and there still
remains a void when it comes to evaluating practical constructions.
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Some researchers have also focused on empirical best practices to augment the theo-
retical counterparts. For instance, Jain et al. enumerate a set of possible attacks against
templates that are employed in biometric authentication [49]. They consider every compo-
nent of an authentication system, including the biometric sensor, the database that stores
templates, the interface to the application that requires authentication, and the communica-
tion channels between each component. They discuss the importance of securing each of
these pieces, and the impact of attacks such as hill-climbing attacks, the replay of biometric
data, replacing code within the authentication system, and denial of service against any of
the authentication components.

While the points raised by Jain et al. are important in the realm of authentication, our
study of BKGs requires different types of analyses. For example, there are many con-
cerns that must be addressed in authentication systems that are not important for BKGs.
We are not concerned with the security of communication channels. In all likelihood, the
algorithms that comprise a BKG will be executed on the same computer that stores the
biometric template and extracts biometric samples. Additionally, in the context of BKGs,
it is impossible to defend against denial of service attacks; an attacker could simply delete
or otherwise corrupt a template.

Another reason why we cannot simply apply the techniques of Jain et al. [49] to BKGs
is that there are security properties that are inherent to BKGs that cannot be argued using
techniques for biometric authentication. For instance, the security of a template in an au-
thentication system can be guaranteed by securing a database. In the realm of BKGs, we
must ensure that each template is cryptographically secure because it could be stored any-
where (e.g., on a laptop). Additionally, in the realm of key generation, accurately assessing
the entropy of the biometric is more important than in authentication because BKGs are
susceptible to offline attacks.

Mansfield and Wayman [65] also describe a set of best practices for evaluating a bio-
metric system. Just as with the work of Jain et al. [49], Mansfield and Wayman do not
tailor their work to BKGs. More importantly, the goals of that work differ from our
own. The authors describe protocols and techniques for ensuring that empirical tests are
statistically meaningful. This is obviously of the utmost importance, and like other re-
searchers [62, 63, 64], we endeavor to present statistically meaningful results. We note,
however, that the focus of our work is to examine BKGs from a security standpoint. As
such, we are more concerned with understanding how typical evaluations fail to account
for certain types of adversaries, or otherwise employ techniques that overstate security.
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Chapter 3

Biometric Cryptographic Key
Generators

This chapter lays the groundwork for rigorous evaluations by presenting necessary se-
curity requirements for Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators. We first define the algo-
rithms and components of BKGs, and place emphasis on how each relates to the security of
a BKG. Then, we specify the adversarial space in which BKGs operate. This takes special
care as one must consider the impact of auxiliary information and human forgers, which
are two threats that are considered inconsequential to the analysis of standard key gener-
ators. We build upon these foundations to propose three requirements that should be met
in order to achieve security. We describe how each requirement should be argued for each
type of adversary. Finally, we point out common design flaws that typically prevent each
requirement from being met in practice. Parts of this chapter also appear in [8].

3.1 Algorithms and Components
There are two algorithms and five classes of information associated with BKGs. The

two algorithms are the enrollment and key generation algorithms:

• Enroll(β1, . . . , β`, π): The enroll algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm that accepts
as input a number of biometric samples (β1, . . . , β`), and potentially an extra source
of randomness (π), and outputs a template (T ) and a cryptographic key (K). In the
event that β1, . . . , β` do not meet some predetermined criteria, the enroll algorithm
might output the failure symbol ⊥.

• KeyGen(β, π, T ): The key generation algorithm accepts as input one biometric sam-
ple (β), potentially an extra source of randomness (π), and a template (T ). The algo-
rithm outputs either a cryptographic key (K), or the failure symbol ⊥ if the provided
biometric sample cannot be used to create a key.
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KeyGen and Enroll must be assumed to be public. That is, they may be executed by
an adversary during an attack. An adversary can generate templates by running Enroll on
any biometric samples to which she has access. Similarly, she can execute the KeyGen
algorithm to create keys using any biometric samples and templates that she possesses.

The inputs and outputs of Enroll and KeyGen are defined as follows:

• A Biometric (β): A biometric is a measurement of a person’s behavior or physiology.
A BKG extracts β as a set of signals, and typically applies statistical functions, or
features (φ1, . . . , φn), to the representations to either derive [42, 103] or lock [92, 41,
98] a cryptographic key.

• A Template (T ): A template is any piece of information that is stored for the purpose
of regenerating a cryptographic key. Templates are generally created during an en-
rollment process and stored so that a user can easily recreate her key. For all practical
purposes, templates must be considered publicly available. Note that this assumption
implies that more standard biometric templates, which are typically employed for
authentication purposes and are simply the encoding of a biometric [105], cannot be
used securely for key generation.

• A Password (π): A BKG might use an extra source of randomness, such as a human-
supplied password, to encrypt a template or derive a key. While this information is
not readily available to an attacker, we assume that the password is only of limited
entropy and will not withstand dictionary attacks. If passwords could withstand such
attacks, one would not need BKGs. For those BKGs that do not use an auxiliary
source of randomness, we assume that π is the empty string.

• A Key (K): A cryptographic key that is derived by applying the Enroll algorithm
to biometric samples and potentially a password. The key may later be regenerated
by KeyGen using the template output by Enroll and another biometric sample that
is “close” to the original samples. Unless otherwise specified, the keys output by a
BKG should not be tied to any specific cryptographic application.

The final informational component, which is neither an input to, nor output of, Enroll
or KeyGen, encompasses all additional information that is available to an adversary. In
the case of weak BKGs, such information can be quite useful for mounting an attack.
Throughout this work we refer to this information as general population statistics or auxil-
iary information:

• Auxiliary Information (aux): Auxiliary information encompasses any publicly avail-
able information that is not intended to be used for key derivation purposes but that is
still readily available to an adversary. Auxiliary information is specified with respect
to one user and includes any biometric, template, or key other than those associ-
ated with the user in question. It could also include any other information about the
environment that might leak information about the biometric or key.
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3.2 The Adversarial Space
Before defining any security requirements, it is essential to understand the types of ad-

versaries that BKGs must resist in practice. These types of adversaries are more complex
than those that face standard key generators. Since standard cryptographic key generators
must output pseudorandom keys, the adversarial space is tacitly implied to be probabilistic-
polynomial time (PPT) algorithms. Clearly, BKGs must resist attacks by such algorithms,
which generally amount to some sort of intelligent enumeration of the key space. How-
ever, given the nature of biometrics, BKGs must also be able to withstand other forms of
attack. For instance, while humans do not generally pose significant threats to traditional
key generators, they might be useful in subverting a BKG because of their ability to predict
or otherwise forge a biometric.

Another way in which the adversarial space for BKGs differs from that of standard key
generators is the impact of external sources of information. It is generally assumed that
the input to standard key generators cannot be predicted and that sources of information
that are external to the key generator are of little use to an adversary. This is not the
case for BKGs. It is known that population statistics can be strong indicators of a specific
user’s biometric [24, 95, 11, 10, 8], and that poorly-designed templates could inadvertently
leak important information. Since biometrics may be surreptitiously captured or observed,
BKGs must be evaluated in light of such compromises. Thus, when defining adversaries,
it must be assumed that, at the very minimum, they have access to population statistics,
templates, and in some cases, even partial knowledge of the biometric input.

Given these subtleties, it is important to thoroughly explore the adversarial space for
BKGs. All adversaries must be assumed to have access to all public information, such
as the template and auxiliary information. Adversaries vary, however, along two dimen-
sions: the level of automation, and the amount of knowledge they possess about the target
biometric. The level of automation ranges from human adversaries who try to create forg-
eries (denoted H); to algorithms such as those that enumerate key spaces (A); to hybrid
human-algorithmic adversaries (H-A) that use, for example, algorithms to intelligently re-
fine human derived forgeries. Knowledge of the target biometric ranges from no knowledge
at all, to partial knowledge about the target biometric (β̂), to complete knowledge of the
biometric (β). Each combination of these two variables defines a point in the adversarial
space (see Table 3.1). In this thesis, we take care to clearly specify the information that
is available to each class of adversary. We adopt the convention of listing this informa-
tion as the superscript of the level of automation. For example, Hβ̂,T,aux denotes the class
of human adversaries with access to partial knowledge of the biometric, the target user’s
template, and auxiliary information.

Each type of adversary has certain strengths, and some adversaries are more power-
ful than others. For instance, for certain modalities, humans with partial access to a tar-
get biometric might be more adept than algorithms at quickly recognizing and replicating
structural patterns. On the other hand, humans are not well-suited for performing complex
mathematical tasks. In fact, we assume that templates and auxiliary information—which
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β Hβ,T,aux H-Aβ,T,aux Aβ,T,aux

β̂ Hβ̂,T,aux H-Aβ̂,T,aux Aβ̂,T,aux

∅ HT,aux H-AT,aux AT,aux

Humans ←→ Algorithms

Table 3.1: The BKG Adversarial Space. Automation varies along the x axis and knowledge
of the target biometric varies along the y axis. The “most interesting” classes of adversaries
are highlighted .

are mathematical objects—are of little use to humans. Thus, we make the simplifying
(and reasonable) assumption that humans are only useful for creating biometric samples
or making decisions about biometric samples. This assumption implies that adversaries in
the class Hβ̂,T,aux and Hβ,T,aux could pose great risks to a BKG because they could create
forgeries of the input biometric. However HT,aux is a relatively weak class of adversary to
consider, because an attacker would have no idea of which biometric sample to even try to
forge.

On the other hand, algorithms are better suited that humans to recognize mathematical
patterns, and perform searches. So AT,aux and Aβ̂,T,aux must be considered by any re-
quirement. In the context of evaluation, however, considering Aβ,T,aux is not a worthwhile
endeavor; any algorithm that is provided complete access to the target biometric (i.e., the
digital signals that represent the biometric) can simply input the sample to KeyGen to per-
fectly recreate the key. For this reason, it is impossible to design a BKG that achieves any
notion of security against Aβ,T,aux.

Human-algorithm hybrid adversaries draw on the strengths of both humans and algo-
rithms to offer a wide variety of attack capabilities. For instance, such an adversary might
use a human with partial access to a biometric to create an initial forgery, and then use the
template and auxiliary information to perform an intelligent search around the forgery to
find the correct biometric. Or, an attacker could devise an algorithm to create a forgery, and
then allow the algorithm to query a human to solve problems for which humans might be
better suited (e.g., asking whether a synthesized forgery “looks right”). Although this class
of adversary offers the potential to be quite damaging to a BKG, only H-Aβ̂,T,aux is worth
considering. Since we assume that templates and auxiliary information are not useful to
humans,H-AT,aux is equivalent toAT,aux. Also, since an algorithm with complete access to
the biometric can replicate it precisely, no BKG can withstand attacks fromH-Aβ,T,aux.

The points in the abstract adversarial space are interesting because they represent con-
crete attackers. Consider, for instance, a BKG that derives keys from the static and dynamic
features that are computed from of a user’s handwriting. These keys might be used to en-
crypt files on a user’s pen tablet. In this case, HT,aux represents the class of attackers who
attempt to decrypt the files on the laptop by simply writing the passphrase as they would
normally. They cannot attempt to create forgeries because they have no access to the tar-
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get biometric and so do not know what to forge. Hβ̂,T,aux represents attackers who might
find a rendering of the passphrase by the target user on a scrap of paper in the trash, and
then attempt to infer the dynamics on the tablet. Hβ,T,aux represents attackers who actually
observe the target user generating a key (perhaps by looking over the user’s shoulder) and
then try to generate the biometric based on what they see. We study all three classes of
adversaries in Chapter 4. AT,aux might represent attackers who steal a laptop, and attempt
to use the stored template/ciphertext pairs to brute-force a key. Aβ̂,T,aux might represent
adversaries who have access to static representations of the writing samples from the tar-
get user and population statistics, and who use an algorithm to try to infer pen velocity to
synthesize a forgery. We study AT,aux and Aβ̂,T,aux in Chapter 6. Finally, the most power-
ful class of attacker in this situation is a hybrid, H-Aβ̂,T,aux, that draws upon the strengths
of both humans and algorithms. This class of adversary might use the same algorithm as
Aβ̂,T,aux, but use a human to make difficult decisions, such as the order in which strokes of
the writing are rendered. We explore variants ofH-Aβ̂,T,aux in Chapter 5.

3.3 Requirements for a Secure BKG
Given the pertinent algorithms, informational components, and the specification of the

adversarial space, we are prepared to describe techniques to argue the security of a Bio-
metric Cryptographic Key Generator. BKGs must exhibit two properties: correctness and
security. At a high level, a scheme that is correct is usable for a high percentage of the
population. That is, for most users in the population, the probability that the natural vari-
ation of the biometric is small enough to be accounted for by the BKG’s error-correcting
techniques is close to 1.0. This implies that, with a high probability, when a user invokes
KeyGen, the algorithm outputs the same key as Enroll if the provided template was derived
from samples from that user.

Defining security is a little more involved. Since the goal of a BKG is to generate
a key for cryptographic applications, and the security of these application relies on the
unpredictability of the key, the keys output by a BKG must be difficult to predict. Techni-
cally speaking, the key needs to be pseudorandom to any adversary who has access to the
template and auxiliary information. In addition to the pseudorandomness of the key, the
privacy of the biometric must be ensured. This necessity is two-fold: first, if the biometric
is compromised then it can be used in conjunction with the template to regenerate the key.
Second, a biometric is a measure of a human characteristic and so releasing it might have
ramifications on the privacy of the user.

Of course, in order for the key to be unpredictable and the biometric to remain private,
it must be the case that the input to the BKG is difficult to guess. If this is not the case,
then an adversary could subvert a BKG by guessing the input and deriving the correct
key. Combining these properties together results in three explicit requirements that must
be shown by the evaluator of a BKG. Since our analyses will mostly be empirical in nature,
and we require that our requirements be useful for a wide variety of BKGs, we choose to
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state these requirements in prose, rather than mathematically:

• Biometric Uncertainty (REQ-BUN): The biometric samples input to a BKG should
be difficult to predict.

• Key Randomness (REQ-KR): The keys output by a BKG appear random to any ad-
versary who has access to auxiliary information and the template used to derive the
key. For instance, we might require that the key be statistically or computationally
indistinguishable from random.

• Strong Biometric Privacy (REQ-SBP): An adversary learns no useful information
(that she did not already know) about a biometric given auxiliary information, the
template used to derive the key, and the key itself. For instance, no computationally
bounded adversary should be able to compute any function of the biometric.

We expand upon each of these requirements below. We examine the importance of
each, describe how they can be argued for different classes of adversaries, and describe
pitfalls that often prevent them from being met in practice.

3.3.1 Biometric Uncertainty
The first—and arguably most important—requirement for a BKG is that the inputs be

difficult to predict. Achieving this requirement is paramount since this uncertainty ulti-
mately provides the advantage that legitimate users will have over the adversaries of any
cryptographic protocol that uses the derived key. If the biometric is predictable, then no
matter what algorithms are applied to the input, the key will be easy to guess.

REQ-BUN is intentionally our most vaguely stated definition because it takes on differ-
ent meanings depending on the adversary under consideration. In the context of algorithmic
adversaries, achieving REQ-BUN simply requires that a biometric has high entropy to an
adversary that has access to all public information (i.e., T and aux). If an adversary is
given partial access to the biometric, then achieving this requirement implies that the en-
tropy of the rest of the sample is high. An evaluator could measure entropy in several ways,
including Shannon entropy [87], min-entropy [28], and Guessing entropy [67]. Unfortu-
nately, each approach has drawbacks. Shannon entropy and Guessing entropy are summary
statistics and therefore are not necessarily the best choice for a security measure, and it is
difficult to measure min-entropy over realistic distributions. At this point we simply man-
date that entropy should be estimated to ensure security, we return with a methodical way
of performing this estimate in Chapter 6.

In the context of human adversaries REQ-BUN implies that the biometric is difficult to
forge. That is, given varying amounts of information about the target biometric, humans
should have a difficult time replicating the target biometric. Quantifying this difficulty is a
challenging task, and we explore it further in Chapter 4. In order to survive attacks from
hybrid algorithms, the biometric should be difficult to forge, and should have high entropy.
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To summarize, to show that REQ-BUN holds, an evaluator must (1) perform an empiri-
cal analysis that shows that when conditioned on public information, the distribution of the
biometric exhibits high entropy across the population, and (2), perform an empirical eval-
uation that shows that forgers with access to varying levels of information have a difficult
time replicating the biometric.

3.3.2 Key Randomness
Key Randomness is a necessary requirement of any cryptographic key. However, show-

ing that BKG achieves REQ-KR is more complicated for BKGs than for standard key gen-
erators because a proof must take into account extra information that is available to an
adversary. More precisely, to show that a BKG achieves REQ-KR, one must show that the
template does not provide any information that the adversary can use to distinguish a key
from random. This is made under the assumption that REQ-BUN holds, otherwise anyone
could guess the biometric and then run the BKG with the template to derive the key. Thus,
to show REQ-KR, one must (1) give a cryptographic argument that a key looks random to
an adversary that is given the template and auxiliary information, provided that the bio-
metric is difficult to guess from the auxiliary information; and (2) empirically justify that
the biometric is difficult to guess given the auxiliary information.

Several subtleties arise when arguing that REQ-KR holds in the face of certain classes
of adversaries. First of all, the assumption that humans are only useful for providing inputs
to BKGs (or, making decisions about biometric inputs) implies that one needs to show that
REQ-KR holds only for adversaries that have access to algorithms. While REQ-KR auto-
matically holds for any adversary that does not have access to an algorithm, this does not
necessarily imply security. For these adversaries, it is more important to show REQ-BUN.
A second subtlety arises when providing algorithmic adversaries access to part of the bio-
metric. It is still possible to achieve REQ-KR in these situations, provided that β̂ is not “too
close” to β. This is a very imprecise statement, because the definition of closeness varies
greatly between modalities. However, the goal of an evaluator is to determine how much
security is lost as β̂ approaches the true value of β.

In a sense, Key Randomness is a well-known requirement for BKGs. Most construc-
tions provide some sort of argument that the keys (or biometrics) appear random, but there
are several common shortcomings in the ways that people argue REQ-KR. For example,
few analyses take into account the impact of the template on the estimate of key entropy.
To see why this is problematic, suppose that a BKG uses only one feature and simply quan-
tizes the feature space, outputting as a key the region of the feature space that contains the
majority of the measurements of a specific user’s biometric. The quantization is likely to
vary between users, and so the partitioning information would need to be stored in each
user’s template. Possession of the template thus reduces the set of possible keys, as it de-
fines how the feature space is partitioned. Thus, failing to include the template in entropy
estimates might overestimate the security of the BKG.

A second problem is that many approaches for demonstrating key randomness merely
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provide some sort of measure of entropy of a key based on variation across a population.
For example, one common approach is to derive a key as the quantized biometric features
for each user in a population, and compute the entropy over these features. However,
such analyses are generally lacking in that they do not account for the correlation between
features. If features are indeed correlated, then the reported entropy of the scheme being
evaluated could be much lower than what an adversary must overcome in practice.

Another common failing is the manner in which KeyGen determines if it has output the
correct key. Key verification is necessary because users may provide samples to KeyGen
that have too many errors and so cannot be used to derive a key. In this situation the key
generator should be designed to warn the user instead of providing an incorrect key. The
most common way to check that the correct key has been generated is to store a hash of the
correct key in the template (e.g., [103, 41, 111]), or store a token that is the encryption of
a fixed string with the derived key (e.g., [72, 73]). If KeyGen outputs a key that does not
match the hash, or does not properly decrypt the stored token, then a user can be warned
that she needs to recreate her key.

These approaches, however, are insecure [53]. Since templates are available to adver-
saries, storing the hash of the key in the template precludes key pseudorandomness; the
adversary can simply verify the hash to distinguish between random values and the key. To
see how this also fails in a more concrete setting, recall that we would ideally like the keys
output by a BKG to be useful for any cryptographic protocol. Consider a cryptographic
protocol that first hashes the key (for instance, to expand or compress it to a different size).
In this case, if the hashing algorithm used by the protocol is the same that is used for creat-
ing the template, then an adversary with access to a template can subvert the protocol. We
provide a secure technique to verify a key derived from a BKG in Chapter 7.

3.3.3 Strong Biometric Privacy
As noted earlier, REQ-SBP is essential for a BKG as it ensures the privacy of a user’s

biometric, as well as the security of the derived cryptographic keys. To demonstrate that
a BKG achieves REQ-SBP, one needs to show that an adversary cannot use a template,
auxiliary information, and even the derived key to guess a biometric. As with requirement
REQ-KR, this should be proved under the assumption that REQ-BUN holds. Thus, to show
REQ-SBP, one must (1) give a cryptographic argument that an adversary cannot guess the
biometric given the key, template, and auxiliary information, provided that the biometric is
difficult to guess in the first place and (2) empirically justify that the biometric is difficult
to guess given the auxiliary information.

Note that in order to show that REQ-SBP holds, we provide adversaries access to tem-
plates, auxiliary information, and keys. Since we assume that mathematical objects such
as these are not useful to human adversaries, REQ-SBP automatically holds against ad-
versaries in the classes HT,aux,K , Hβ̂,T,aux,K , and Hβ,T,aux,K . However, REQ-SBP must be
proven against any adversary that has access to an algorithm. In the case where adversaries
have partial knowledge of the target biometric (i.e.,H-Aβ̂,T,aux,K andAβ̂,T,aux,K), REQ-SBP
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means that an adversary who has access to a template, key, and auxiliary information can
learn no information about the biometric that it did not already know.

An interesting property of our definition of REQ-SBP is that we provide adversaries
access to the derived key. Requiring a key to leak no information about a biometric is
motivated by practice, since keys output by a BKG could be compromised for any number
of reasons in real systems (e.g., side-channel attacks against encryption keys [54], or the
release of a MAC key as a natural stage of the verification process). If a key can be used
to derive the biometric, then key recovery poses a severe privacy concern. Moreover, key
compromise would then preclude a user from using the BKG ever again, as the adversary
would be able to recreate any key the user makes thereafter. Therefore, failure to consider
such attacks can have significant practical repercussions.

Unfortunately, practical constructions generally do not draw from theoretical founda-
tions that ensure this requirement. While REQ-SBP has been developed independently in
a theoretical setting [30], the most commonly cited definitions of Fuzzy Extractors [28,
Definition 3], and of the even stronger Reusable Fuzzy Extractors [16, Outsider/Insider
Chosen Perturbation Security] admit constructions for which the knowledge of the key and
template can be used to completely recreate the biometric. Informally, the security defi-
nition of a Fuzzy Extractor requires that the template leak minimal information about the
extracted key, but this does not necessarily imply that the key and the template do not leak
information about the biometric. Fortunately, the constructions presented in [28, 16] such
attacks. However, some well-accepted constructions are still vulnerable.

Example 1: Complete Biometric Recovery. As an example, we review a widely-cited
construction due to Hao et al. [41] and show that it does not achieve REQ-SBP. The
construction generates a random key and then “locks” it with a user’s iris code. The con-
struction uses a cryptographic hash function h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}s and a “concatenated”
error-correction code consisting of an encoding algorithm C : {0, 1}140 → {0, 1}2048, and
the corresponding decoding algorithm D : {0, 1}2048 → {0, 1}140. This error correction
code is the composition of a Reed-Solomon and Hadamard code [41, Section 3]. Iris codes
are elements in {0, 1}2048 [22].

The BKG works as follows: given a user’s iris code β, select a random string K ∈
{0, 1}140, and derive the template T = 〈h(K), β ⊕ C(K)〉, and output T and K. To later
derive the key given an iris code β′ and the template T = 〈t1, t2〉, computeK ′ = D(t2⊕β′).
If h(K ′) = t1, then output K ′, otherwise, fail. If β and β′ are “close” to one another, then
t2 ⊕ β′ is “close” to C(K), perhaps differing in only a few bits. The error-correcting code
handles these errors, yielding K ′ = K.

The authors note that if the key is ever compromised, the system can be used to “lock” a
new key, sinceK is selected at random and is not a function of the biometric. Unfortunately,
given the current construction, compromise of K, in addition to the public information
T = 〈t1, t2〉, allows one to completely reconstruct β = C(K) ⊕ t2. Thus, even if a
user were to create a new template and key pair, an adversary could use the old template
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and key to derive the biometric, and then use the biometric to unlock the new template.
The significance of this is worth restating: because this BKG fails to meet REQ-SBP, the
privacy of a user’s biometric is completely undermined once any key for that user is ever
compromised.

Example 2: Hill Climbing Attacks. As another example of why REQ-SBP is important,
we consider popular hill climbing attacks. Note that we explicitly mandate that KeyGen
output the symbol ⊥ in the event that it cannot use a biometric sample to generate a key. In
practice, some BKGs have been designed to output a “distance score” that indicates how
far the input sample is from those that were used to derive the template (distance scores are
typically used to estimate closeness of samples in biometric identification). Distance scores
have been exploited by hill climbing attacks to guess the biometric input [1, 2, 3, 4, 97, 106].

A hill-climbing attack is an iterative algorithm that proceeds as follows. At iteration
i, an adversary provides a guessed input sample β̃i and T to the KeyGen algorithm and
observes the output distance score δi. She then perturbs the sample to generate β̃i+1 and
runs KeyGen again to obtain distance score δi+1. If δi+1 < δi, she repeats the process.
Otherwise, she reverts the perturbation (setting β̃i+1 = β̃i), and continues. Eventually, she
will obtain an input sample that is close to what was provided during enrollment and can
thus learn the user’s biometric and generate the correct key. If KeyGen instead outputs ⊥
instead of a distance score, then REQ-SBP will hold in the face of this type of attack.

3.3.4 Putting the pieces together
Thus far, we have argued that a BKG cannot be deemed secure unless it meets each

of the previous requirements. While demonstrating that each of these requirements holds
seems to be an arduous task at first blush, we can simplify the effort required by evaluators
by exploiting similarities in each requirement.

Since templates and keys are mathematical objects, requirements related to these ob-
jects (i.e., REQ-KR and REQ-SBP) should be demonstrated using cryptographic proofs
with adversaries that have access to algorithms. However, any proof of security for these
requirements will only hold if the input biometric is difficult to guess (i.e., REQ-BUN
holds). Due to the nature of biometrics, this must be shown empirically. Moreover, since a
biometric can be guessed (or produced) by both humans and algorithms, we argue that the
empirical evaluation must be performed in light of human and algorithmic adversaries. In
sum, we can show that all three requirements hold by performing the following analyses:

• Uncertainty of the Biometric: Two empirical analyses: one that demonstrates that an
adversary with access to auxiliary information learns no information about a target
user’s biometric; and another that shows that the biometric is difficult to forge.

• Randomness of the Key: A cryptographic analysis that demonstrates, under the as-
sumption that a biometric is difficult to guess, that the key appears random to an
adversary who has access to a template and auxiliary information.
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• Privacy of the Biometric: A cryptographic analysis that demonstrates, under the as-
sumption that a biometric is difficult to guess, that an adversary with access to the
key, auxiliary information, and a template, learns no information about the biometric.

In this dissertation we highlight the importance of these three steps by providing con-
crete analyses that focus on examining each requirement in the context of a variety of
adversarial classes. Our approaches mostly focus on empirical analyses, since if an at-
tacker can guess the input biometric, or quickly enumerate the set of possible keys, then
the cryptographic security of the template or key is a moot point. In Chapter 4 we demon-
strate oversights in common techniques of estimating REQ-BUN for each class of human
adversary. In Chapter 5 we do the same for a class of hybrid adversaries that have par-
tial access to the target user’s biometric. In Chapter 6 we shift away from REQ-BUN and
instead focus on REQ-SBP and REQ-KR. We provide empirical analyses of two BKGs
and show that one fails to meet REQ-SBP against attackers that use algorithms and partial
access to the biometric sample to infer the rest of the biometric sample. The other does
not achieve REQ-KR against a simple search algorithm. We are able to consistently point
out weaknesses in each BKG that we analyze despite the fact that they were previously
argued to be secure. This highlights the importance of our requirements in weakest link
evaluations.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter we lay the groundwork for the types of analyses that we advocate

throughout the rest of this thesis. We facilitate principled and critical analyses by defining
the components of Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators and the adversarial space in
which BKGs operate. These specifications lead immediately to three security requirements
that are specific to BKGs. Our requirements entail both cryptographic and empirical anal-
yses, and are designed with weakest-link evaluations in mind. The rest of this dissertation
highlights the importance of each requirement by examining how it applies to interesting
points in the adversarial space.

The specific contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. The first principled definition of the components that comprise a BKG, and descrip-
tions of how to use each component to argue security.

2. The first specification of the adversarial space for BKGs. We parameterize each
adversary in terms of automation and knowledge about the target biometric so that
we may capture all practical attackers.

3. A set of requirements that must hold in order for a BKG to be secure. We also
describe how to argue each requirement, and the common pitfalls that prevent con-
structions from meeting these requirements in practice.
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4. An attack against a published BKG [41] that shows how key compromise allows an
attacker to find the user’s biometric, and consequently, any other key that that user
derives.

Future Work. While we believe that our requirements provide a solid foundation to an-
alyze BKGs, avenues for future research still remain. For example, in the current work
we measure the ability of a BKG to resist human forgery by empirically computing the
probability that a forger generates an acceptable biometric sample. Typically, the precision
of such estimates are limited by the study sample size and range from one-hundredths of a
percent to 10-20%. However, we determine a BKG’s resistance to algorithmic searches by
estimating the entropy of derived keys; and some researchers claim estimates of up to 140
bits of entropy. Clearly there is a disconnect here: what does it mean that a BKG can with-
stand forgeries 90% of the time, but that an algorithm has a probability of 2−140 of guessing
the correct key? Since these metrics operate on scales that are orders of magnitude apart, it
is unclear how to provide one number that captures the security of a BKG.

Another interesting avenue for future work would be to carefully explore the adversarial
space in the context of different biometric modalities. In this work, we examine each point
using a single modality (handwriting) so that we can focus our analysis. However, it could
be that certain points in the adversarial space are more meaningful for one modality than
for others. As a simple example, consider Hβ,T,aux and HT,aux. As we show in Chapter 4,
in the context of a handwriting-based BKG, HT,aux class adversaries are not as successful
at creating forgeries as Hβ,T,aux class adversaries because humans can learn to replicate
handwriting. However, it is unlikely that humans can learn to “forge” another person’s iris,
and so these two classes of adversaries might actually be similar for BKGs that are based
on irises.
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Chapter 4

Measuring the Capabilities of Human
Forgers

Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators are only useful for generating cryptographic
keys if the biometric input is difficult to predict. In Chapter 3 we advocate that evaluators
provide assurance that this is the case by showing that Biometric Uncertainty (REQ-BUN)
holds for every point in the adversarial space. For human adversaries, this type of eval-
uation amounts to an empirical analysis that demonstrates that biometrics are difficult to
forge. While the importance and necessity of this type of analysis is well known, we ar-
gue that many widely-accepted approaches over-estimate security. This is because typical
techniques rarely take into account the types forgers that a BKG will likely face in practice,
and thus fail to measure security at the weakest link in the BKG.

In this chapter, we describe our steps towards developing evaluation methodologies
for behavioral biometrics that take into account threat models which have been largely
ignored. We argue that the pervasive assumption that forgers are minimally motivated (or,
even worse, naı̈ve) is too optimistic and even dangerous. Taking handwriting as a case
in point, we show through a series of experiments that some users are significantly better
forgers than others, and that such forgers can be trained in a relatively straightforward
fashion to pose an even greater threat. We argue that at the very minimum, estimates of
forgery quality should be derived from these stronger forgers. The results in this chapter
are based on previously published studies [11, 10].

Background. Biometrics may be divided into two broad categories. Physiological bio-
metrics measure biological traits, for instance, characteristics of a fingerprint or iris. Behav-
ioral biometrics measure how users perform actions, such as speaking or writing. Regard-
less of the type of biometric, designers generally perform empirical evaluations to justify
the assumption that a system will withstand attacks from human forgers. The evaluation
usually follows a standard model: enroll some number of users by collecting training sam-
ples. At a later time, test the rate at which users’ attempts to recreate the biometric to within
a predetermined tolerance fail. This failure rate is called the False Reject Rate (FRR). A
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typical evaluation also assesses the rate at which an impostor’s input is able to fool the
system when presented as coming from another user. This yields the False Accept Rate
(FAR). Generally, one uses the equal error rate (EER), or the point at which the FRR and
the FAR are equal, to describe the accuracy of a BKG.

Clearly the estimated FAR and EER are a function of the quality of the collected forg-
eries. For an evaluation to be meaningful, the forgeries must be representative of those that
the system would expect to see during actual operation. For physiological biometrics—
which are not based on human actions—a reasonable approach might be to use samples
from one user as forgeries for another. As an example, one might try to match one user’s
fingerprint to another user’s template.

Providing a reasonable forgery for behavioral biometrics is not as straightforward.
Researchers predominantly use two forgery styles to estimate the FAR of a behavioral
biometric-based BKG. “Naı̈ve” (also called “random,” “zero-effort,” or “accidental”) forg-
eries are created by using one user’s samples as forgeries for another user. In terms of
our abstract adversarial space, these forgeries estimate the ability of the BKG to withstand
attacks from the class HT,aux. Naı̈ve forgery has roots in the evaluation of physiological
biometric systems (where its use is less suspect) and is easy to perform as it requires only
enrollment samples. However, naı̈ve forgeries do not provide an adequate estimate of se-
curity for behavioral biometrics; in some instances, they are not even based on writing,
speaking, or typing the same passphrase as the target user. Since we advocate evaluating a
BKG at the weakest link, these types of forgeries are clearly not ideal.

Another approach that is (slightly) better aligned with our suggestions are so-called
“Skilled” forgeries. Skilled forgeries are created by forgers who use information about
the target input to try to create a replica (that is, classes Hβ̂,T,aux and Hβ,T,aux) . Skilled
forgeries are generally preferred to naı̈ve forgeries as they provide a more realistic view of
security. However, in this work, we provide what we believe to be the first analysis that
concretely demonstrates that even so-called skilled forgeries are not on par with a weak-
est link analysis. Thus, the evaluation of behavioral biometrics under such weak security
assumptions can be misleading. In fact, misunderstanding forger capability is especially
dangerous when behavioral biometrics are adopted for sensitive applications such as cryp-
tographic key generation. Cryptographic keys might be used to encrypt sensitive data for
an extended period of time. An adversary could therefore take her time to practice forging
in order to create well-crafted forgeries. We show that current techniques for generating
skilled forgeries are not adequate for modeling this type of attack.

In what follows, we provide an in-depth study that emphasizes the disconnect between
standard evaluation practices and realistic adversaries. While our belief is that our results
are generally applicable, and our ideas may be extended to any behavioral biometric, the
detail required by our study necessitates a comprehensive analysis of a specific modality.
As a case in point, we focus on handwriting. Through a series of experiments, we show that
some users are significantly better forgers than others (so-called “wolves” in the jargon for
a hypothetical menagerie of users [26]), and that such forgers can be trained in a relatively
straightforward fashion to pose an even greater threat.
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4.1 Handwriting Biometrics
Since any security analysis requires empirical evaluation, it is essential to use realistic

data to drive our investigations. In order to thoroughly explore the impact of our tech-
niques, we focus on one biometric modality: handwriting. Research on user authentication
via handwriting has had a long, rich history, with hundreds of papers written on the topic.
The majority of this work to date has focused on the problem of signature verification [77].
Signatures have some well known advantages: they are a natural and familiar way of con-
firming identity, have already achieved acceptance for legal purposes, and their capture is
less invasive than most other biometric schemes [32]. While each individual has only one
true signature—a notable limitation for key generation—handwriting in general contains
numerous idiosyncrasies that might allow a writer to be identified, or even serve as a sound
source of entropy for key generation purposes. Indeed, in addition to authentication, hand-
writing has also been proposed for key generation purposes (e.g., [42, 103, 102, 55, 37]).
Generally, these approaches compute a set of features over the handwriting signal, and use
these features as a source of entropy to derive a key.

In considering the mathematical features that can be extracted from the incoming signal
to derive a key, it is important to distinguish between two different classes of inputs. Data
captured by sampling the position of a stylus tip over time on a digitizing tablet or pen
computer are referred to as online handwriting, whereas inputs presented in the form of a
2-D bitmap (e.g., scanned off of a piece of paper) are referred to as offline handwriting.
To avoid confusion with the traditional attack models in the security community, later on
in this thesis we shall eschew that terminology and refer to the former as covering both
temporal and spatial information, whereas the latter only covers spatial information. Fea-
tures extracted from offline handwriting samples include bounding boxes and aspect ratios,
stroke densities in a particular region, curvature measurements, etc. In the online case,
these features are also available and, in addition, timing and stroke order information that
allows the computation of pen-tip velocities, accelerations, etc. Studies on signature ver-
ification and the related topic of handwriting recognition often make use of 50 or more
features and, indeed, feature selection is itself a topic for research. The features we use in
our own work are representative of those commonly reported in the field [39, 102, 66, 57].

In the literature, performance figures (i.e., EER) typically range from 2% to 10% (or
higher), but are difficult to compare directly as the sample sizes are often small and test
conditions dissimilar [31]. Unfortunately, forgers are rarely employed in such studies and,
when they are, there is usually no indication of their proficiency. Attempts to model attack-
ers with a minimal degree of knowledge have involved showing a static image of the target
signature and asking the impostor to try to recreate the dynamics [74]. The only concerted
attempt we are aware of, previous to our own, to provide a tool for training forgers to ex-
plore the limits of their abilities is the work by Zoebisch and Vielhauer [104]. In a small
preliminary study involving four users, they found that showing an image of the target sig-
nature increased false accepts, and showing a dynamic replay doubled the susceptibility to
forgeries yet again. However, since the verification algorithm used was simplistic and they
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do not report false reject rates, it is difficult to draw more general conclusions.
To overcome the “one-signature-per-user” restriction (and hence, one key), we employ

more general passphrases in our research. While signatures are likely to be more user-
specific than arbitrary handwriting, results from the field of forensic analysis demonstrate
that writer identification from a relatively small sample set is feasible [44]. Indeed, since
this field focuses on handwriting extracted from scanned page images, the problem we
face is less challenging in some sense since we have access to dynamic features in addi-
tion to static features. Another concern, user habituation [31], is addressed by giving each
test subject enough time to become comfortable with the experimental set-up and requir-
ing practice writing before the real samples are collected. Still, this is an issue and the
repeatability of non-signature passphrases is a topic for future research.

4.2 Data Collection
We collected data over a two month period to analyze five different forgery styles. We

consider three standard evaluation metrics: naı̈ve, static, and dynamic forgeries1 [56, 80,
48], as well as two metrics that will provide a more realistic definition of security: naı̈ve*,
and trained. Naı̈ve forgeries estimate the strength ofHT,aux class adversaries and are not re-
ally forgeries in the traditional sense; they are measured by using one user’s natural writing
samples of a passphrase with another user’s template for the same passphrase, to attempt to
derive a cryptographic key. Static forgeries are created by humans after seeing static render-
ings of a target user’s passphrase, and thus measure Hβ̂,T,aux class adversaries (the forgers
only have access to part of the biometric signal, the spatial features). Dynamic forgeries are
created by humans after seeing real-time renderings of a target user’s passphrase. Since the
forgers can see both the temporal and spatial characteristics of the writing, these forgeries
measure the power of “shoulder surfing” adversaries, that is, members of the classHβ,T,aux.
Naı̈ve* forgeries are similar to naı̈ve forgeries except that only writings from users of a
similar style are used for forgeries. Trained forgeries are generated by humans under cer-
tain conditions, which will be described in greater detail later. In essence, trained forgeries
also estimate the security of the BKG against the class Hβ,T,aux, but we argue that they
provide a better worst-case assessment than dynamic forgeries.

The results in this chapter are based on 5,971 handwriting samples collected on digi-
tizing pen tablet computers from 47 users during several rounds. We grouped users into
three categories according to their writing style: “block” writers tend to lift their pen be-
tween letters, “cursive” writers tend to connect every letter, and “mixed” writers connected
some letters, but not others. The determination of whether or not users connected letters
was made by the authors based on static writing samples. Our data set contains 10 block
writers, 17 mixed writers, and 20 cursive writers.

1Although the biometric literature often refers to static or dynamic forgeries as “skilled” forgeries, here
we make a distinction. In fact, only a subset of forgers who are presented with static or dynamic information
may indeed be “skilled”.
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Writing Enrollment Naı̈ve Naı̈ve* Static Dynamic Trained
style ROUND I/II ROUND I/II ROUND II ROUND III

Block 1000 4600 180 122 122 47
Mixed 1700 4600 360 218 219 46
Cursive 2000 4600 380 227 227 43

Table 4.1: The distribution of samples that were collected for enrollment and forgeries.

We used NEC VersaLite Pad and HP Compaq TC1100 tablets as our writing platforms,
and the ICapture application [60] to collect writing samples. To ensure that the partici-
pants were well motivated and provided writing samples reflective of their natural writing
(as well as forgery attempts indicative of their innate abilities), several incentives were
awarded for the most consistent writers, the best/most dedicated forgers, etc. Additionally,
before any data collection, users were asked to write several phrases to become comfort-
able with the writing device [31]. To create a strong underlying representative system, users
were given instructions to write as naturally (and consistently) as possible.

During enrollment users provided twenty renderings of five different phrases consisting
of two-word oxymorons: “crisis management,” “graphic language,” “least favorite,” “per-
fect misfit,” and “solo concert.” We chose these phrases as they were easy to remember
(and therefore, can be written naturally) and could be considered of reasonable length for
security purposes. Signatures were not used due to privacy concerns and strict restrictions
on research involving human subjects. More importantly, in the context of key generation,
signatures are not a good choice for a handwriting biometric as the compromise of keying
material could prevent a user from using the BKG thereafter. This data was collected across
two rounds, ROUND II starting approximately two weeks after ROUND I (see Table 4.1 for
a breakdown of the number of enrollment and forgery samples collected in each round).
Enrollment samples were used to create templates for key generation, as well as naı̈ve and
naı̈ve* forgeries.

We collected static and dynamic forgeries in ROUND II. Users were asked to forge rep-
resentative samples (based on writing style, handedness of the original writer, and gender)
from ROUND I to create two sets of 17 forgeries. First, users were required to forge samples
after seeing only a static representation. Users were then asked to forge the same phrases
again, after seeing a real-time rendering. Instructions were given to use the real-time pre-
sentation to improve the rendering of the spatial features (for example, to distinguish be-
tween one continuous stroke versus two overlapping strokes) and to replicate the temporal
features of the writing.

Lastly, in ROUND III we selected nine forgers from ROUND II to provide our trained
forgeries. These users exhibited a natural tendency to produce better forgeries than the
average user in our study (although, for logistical reasons we did not include all of the best
forgers). This group consisted of three “skilled” (but untrained) forgers for each writing
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Figure 4.1: Examples of block, mixed, and cursive forgeries from our trained forgers.

style, when evaluated using the BKG to be described in Section 4.3. Each skilled forger
was asked to forge writing from the style which they exhibited an innate ability to replicate
and was provided with a general overview and examples of the types of features that hand-
writing systems typically capture. As we were trying to examine (and develop) truly skilled
adversaries, our forgers were asked to forge 15 writing samples from their specified writing
style, with 60% of the samples coming from the weakest 10 targets, and the other 40% cho-
sen at random. (Interestingly, the success of our trained forgers against the “easy” mix of
targets and the general population differed by only a statistically insignificantly amount.)
From this point on, these forgers will be referred to as “trained” forgers. See Figure 4.1 for
example trained forgeries. We believe that the selection of the naturally skilled forgers, the
additional training, and the selection of specific targets produced adversaries who reflect
realistic threats to biometric security.

The experimental setup for trained forgers was as follows. First, a real-time reproduc-
tion of the target sample is displayed on the top half of the tablet, and the forger is allowed
to attempt forgeries on the bottom half. Forgers are given the option of saving their at-
tempts. They can also select and replay their forgeries and compare them to the target. In
this way, forgers are able to fine-tune their attempts by comparing the two writing samples.
Finally, the forger selects the forgery that she believes to be her best attempt, and proceeds
to the next target.

Accounting for Hardware Variability. Extra care was taken when preparing our tools
for data collection. In particular, we encountered two difficulties: (1) the two platforms
sampled stylus inputs at different rates and (2) replay of real-time forgeries could be in-
consistent and slow. The first issue is problematic as it leads to extra errors if forgeries are
not collected on the same tablet as the enrollment samples. The second issue is problem-
atic as forgers cannot be expected to accurately replicate temporal features if they are not
presented with realistic representations of the handwriting. We address these two issues as
follows.

The distribution of the sampling rate of the NEC tablet exhibited a highly-concentrated
density: 66.5% of the samples were extracted at a rate of 5-8 ms. The distribution induced
by the HP tablet was more bimodal: 42.5% of the samples were extracted at a rate of 3-5
ms, and 42.5% at 10-12 ms. To further analyze the variability, we instructed one cursive
writer to provide 100 samples on each tablet. We computed 144 statistical features over
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the samples (see Section 4.3.1) and performed an ANOVA for each phrase. The resulting
p-value—that the samples came from the same device—was 5.007× 10−5.

To account for this variability, we re-sampled each writing sample at a rate of 8 ms
before computing any feature. Our re-sampling approach is straightforward and closely
related to widely accepted techniques [79]. We re-applied the ANOVA to the re-sampled
writings and observed that the p-value shifted to 0.065, indicating that we would accept the
hypothesis that the samples came from the same machine at the α = 0.05 level. The re-
sults presented in Section 4.4 indicate that the forging accuracy for inter-tablet experiments
versus intra-tablet experiments were statistically insignificant.

We attributed our second problem, the slow playback of handwriting samples, to un-
derlying activities in the operating system. These unpredictable and bursty overheads in-
creased the delays that naturally occur between rendering each point in the handwriting. To
account for this, we designed a simple error-correcting algorithm. Assume that the system
has rendered point pi and should wait di ms before rendering pi+1. Let ti be the amount of
time that should have elapsed while rendering pi−2, pi−1, and pi and t′i be the actual elapsed
time. If t′i > 2ti, we reduce the next delay to max(0, di−(t′i−ti)). This algorithm localizes
error correction so that even if one point is not rendered at the correct time, neighboring
points will be, thus providing an overall consistency throughout the writing sample. We
believe that this approach is acceptable since the average delay between points is approxi-
mately 8 ms, and a human eye has difficulty noticing (and remembering) discrepancies at
that level of temporal granularity. The success of our forgers in replicating temporal fea-
tures (see Section 4.4) shows that discrepancies that appeared in the rendering were indeed
insignificant.

4.3 An Experimental BKG
We loosely adapted the BKG by Vielhauer et al. [102] for generation of “biometric

hashes” (i.e., keys) to measure the FAR for each of the five forgery styles. We selected this
technique as the basis for our evaluation since it does not use any additional cryptographic
components (e.g., [55]) that might pose an additional hurdle to forgers. To create an accu-
rate forgery for a biometric hash one must only replicate the features, which were selected
to be representative of the state of the art [57, 66, 39, 102].

For completeness, we briefly describe relevant aspects of the BKG; for a more detailed
description see [102]. A user writes a passphrase on an electronic tablet to input a sample
to the system. The tablet extracts a set of signals from the handwriting. The discrete signals
x(t) and y(t) specify the location of the pen on the writing surface at time t, and the binary
signal p(t) specifies whether the pen is up or down at time t. The tablet then computes a set
of n statistical features (φ1, . . . , φn) over these signals. These features comprise the actual
input to the biometric hash algorithm.

During the enrollment phase, each user writes a passphrase a pre-specified number (m)
of times. Let φ1(βi), . . . , φn(βi) denote the feature values for sample i. Using the feature
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values from each user and passphrase, the BKG computes a global set of tolerance values
(T = {ε1, . . . , εn}) to be used to account for natural human variation [102]. Once the m
readings have been captured, a biometric template is generated for each user and passphrase
as follows: Let `′j = mini∈[1,m] φj(βi), h′j = maxi∈[1,m] φj(βi), and ∆j = h′j − `′j + 1. Set
`j = `′j −∆jεj , and hj = h′j + ∆jεj . The resulting template is an n × 2 matrix of values
{{`1, h1}, . . . , {`n, hn}}.

Later, when a user provides a sample β with feature values φ1(β), . . . , φn(β), the sys-
tem checks whether φj(β) ∈ [`j, hj] for each feature φj . Each value φj(β) 6∈ [`j, hj] is
deemed an error, and depending on the threshold of errors tolerated by the BKG, the at-
tempt is either results in a correct or incorrect key. We note that as defined here, templates
are insecure because they leak information about a user’s feature values. The actual con-
struction [102] attempts to securely encode the template, but we do not address this here
as it is orthogonal to the goals of this chapter. We return with an analysis of the proposed
template in Chapter 6.

4.3.1 Feature Analysis
The security of any BKG is directly related to the quality of the underlying features.

A detailed analysis of proposed features for handwriting verification is presented in [102],
although we argue that the security model of that work sufficiently differs from our own
and so a new feature-evaluation metric was required for our examinations. In that work, the
quality of a feature was measured by the deviation of the feature and entropy of the feature
across the population. While selecting features with high entropy is essential for a BKG,
since we are focusing on REQ-BUN for human adversaries in this chapter, we are presently
more interested in how difficult each feature is to forge2.

As our main goal is to highlight limitations in current practices, it is imperative that
we evaluate a robust and usable system based on a strong feature set. To this end, we
implemented 144 state of the art features [102, 39, 75, 57] and evaluated each with a quality
function. For each feature φ, let rφ and aφ be the proportion of times that legitimate users
and dynamic forgers fail to replicate φ, respectively. Then, our quality function is defined
as Q(φ) = (aφ − rφ + 1)/2, and so the range of Q is [0, 1]. Features with a quality score
of 0 are completely useless—they are never reliably reproduced by original users (rφ = 1)
and are always reproduced by forgers (aφ = 0). On the other hand, features with scores
closer to 1 are highly desirable when implementing BKGs.

For our evaluation, we divided our feature set into two groups covering the temporal
and spatial features, and ordered each according to the quality score. We then chose the
top 40 from each group, and disregarded any with a FRR greater than 10%. Finally, we
discounted any features that could be inferred from others. This analysis resulted in what
we deem the 36 best features—15 spatial and 21 temporal—described in Table 4.2.

2It is interesting to note that despite the different metrics, there was a high correlation between our stronger
features and those in [102].
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Feature (φ) Q(φ) Feature (φ) Q(φ)

Spatial Features
Pen-down distance [39] 0.81 Lower zone [66] 0.62
Median θ [66] 0.71 X-Area [102] 0.62
Vert. end dist. [57] 0.67 Loop y centroid [39] 0.62
Y-Area [102] 0.65 # of extrema [102] 0.62
Writing width [102, 39] 0.65 Upper zone [66] 0.61
Writing height[102, 39] 0.65 Loop area [39] 0.61
Pen-up distance 0.64 Horiz. end dist [57] 0.60
# of strokes [102] 0.63

Temporal Features
Writing time [57] 0.87 Duration vy > 0 [57] 0.73
# of times vx = 0 [57] 0.86 Duration vx > 0 [57] 0.72
# of times vy = 0 [57] 0.85 Time of max vel. [57] 0.72
Inv. Mom. 00 [39] 0.85 Pen up/down ratio [57] 0.71
Inv. Mom. 10 [39] 0.82 Time of max θ 0.70
Inv. Mom. 01 [39] 0.79 Duration vy < 0 [57] 0.70
Inv. Mom. 11 [39] 0.78 Time of min vx [57] 0.69
Time of max vx [57] 0.78 Duration vx < 0 [57] 0.69
Inv. Mom. 21 [39] 0.76 Time of max vy [57] 0.68
Inv. Mom. 12 [39] 0.75 Time of min vy [57] 0.68
Median pen velocity [57] 0.74

Table 4.2: Features used for forger evaluation. θ is the angle between points, v, vx, vy are
overall, horizontal, and vertical velocities.

4.4 Empirical Evaluation
This section presents the results for the five different techniques for generating forg-

eries. Before computing the FRR and FAR, we removed outliers from the enrollment sam-
ples as follows. We assume that each feature is independently distributed. For each user,
we removed all samples that have more than δ = 3 features that fell outside k = 2 standard
deviations from that user’s mean feature value. The parameters δ and k were empirically
derived; increasing δ or k beyond this point did not significantly affect which samples were
classified as outliers. We also excluded users (the so-called “Goats” [26]) for which we
removed more than 25% of the samples as outliers and classified such users as “Failing to
Enroll” [65]. The FTE rate was ≈ 8.7%. After combining this with outlier removal, we
still had access to 79.2% of the original data set.

To compute the FRR and FAR, we use the system described in Section 4.3 with the 36
best features from Section 4.3.1. The FRR is computed as follows: we repeatedly randomly
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partition a user’s m samples into two groups and use the first group (of size 3m
4

) to build
a template and then test the samples in the second group (of size m

4
) with the template.

Depending on how many outliers were removed for each user, 15 ≤ m ≤ 20. To compute
the FAR we use all of the user’s samples to generate a template and then test the forgeries
against this template.

Our experiments were designed to illustrate the discrepancy in perceived security when
considering traditional forgery paradigms and a more stringent, but more realistic, security
model. In particular, we assume that at the very minimum, a realistic adversary (1) tries to
impersonate users who have a writing style that the forger has a natural ability to replicate;
(2) has knowledge of BKGs operate; and (3) has a vested interest in recreating the key, and
therefore is willing to devote significant effort towards these ends.
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Figure 4.2: ROC curves for human forgers. Naı̈ve* and dynamic forgeries exhibit similar
patterns, but both are inferior to trained forgeries.

Figure 4.2 presents ROC curves for forgeries from impersonators with varying levels
of knowledge. The plot denoted FAR-naı̈ve depicts results for the traditional case of naı̈ve
forgeries widely used in the literature [56, 80, 48]. Therefore, in addition to ignoring the
target writer’s attributes, this classification makes no differentiation based on the forger’s or
victim’s style of writing, and so may include, for example, block writers “forging” cursive
writers. Arguably, such forgeries are inferior to a less standard (but more reasonable) type
of naı̈ve classification (FAR-naı̈ve*) where one only uses samples from writers of similar
styles.

The FAR-static plot shows the success rate of forgers who receive access to only a static
rendering of the passphrase. By contrast, FAR-dynamic forgeries are produced by humans
after seeing (possibly many) real-time renderings of the target phrase. One can easily
consider this a realistic threat if we assume that a motivated adversary may capture the
writing on camera, or more likely, may have access to data written electronically in another
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Figure 4.3: ROC curves for mixed writers. This group appeared the easiest to forge by the
users in our study.

context. Lastly, FAR-trained presents the resulting success rate of forgeries derived under
our forgery model which captures a more worthy opponent—one who has natural skill and
who has undergone some level of training. When classified by writing style, these trained
forgers were very successful against block and mixed writers (see Figure 4.3), and had the
most difficulty with cursive writers (Figure 4.4).

Intuitively, one would expect that forgers with access to dynamic and/or static repre-
sentations of the target writing should be able to outperform naı̈ve* forgeries. This is not
necessarily the case, as we see in Figure 4.2 that at some points, the naı̈ve* forgeries do
better than the forgeries generated by forgers who have access to static and/or dynamic
information. This is primarily due to the fact that the naı̈ve* classification reflects users’
normal writing (as there is really no forgery attempt here). The natural tendencies exhibited
in such writings appear to produce better “forgeries” than that of static or dynamic forgers
(beyond some point), who may suffer from unnatural writing characteristics as a result of
focusing on the act of forging.

Naı̈ve* Static Dynamic Trained
Block 7.6 7.2 8.5 21.3
Mixed 5.6 8.2 9.0 33.1
Cursive 8.3 3.6 5.5 13.5
Overall 7.4 6.0 7.9 20.6

Table 4.3: Equal Error Rates for various forgery styles.
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Figure 4.4: ROC curves for cursive writers. This group appeared the most difficult to forge
by users in our study.

One of the most striking results depicted in the figures is the significant discrepancy
in the FARs from standard evaluation methodologies and the FAR under our strengthened
model. For instance, as shown in Table 4.3, the EER under FAR-trained forgeries is approx-
imately 20.6% when the BKG corrects up to four errors (i.e., by performing a brute-force
search for the correct value of a feature that was not accurately reproduced by the user)3.
However, for the more traditional dynamic, static and naı̈ve forgeries, one would arrive at
EERs of 7.9%, 6.0%, and 5.5%. These results are indeed inline with the current state of the
art [56, 80, 48]. Even worse, under the most widely used form of adversary considered in
the literature (i.e., naı̈ve) we see almost a four-fold over-estimate of equal error rate.

Figure 4.5 provides assurance that the increase in forgery quality is not simply a func-
tion of selecting naturally skilled individuals from our dynamic forgers to act as trained
forgers. The graph shows the improvement of FAR for these forgers across ROUND II and
ROUND III. Improvement is significant, especially for those who focused on mixed and
block writers. Notice that at the EER (at seven errors) induced by forgers with access to
dynamic information from ROUND II (Figure 4.2), our trained cursive, block, and mixed
forgers improved their FAR by 0.18, 0.34, and 0.47, respectively. This change results from
less than two hours of training and effort, which is likely much less than what would be
exerted by a dedicated forger.

While it is interesting to note the drastic forger improvement, the manner in which the
forgers improved is also intriguing. While the trained forgers were able to better repli-

3It is important to note that the trained forgers faced a different distribution of “easy” targets in ROUND
II and in ROUND III. We did this to analyze the system at its weakest link. However, after normalizing the
results so that both rounds had the same makeup of “easy” targets, the EER only changes marginally from
20.6% to 20.0% at four errors corrected.
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Figure 4.5: The impact of training on the FAR exhibited by our trained forgers.

cate each feature, the improvement of a particular subset (see Table 4.4) was especially
noteworthy.

With the exception of writing width and pen-down distance, each of the features are
intuitively related to being able to consistently replicate pen-tip velocity across the entire
writing sample. A closer analysis of these features also provides insight as to why mixed
forgers improved more dramatically than block or cursive forgers. For instance, the success
of the mixed forgers in capturing Invariant Moments 12 and 21, writing width, and the
number of times that vx = 0, improved by an average of 78.3%. By contrast, cursive
forgers only improved by an average of 45.0%.

A disturbing characteristic of these features is that they were ranked among the highest
by our quality metric (see Table 4.2). This correlation could be due to the fact that these
were the features that were originally the most difficult to forge and therefore had the most
room for improvement. Nonetheless, a closer examination of this impact is warranted, but
is left for future work.

4.5 Summary
One of the first steps of arguing the security of a BKG is to demonstrate that the biomet-

ric inputs are difficult for forgers to replicate. While the necessity of this type of analysis
is well known, we believe that, especially in the context of behavioral biometrics, standard
evaluation techniques do not take into account realistic adversaries. In this chapter we pro-
vide concrete empirical evidence that this is indeed the case for handwriting biometrics,
and advocate a new approach for creating handwriting forgeries. In doing so, we make the
following contributions:
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Feature (φ) aφ (RND II) aφ (RND III) % Improvement
# of times vx = 0 .823 .284 65.4
Writing width .386 .147 61.8
Inv. Mom. 21 .612 .240 60.8
Inv. Mom. 12 .596 .246 58.7
Time of min vy .437 .190 56.5
Inv. Mom. 11 .659 .289 56.1
Pen-down distance .713 .314 56.0
# of extrema .318 .149 53.2
Inv. Mom. 10 .744 .359 53.1

Table 4.4: The impact of our training techniques on the ability of features to resist forgery.
aφ is the proportion of times feature φ is missed by forgers.

1. The description of our efforts to collect handwriting samples that are useful for eval-
uating BKGs. We discuss our techniques for collecting data samples, as well as
approaches to ensure cross-platform consistency of the data. This data set will be
used throughout the rest of this thesis.

2. The description of a new technique to estimate the resiliency of a BKG to human
forgers. Our approach is based on trained forgers, which we show empirically are
superior to other widely-practiced approaches. In our tests, we show that compared
to trained forgeries, naı̈ve and skilled forgeries underestimate security by factors of
2.6 and 3.7, respectively.

Future Work. There are multiple avenues for further research that would allow us to
better understand the subtleties observed in this chapter. We used a set of strong features (as
determined by our quality function, Q) so that we could evaluate a strong BKG. However,
the set of features with the highest quality score under standard evaluation techniques were
actually those for which our trained forgers exhibited the most improvement. This could
simply be because these features left the most room for improvement, or it could be due
to other inherent characteristics. In general, the task of finding strong features is a difficult
and worth while endeavor.

Another interesting topic is the selection of appropriate passphrases. We decided to
use passphrases for our analyses to: (1) avoid the one-signature-per-user limitation, and
(2) conform with the privacy requirements for human subject testing at our institutions.
However, one drawback of passphrases is that they may not be as repeatable as signatures.
Moreover, since they are not unique to individuals users do not add identifying flourishes,
and so they may be easier to forge. It is therefore a worthwhile endeavor to apply our
techniques to a study based on signatures, or on sketching other user-specific symbols.
Also, while we assume that using passphrases is useful at overcoming the one-signature-
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one-user problem, there have been no rigorous studies that indicate that keys generated
from different passphrases are actually independent of one another. This type of analysis is
likely to be BKG- and feature-specific, but is nonetheless worth exploring.

Another open problem is automating the analysis that we advocate in this chapter.
While trained forgeries are more useful than naı̈ve forgeries for assessing BKG security,
naı̈ve forgeries are much easier to collect. Thus, it is important to come up with an ap-
proach that is both efficient and accurate. We address this problem in the following chapter
when we describe generative algorithms.
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Chapter 5

A New Evaluation Paradigm:
Generative Algorithms

Finding and training strong human forgers for evaluation purposes is a time- and resource-
consuming endeavor. In this chapter we confront the obstacles posed by wide-scale data
collection and the training of good impersonators by exploring an automated approach for
evaluating BKGs. We investigate whether it is feasible to design algorithms that use limited
information about a target user’s biometric to create forgeries. We find that two approaches
based on generative models can match the false accept rates of trained forgers (Chapter 4).

In addition to an analysis of automated evaluation techniques, our exploration simulta-
neously examines classes of adversaries that, until this work, have received little attention.
We study the power of attackers that combine the strong suits of algorithms and humans
to create forgeries. In our first hybrid approach, we study how algorithms with only lim-
ited access to the target user’s biometric fare at creating forgeries. The basic technique is
to collect online samples of a target user’s handwriting, use humans to make simple deci-
sions about the handwriting, and then combine pieces of these samples together to make
forgeries. We show that this type of algorithm constitutes a powerful threat. In our sec-
ond hybrid approach, we describe another algorithm that creates forgeries using even less
knowledge about the target user’s biometric, but calls on a human to make more difficult
decisions. Specifically, we use limited offline samples from the target user, call on humans
to decide the order in which strokes in the offline samples are rendered, and then use an
algorithm to infer the temporal features of the composed writing samples. In the context
of our requirements and adversarial space, these analyses estimate Biometric Uncertainty
(REQ-BUN) against attackers from the H-Aβ̂,T,aux class. To our knowledge, this is the first
examination of these types of attacks, and as we show, the power of the attacks warrants
further attention from the community. The results presented in this chapter also appear
in [11, 9, 10].

Generative Algorithms. The approach we take to create forgeries is generative in na-
ture; that is, we design algorithms that use limited information from the target user, as well
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as general population statistics, and intuitive rules of thumb, to create a best-effort guess
at a target user’s biometric. As our results demonstrate, this simple approach is surpris-
ingly effective and underscores the importance of considering generative algorithms both
as useful techniques to evaluate the security of a BKG, as well as a new threat model that
researchers should consider when designing their systems.

For the remaining discussion we explore a set of threats that stem from generative
attacks which assume knowledge that spans the following spectrum:

I. General population statistics: Gleaned, for example, via the open sharing of test data
sets by the research community, or by recruiting colleagues to provide samples.

II. Statistics specific to a demographic of the targeted user: In the case of handwriting,
we assume the attacker can extract statistics from a corpus collected from other users
of a similar writing style.

III. Data gathered from the targeted user: Excluding direct capture of the passphrase
itself, one can imagine the attacker capturing copies of a user’s handwriting, either
through discarded documents or by stealing a PDA.

In terms of our abstract adversarial space, scenarios I and II are concrete instances of
providing adversaries with varying levels of auxiliary information (aux). Since, writing
from the user captured from other contexts can be viewed as being related to target biomet-
ric, scenario III is an example of providing partial knowledge of the biometric (β̂) to the
adversary. In order to explore both the security properties, as well as the technical feasi-
bility of our approach, we study the impact of these varying threats. A key issue that we
consider is the amount of information that one needs to capture to make these scenarios
viable attack vectors. As we show later, the amount of data required may be surprisingly
small for the case of BKGs based on handwriting.

5.1 Data Collection
Our techniques draw heavily on general population statistics to aid in the generation

of realistic forgeries. In this setting population statistics are derived from a large corpus
of handwriting that was collected along with the enrollment samples from our analysis of
human forgers (ROUND I described in Chapter 4). We call this corpus our “parallel corpus”
and it consists of 65 phrases for each of the 47 users in our data set. These phrases are two
word oxymorons that cover the five original passphrases at (at least) the bigram level. We
ensured that the actual passphrases were not included in the parallel corpus.

5.2 Concatenative Synthesis
Our first generative algorithm, which we call Concatenative Synthesis (CS), creates

passphrases by combining pieces of other writing to create forgeries. It expands upon
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earlier work [61], and is similar in flavor to approaches taken to generate synthesized
speech [71] and for text-to-handwriting conversion [40]. The algorithm assumes access
to online samples of the target user taken from a context outside of security (scenario III
above). These samples are partitioned into a collection of basic units (n-grams), and then
combined in a concatenative fashion to mimic authentic handwriting. The algorithm also
uses information from other users in the population when determining how to connect each
n-gram (scenarios I and II).

The first step of the forging process is to obtain a small set of samples from the user
(the parallel corpus), and a set of samples from other writers of the same writing style to
derive population statistics. All writing samples are labelled by a human, so that we can
map the writing signals to the letters that they comprise. As is the case with traditional
computations of EER, we assume that passphrases are known by the forger. Additionally,
we assume that both corpora contain bigrams in the target user’s passphrase. Given these
corpora, our algorithm takes a set of n-grams (g1, . . . , gz) from a target user and replicates
a passphrase. In particular, it shifts, transposes, and concatenates the t, x(t), y(t) and p(t)
signals of each n-gram to create a master set of signals that represents a forgery. This
process can be classified into three high-level stages: (1) adjusting the spatial positions of
each n-gram, (2) adjusting the ordering of strokes across each n-gram, and (3) adjusting
the overall time signal.

Adjusting the spatial location of each point is relatively straightforward. We first shift
each n-gram so that the baselines align on the same horizontal axis. This is accomplished
by having a human identify the baseline of each n-gram, and then using an algorithm to
align the baselines across n-grams. We then use population statistics to determine the
horizontal distance between each n-gram. In particular, given the last character of the first
n-gram, and the first character of the second, we distance the two n-grams by the median
distance between these two characters as they appear in the population (if these two letters
generally overlap, then this value could be negative, which would cause the second n-gram
to shift to the left). This process is applied iteratively over each n-gram to create the final
horizontal alignment.

Explicitly, let ω(gi, gi+1) be the median distance between the last character in gi and the
first in gi+1. Let Xi be the value of the x coordinate of the rightmost point in gi (since the
leftmost value is always normalized to 0, Xi is the width of gi). Then our final forgery will
incorporate gi, but with all points shifted to the right by

δx(i) = δx(i− 1) +Xi−1 + ω(gi−1, gi)

for 2 ≤ i ≤ z and δx(1) = 0. If there is not enough data to compute ω(gi−1, gi) (this might
happen if there are only a small number of instances of words where the last character
of gi−1 directly precedes the first character of gi), then we instead use the mean distance
between the last character of gi and all other characters in the population as an estimate
of ω(gi−1, gi). After completing the vertical and horizontal shifts of the n-grams we have
effectively created a static forgery. To modify this forgery to mimic temporal features we
apply the second and third stages.
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The second stage, determining the order of strokes across n-grams, is slightly more
complicated. We start with the left-most letter of the left-most n-gram and proceed to the
right, ordering the strokes according to their temporal order within each n-gram. There is
one exception to this rule: we must delay strokes that occur after a stroke that is connected
to the proceeding letter. For instance, cursive writers might render the dot of an ‘i’ that
appears near the beginning of a word only after finishing all other letters in that word. We
exploit the simple observation that a stroke will (generally) only be delayed if a preceding
stroke is connected to the following letter. The probability that a given stroke is connected
to a given letter may be inferred from the population. Thus, we process each stroke of each
letter, and connect it to the first stroke of the next letter with this inferred probability. If we
decide to connect a stroke to the next letter, we push the proceedings strokes onto a stack
and smooth the ends of the connected strokes using an iterative averaging algorithm. On
the next pen-up event (either one that occurs naturally within an n-gram or the next time we
decide to not connect letters) we empty the stack, rendering the strokes in a last-in-first-out
fashion. This simulates a cursive writer who writes a phrase and then returns to dot ‘i’s and
cross ‘t’s, starting with those closest to the end of the word.

The third stage, shifting time signals, involves determining the temporal delay between
each n-gram, as well as the delay imposed on the deferred strokes. To determine the delay
between the last character of one n-gram and the first character of the next we simply
take the median delay between these two characters as they appear in the population. Let
τ(gi, gi+1) ≥ 0 be the median delay between the last character in gi and the first in gi+1.
Let Ti be the time that the first delayed stroke in the last letter of gi starts. If there are no
delayed strokes in gi, Ti is the maximum time (the time signal of gi is always shifted to
start at 0). Then our final forgery will incorporate gi, but with the time shifted by

δt(i) = δt(i− 1) + Ti−1 + τ(gi−1, gi)

for 2 ≤ i ≤ z and δt(1) = 0. Again, if we do not have enough data to estimate τ(gi, gi+1) ≥
0, we instead use the median delay between the last character of gi and all other observed
characters.

To infer the elapsed time between delayed strokes we use the 75th percentile pen-up
velocity from the population and the distance between the beginning of a delayed stroke
and the last rendered stroke. We choose to use the 75th percentile as pen-up velocities tend
to be dominated by velocities associated with spaces, which are intuitively slower than
those associated with dotting ‘i’s and crossing ‘t’s.

Using these three high-level stages, we combine each of the n-grams to make a final
set of signals to represent a forgery. Example forgeries derived by this process appear in
Figure 5.1.

5.2.1 Empirical Evaluation
To evaluate this approach we created forgeries for each user and passphrase and mea-

sured the ability of the algorithm to successfully create forgeries. We purposefully chose
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Figure 5.1: Example generative forgeries against block, mixed and cursive writers. For
each box, the second rendering is a human-generated forgery of the first, and the third is
created by our generative algorithm.

to use small (and arguably, easily obtainable) data sets to illustrate the power of our tech-
niques. That is, although the parallel corpus for each user consists of 65 phrases, we instead
select our n-grams from only 15 samples selected at random from the parallel corpus—
with the one restriction that there must exist at least one instance of each character in the
passphrase among the 15 samples. To explore the feasibility of our generative algorithm
we ensure that adjacent n-grams do not originate from the same writing sample. On av-
erage each generative attempt only used information from 6.67 of the target user’s writing
samples. The average length of an n-gram was 1.64 characters (and was never greater than
4). Additionally, we limit the corpus from which we derive population statistics (i.e., the
probability of connecting delayed strokes, median distance between characters, etc.) to
contain only 15 randomly selected samples from each user with a similar writing style as
the target user.

We generated 25 forgery attempts for each user and passphrase. Figure 5.2 shows the
overall results of our approach. The FAR-generative plot shows the results of the con-
catenative synthesis algorithm, and as a baseline for comparison, we re-plot the FRR and
FAR-trained of trained forgers from Chapter 4. The forgeries generated with CS yields an
EER of 27.4% at three errors corrected, whereas our trained human forgers achieved an
EER of 20.6% at four errors corrected.

Our approach fares well against block writers (not shown), improving the EER over
trained forgers from 20.4% at four errors corrected to 31.2% at three errors corrected. The
improvement is less pronounced against cursive writers (Figure 5.3), only improving over
the EER of trained forgers from 13.5% at six errors corrected to 16.1% at five errors cor-
rected. Interestingly, CS does not outperform our trained forgers against mixed writers.
The EER for trained forgers of mixed writers was 33.4% at three errors, whereas the algo-
rithm only achieved 24.5% at four errors (Figure 5.4). Nonetheless, as our results are on
par with trained humans, and are thus much stronger than typical “naı̈ve” or “skilled” forg-
eries, we argue that these types of algorithms represent a threat that should be accounted
for when analyzing the security of BKGs.
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Figure 5.2: ROC curves for generative forgeries. The algorithm outperforms our trained
forgers, shifting the EER to 27.4% at three errors from 20.6% at four errors.

5.3 An Enhancement: Temporal Inference
In the previous section we described an algorithm that uses partial knowledge about a

target user’s biometric and then exploits general population statistics to “fill in the gaps”
to create accurate forgeries. The approach performs well, but requires access to online
samples of the target user’s writing. Given the proliferation of stylus-enabled computers,
we feel that this assumption is reasonable. At the same time, it is important to understand
whether there are other sources of information that might also be useful for creating forg-
eries. With this in mind, we propose another generative algorithm, Concatenative Synthesis
with Temporal Inference (CSTI).

Like Concatenative Synthesis, CSTI uses limited information about the target user’s
biometric and general population statistics to create forgeries. However, instead of using
online handwriting samples from the target user, CSTI uses offline handwriting samples
from the target user. Again, these are collected from a context outside of security, perhaps
from scraps of paper in the trash. The algorithm uses Concatenative Synthesis to join the
samples together, but uses population statistics to infer the velocity of the pen. Additionally,
CSTI calls upon humans to transform captured handwriting into a digital medium, and to
determine the order in which strokes are rendered in the handwriting.

Our exposition of Concatenative Synthesis with Temporal Inference brings to light sev-
eral contributions. In the context of evaluating BKGs, it provides another instance of an
attacker in the classH-Aβ̂,T,aux. We show that by placing larger weight in population statis-
tics, we can reduce the amount of information required about the target user, and still create
accurate forgeries. That is, we increase the information extracted from aux, but use a β̂ that
is not as close to β. This results in an adversary that is easier to realize in practice, while
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Figure 5.3: ROC curves for generative forgers and trained forgers against cursive writers.
The algorithm outperforms our trained forgers, shifting the EER from 13.5% at four errors
to 16.1% at three errors.

still posing a significant threat.
Additionally, our techniques for inferring pen speed from static representations of hand-

writing may be of independent interest to the handwriting community. While it might be
impossible to perfectly recreate the temporal characteristics from spatial characteristics
(otherwise, dynamic features would carry no additional information over static features)
we propose an approach that does well enough to create accurate forgeries for a large per-
centage of the population.

5.3.1 Inferring Pen Speed
At the heart of CSTI is a statistical model that predicts the speed of a pen given only

a static representation of handwriting. We take the following approach to build our model
and infer pen speed. First, note that the model must be of high enough fidelity that it can
accurately estimate velocity profiles for each type of stroke that it encounters. With this
in mind, we build velocity profiles for each stroke of each character. We collect examples
of each stroke of each character from an online corpus of handwriting of users with the
same writing style as the target user. Then, statistical functions are applied to the static
representations of each instance of each stroke in our corpus. Similar stroke instances are
clustered into a class based on the output of the statistical functions. Then, we assign a
representative velocity from the parallel corpus to each class. To later estimate the velocity
over a static representation of a stroke, we compute the statistical functions over the static
representation, select the closest class of the appropriate model, and output the velocity of
this class.
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Figure 5.4: ROC curves for generative forgers and trained forgers against mixed writers.
The generative algorithm does not perform as well as our trained forgers: the EER shifts
from 33.4% at three errors to 24.5% at four errors.

The technical details of model creation are as follows. First, preprocess the online
parallel corpus by applying linear re-sampling to ensure the Euclidean distance between
each point within of each stroke is separated by d units.1 Next, partition the corpus on
a per-stroke level by assigning strokes that represent the same “part” of each character to
the same class. That is, we assign each stroke to the class Sc,τ,T , where c is the character
to which the stroke belongs; T is the total number of strokes that comprise the character;
and τ is the index of this stroke within the total number of strokes. For example, the class
SA,2,2 would be comprised of all strokes corresponding to the cross of the letter ‘A’. Note
that if a letter can be represented with a different number of strokes, then there will be
model for each version of this letter. There might also be noise in a model if it is derived
from samples from an atypical user, for instance, one who renders an ‘A’ by first putting
down the ‘-’ stroke, and then the ‘Λ’ stroke.

After partitioning the corpus in this manner we compute four statistics over each stroke
of each class to associate spatial features with the most likely pen speed. Assume that we
are processing stroke S, which consists of a series of points:

〈p1, . . . , pn〉 = 〈(t1, x(t1), y(t1)), . . . , (tn, x(tn), y(tn))〉

We slide a window, w, of length ` = 5 along S to acquire a set of points 〈pi, . . . pi+`〉, and
compute four statistical functions over w. The four statistical functions are straightness
of the window (σ), offset of the window within the overall stroke (o), the direction of the
stroke (θ), and the number of extrema in the stroke (e) (see Figure 5.5).

1The one exception is that we preserve the end points of each stroke.
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– Straightness: σ(w) = δ(w)/∆(w)

– Offset: o(w) = ∆({p1, . . . , pi})/∆(S)

– Direction: θ(w) = atan
(
yi+`−yi
xi+`−xi

)
– Extrema: e(w) =

∑i+`
j=i η(pj),

where η(pj) =


1 if x(tj) > x(tj+1) and x(tj) > x(tj−1)
1 if x(tj) < x(tj+1) and x(tj) < x(tj−1)
1 if y(tj) < y(tj+1) and y(tj) < y(tj−1)
1 if y(tj) > y(tj+1) and y(tj) > y(tj−1)
0 otherwise

Figure 5.5: Definition of the statistical features that are indicative of pen speed. For a
window w = 〈pi, . . . pi+`〉, ∆(w) is the sum of the Euclidean distance between consecutive
points in w, and δ(w) is the Euclidean distance between the first and last point in w.

We build models by clustering the windows of each stroke as follows. Let γc,τ,TS,j =
〈σ(wj), o(wj), θ(wj), e(wj)〉 be the vector containing the output of the statistical functions
for the jth window of stroke S in class Sc,τ,T (see Figure 5.6). We take every window in
each stroke in the class Sc,τ,T to create the set W c,τ,T =

⋃
S,j{γ

c,τ,T
S,j }. We partition this

set into groups of windows with similar characteristics, by applying k-means to find repre-
sentative clusters ({W c,τ,T

1 , . . . ,W c,τ,T
K }) with accompanying velocities {vc,τ,T1 , . . . , vc,τ,TK }.

These clusters and velocities comprise our final model. To infer pen-up time, we apply a
similar concept except that γ is now only comprised of one element, the distance between
pen-up and pen-down points.

5.3.2 Creating Forgeries
To create a forgery given static samples of writing, we first use a human to trace each

sample into a digital medium. During this process, the human naturally infers the stroke
order within each sample. We use Concatenative Synthesis to merge the samples into a
passphrase, and then resample the result so that each point is d units apart. This effectively
destroys the time signal from the human (which allows the tracer to spend as much time as
she likes without effecting the overall accuracy of the algorithm), and transforms the signals
into a form that is amenable to our temporal synthesis algorithm. Then, we estimate the
time between each point using our temporal inference algorithm. As before, we process
each stroke of each character in the static rendering of the target passphrase. For the τ th

stroke in letter c—again, rendered using T strokes in total—the adversary slides a window
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(a, 2, 2)

(original) (resampled)

wj → (γ, v)d

pi

(a, 1, 2)

Figure 5.6: Applying a per-stroke sliding window to generate velocity profiles.
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Figure 5.7: ROC curves using the 36 most secure features out of a set of 145.

(w′) of length ` over the stroke and computes γ′ = 〈σ(w′), o(w′), θ(w′), e(w′)〉. Using a
k nearest-neighbors approach, she then determines which cluster W c,τ,T

i the vector γ′ is
most similar to. Once found, the velocity vc,τ,Ti is used as an estimate of the pen speed for
the point at the center of w′. Finally, we resample the the writing sample one final time to
the sampling rate of the target platform.

5.3.3 Empirical Evaluation
To study the effectiveness of the aforementioned approach, we empirically evaluate the

technique using the experimental BKG described Section 4.3, with the set of strengthened
features (Section 4.3.1). To establish a baseline for comparison, we also report the accuracy
of trained forgers (Chapter 4) and the Concatenative Synthesis algorithm (Section 5.2).
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Figure 5.8: Examples forgeries created by a skilled human forger and Concatenative Syn-
thesis with Temporal Inference.

Our results are presented in Figure 5.7. The EER for trained forgeries is 20.1% at 4
errors corrected. The EER for forgeries derived from Concatenative Synthesis is 27.4%
at 3 errors corrected. The EER for forgeries generated using CSTI is 17.2% at 5 errors
corrected. CSTI does not perform as well as trained forgers or Concatenative Synthesis.
However, we have greatly weakened the assumptions about the type of information the
attacker has access to. Whereas both trained forgers and Concatenative Synthesis had ac-
cess to online handwriting samples, CSTI inferred pen speed using auxiliary information.
Moreover, these results are of significant practical value as we assume access to only a lim-
ited number of offline samples of the target’s writings (on average, 6.9 samples of length
1.83 characters for each forgery attempt), each written in a context outside its use for se-
curity. Again, recall that the individual segments have simply been traced (to infer stroke
order) as a determined adversary would likely do. Therefore, stroke order, direction, and
other user-specific spatial idiosyncrasies could be incorrectly reproduced. Nonetheless, our
technique provides results that are comparable to trained human forgers.

It is interesting to note that the handwriting of several users was especially susceptible
to our attack (e.g., the rendering of “perfect misfit” in Figure 5.8), whereas other users pro-
duced writing that was quite resilient to our forgeries (e.g., the rendering of “solo concert”
in Figure 5.8). This duality might be explained by the fact that our final velocity profiles
represent “average” velocity profiles. It seems likely that those writers who are close to the
average are more susceptible than those with unique writing habits. Nevertheless, in the
context of cryptographic key generation, the ability to accurately forge any writer can have
significant ramifications as an adversary often only needs to compromise the weakest link
in a system.

5.4 Summary
We have described and evaluated two generative algorithms for creating forgeries. Our

results indicate that our approaches achieve forgery rates that are comparable to trained hu-
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man forgers. This is quite useful in the context of evaluation because generative algorithms
require much less human involvement to create forgeries. Our approach requires only a
small amount of data to derive population statistics, and a limited number of samples col-
lected from the target user in another context. Collecting this extra information from test
subjects during enrollment is much easier than finding and training forgers.

While the ease of collecting data for generative algorithms is the key property that sets
them apart as a useful tool for evaluations, it is precisely this ease that makes generative
algorithms a realistic threat to BKGs. In particular, we show how adversaries in the class
H-Aβ̂,T,aux do indeed create a cause for concern. Concatenative Synthesis outperforms
trained human forgers. At the same time, Concatenative Synthesis with Temporal Inference
requires input that is arguably easier for an attacker to capture. We show that estimating
Biometric Uncertainty in the face of both of these attackers is an essential step in arguing
that a BKG is secure.

The technical contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. The description of two new algorithms that use limited information about a target
user’s biometric, along with general population statistics, to create accurate forgeries.

2. An evaluation of both forgery techniques that show that (1) they forge at rates that
are similar to trained humans, and (2) require very little extra information to achieve
these rates.

3. The description of a technique that uses only population statistics to infer the pen
speed from a static representation of handwriting. This serves as an exploration of
attackers who glean varying amounts of information from population statistics and
partial knowledge of the target user’s biometric. Additionally, our results may be of
independent interest to the handwriting community.

Future Work. Generative algorithms offer great potential for improving the evaluation
of BKGs. While the techniques we describe here generate accurate forgeries, one could
imagine applying more sophisticated techniques to improve the results. For example, in-
stead of building a model for the actual writing as we have done here, one might build a
model to represent how humans actually write, and use that in the context of security. There
has been preliminary research in this area [78]. One might also draw upon techniques from
ink-deposition analysis to aid in the creation of generative algorithms [35, 36, 34]. An-
other worthwhile endeavor would be to pursue generative algorithms for other biometric
modalities.

As described in this chapter, generative algorithms take segments of input and “glue”
them together to create a forgery. If we assume temporarily that the pieces came from the
actual target biometric (which is not the case in this chapter), then the “gluing” process
can be viewed as a perturbation of the original biometric sample. This leads immediately
to a new evaluation technique where one increasingly modifies enrollment samples until
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the BKG fails to generate the correct key. If an incorrect key is derived after only a small
level of perturbation, then the system will likely be less susceptible to forgeries. There are
several technicalities that must be addressed before such techniques can be realized. First,
it is not immediately clear how to define a perturbation function for certain modalities,
such as handwriting. Second, one would have to empirically demonstrate how the level
of perturbation relates to the accuracy of the forgeries generated by trained humans (or,
generative algorithms). Nonetheless, this type of evaluation has the potential to be quite
useful as it requires only enrollment samples.
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Chapter 6

A Probabilistic Search Algorithm for
Analyzing BKGs

Throughout this thesis we have demonstrated flaws in the common approaches for as-
sessing whether a BKG will resist attacks from different classes of adversaries. We have
proposed novel and robust techniques to quantify the ability of both human (H) and hybrid
(H-A) class attackers. In this chapter, we continue that trend and focus on the third and
final class of adversary: algorithms (A). This class is particularly relevant in the context
of BKGs, where attackers can exploit the efficiency of algorithms to mount offline guess-
ing attacks using captured ciphertexts and templates. As before, we provide analytical
evidence of the deficiencies inherent to common evaluation techniques. We then present
a new heuristic, Guessing Distance, that addresses these problems. To further show that
typical approaches fail to adequately estimate security, we describe a novel attack for guess-
ing BKG-derived keys. By analyzing two BKGs we show that our algorithm successfully
guesses keys with probabilities that are well above what would be expected given standard
evaluations. Indeed, in one case, although the algorithm has no knowledge about the target
user’s biometric, it still has a 15% chance of correctly guessing ostensibly 43-bit keys on
the first attempt. We argue that our algorithm represents a novel and robust evaluation tech-
nique that should be used to assess the likelihood that a BKG will withstand attacks from a
broad class of algorithmic adversaries. The results of this chapter also appear in [8].

6.1 Preliminaries
This chapter draws on some basic concepts from information theory. Before we con-

tinue further, we briefly review these concepts. All logarithms are base 2.

Definition 6.1.1 (Shannon Entropy [87]) The Shannon entropy, or simply “entropy,” of a
random variable X with support Ω is:

H(X) =
∑
x∈Ω

−Pr[X = x] log Pr[X = x]
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In the context of security, Shannon entropy measures the uncertainty of the random variable
X to an adversary.

Definition 6.1.2 (Conditional Shannon Entropy [87]) The Conditional entropy of a ran-
dom variableX with support ΩX , conditioned on a random variable Y with support ΩY is:

H(X|Y ) =
∑
x∈Ωx

Pr[X = x]
∑
y∈Ωy

−Pr[X = x | Y = y] log Pr[X = x | Y = y]

In the context of security, Conditional Shannon entropy measures the uncertainty of the
random variable X to an adversary that has access to the random variable Y . We have
H(X|Y ) ≤ H(X), where equality holds only when X and Y are independent of one
another.

Definition 6.1.3 (Mutual Information) The amount of information shared between two
random variables X and Y , with supports ΩX and ΩY , is computed as:

I(X, Y ) =
∑
x∈Ωx

∑
y∈Ωy

Pr[X = x ∧ Y = y] log
Pr[X = x ∧ Y = y]

Pr[X = x] Pr[Y = y]

Definition 6.1.4 (Guessing Entropy [67]) The Guessing entropy of a random variable X
with support Ω = {x1, . . . , xn} and Pr[X = xi] ≥ Pr[X = xi+1] for all i ∈ [1, n− 1], is:

G(X) =
n∑
i=1

i× Pr[X = xi]

Guessing entropy captures the number of guesses that are expected on average before
guessing the value of X . Massey showed that G(X) ≥ 2H(X)−2 +1 provided that H(X) ≥
2 [67].

Definition 6.1.5 (min-entropy [28]) The min-entropy of the random variable X with sup-
port Ω is:

H∞(X) = min
x∈Ω

(− log Pr[X = x]) = − log max
x∈Ω

Pr[X = x]

From a security standpoint, min-entropy quantifies the largest likelihood that an adversary
has at correctly predicting the value of X . As such, min-entropy defines the minimum
amount of uncertainty in a random variable. We have H∞(X) ≤ H(X), with equality
holding only when X is distributed uniformly over Ω.

Throughout the remainder of this work, we sometimes adopt the shorthand of taking an
information measure over the distribution of a random variable, instead of explicitly stating
the random variable itself.
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6.2 Biometrics and “Entropy”
The strength of a cryptographic key—whether it is derived from a biometric, or from

some other input—is measured by the entropy, or uncertainty, of the key. The most common
technique to argue the strength of the key is to provide an estimate of Shannon entropy.
A key with high Shannon entropy is difficult to predict; the probability that an attacker
guesses the correct key is exponentially small in the number of bits of the key. Many BKG
evaluators follow this practice and estimate the Shannon entropy of the keys that are output
by BKGs (e.g., [81, 20, 41, 103, 42]). While in theory this is a logical course of action,
in practice when it comes to BKGs, correctly estimating Shannon entropy can be quite
difficult.

The crucial difference between BKGs and standard key generators is that auxiliary
information is more important in the realm of biometrics. When evaluators report the
Shannon entropy of standard cryptographic keys, they are actually reporting the Shan-
non entropy conditioned on all of the information that is available to an adversary. Since
traditional key generators simply select a key from a large space of bit strings, any in-
formation that is available to an adversary is (usually) worthless, and so the conditional
entropy is the same as the entropy. In other words, if we let K be a random variable
over the key space K, and aux be the auxiliary information available to an adversary, then
H(K) = H(K|aux) = log |K|. This, however, is not the case for BKGs because the
biometric template might leak information about the derived key.

As an illustrative example, consider the following contrived BKG that magically maps
the biometric of every user in a population to a unique key, but foolishly stores the key in
each user’s template for verification purposes. Since there is a uniform distribution over
the key space K, auxiliary information (e.g., the distribution of keys for all other users) is
useless for predictingK and the entropy of the key space isH(K|aux) = log |K|. However,
the entropy of the key conditioned on publicly available templates is H(K|T, aux) = 0
because the template contains the key. Thus, the common practice of reporting Shannon
entropy instead of conditional Shannon entropy is highly misleading.

Fuzzy Extractors [28] explicitly address this contention by assuming that biometric
distributions have a high min-entropy (i.e., conditioned on all the auxiliary information
available to an adversary, the entropy of the biometric is still high) and then distilling this
entropy into a key that is statistically close to uniform. The entropy of the final key is
conditioned on any information that is available in the template. While this approach is
theoretically sound, it brings to light a practical problem: it is unclear how to estimate
the min-entropy of a distribution in practice. Collecting enough data to derive statistically
meaningful estimates of distributions is a daunting task. BKGs are typically constructed
from tens to hundreds of features that might not be statistically independent. To accurately
estimate the joint distribution over such high-dimensional spaces requires the access to
large amounts of data—typically much more than can be collected from human subject
tests. This problem is not only inherent to min-entropy, but also apply to estimates of
Shannon entropy.
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To address these practical difficulties, the community has also used Guessing entropy
to estimate the resiliency of keys to guessing attacks (e.g., [73, 71, 24, 95]). Guessing
entropy measures the expected number of guesses required to find an average element in a
set assuming an optimal guessing strategy (i.e., first guessing the element with the highest
likelihood, followed by guessing the element with the second highest likelihood, etc.).
Guessing entropy can be easily computed from empirical data; instead of requiring precise
probability distributions, an estimate of guessing entropy requires only knowledge of the
relative likelihoods of each element. Unfortunately, Guessing entropy is a summary statistic
and can lead to misleading results when computed over skewed distributions. For such
distributions, Guessing entropy is increased by the elements that have a low probability,
and thus might not provide as conservative an estimate of security as desired.

To see why this is the case, consider the following scenario: let P be a probability
distribution defined over Ω = {ω1, . . . , ωn}, with P(ω1) = 1

2
, and P(ωi) = 1

2(n−1)
for

i ∈ [2, n]. That is, one element (i.e., a key) is output by 50% of the users and the remaining
elements are output with equal likelihood. The Guessing Entropy of P is:

G(P) =
n∑
i=1

iP(ωi)

= P(ω1) +
n∑
i=2

iP(ωi)

=
1

2
+

1

2(n− 1)

n∑
i=2

i

=
1

2
+

1

2(n− 1)

(
n(n+ 1)

2
− 1

)
≈ n

4

Although the expected number of guesses to correctly select ω is approximately n
4
, over

half of the population’s keys can be correctly guessed on the first attempt following the
optimal strategy. Reporting Guessing entropy in this case is clearly problematic, as it hides
the fact that a large percentage of the population outputs keys that offer no security.

There are several problems that must be addressed in order to derive a sound estimate
of security in the face of algorithmic adversaries. It is difficult to estimate Shannon entropy
and min-entropy from data sets of reasonable size. Guessing entropy is an intuitive estimate
and is easier to compute from empirical data. That said, it is a summary statistic and so
does not provide a worst-case estimate of security. To address the problems with other
information measures—and to promote robust yet practical evaluations—we present a new
heuristic that is easy to compute empirically and estimates the difficulty an adversary will
have in guessing the output of a distribution given some related auxiliary distribution.
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6.3 Guessing Distance
Our goal is to derive a heuristic that can be easily computed from empirical data, and

that can be used to estimate the uncertainty of a key for any adversary that assumes that
a user’s biometric reading is distributed similarly to the population’s distribution. Our
proposition, Guessing Distance, determines the number of guesses that an adversary must
make to identify a biometric or key, and how the number of guesses are reduced in light of
various forms of auxiliary information.

Assume that a user imposes a distribution U over a finite, n-element set Ω. In the
context of a BKG that must employ error-correction techniques to map a user’s biometric
to a fixed value, U will likely assign all probability mass to one element. We also assume
that an adversary has access to population statistics that also induce a distribution, P , over
Ω. Our metric quantifies how useful P is at predicting U . The specification of Ω varies
depending on the BKG under consideration; Ω could be a set of biometrics, a set of possible
feature outputs, or a set of keys. Evaluators should use the specification of Ω that would
most likely be used by an adversary. For instance, if the output of features are easier to
guess than a biometric, then Ω should be defined as the set of possible feature outputs.
Similarly, although at this point we keep the definition of P and U abstract, it is important
when assessing the security of a construction to take into account templates and auxiliary
information when estimating P . We return in Section 6.5 with an example of such an
analysis.

Guessing Distance estimates the number of guesses that an adversary will make to
find the high-probability elements of U when guessing by enumerating Ω starting with the
most likely elements as prescribed by P . That is, our measure need not precisely capture
the distance between U and P (as might, say, L1-distance or Relative Entropy). Given a
user’s distribution U , and two (potentially different) population distributions P1 and P2, we
would like the distance between U and P1 and U and P2 to be the same if and only if P1

and P2 prescribe the same guessing strategy for a random variable distributed according
to U . For example, consider the distributions U , P1 and P2, and the element ω ∈ Ω such
that P1(ω) = .9, P2(ω) = .8, and U(ω) = 1. Here, an adversary with access to P1 would
require the same number of guesses to find ω as an adversary with access to P2 (one).
Thus, we would like the distance between U and P1 and between U and P2 to be the same.
Guessing Distance is defined as:

Definition 6.3.1 (Guessing Distance) Let ω∗ = argmaxω∈Ω U(ω). Let LP =
(ω1, . . . , ωn) be the elements of Ω ordered such that P(ωi) ≥ P(ωi+1) for all i ∈ [1, n−1].
Define t− and t+ to be the smallest index and largest index i such that |P(ωi)−P(ω∗)| ≤ δ.
The Guessing Distance between U and P with tolerance δ is defined as:

GDδ(U ,P) = log
t− + t+

2

Guessing Distance measures the number of guesses that an adversary who assumes that
U ≈ P makes before guessing the most likely element as prescribed by U (that is, ω∗). We
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take the average over t− and t+ as it may be the case that several elements may have similar
probability masses under P . In such a situation, the ordering of LP may be ambiguous, so
we report an average across all equivalent orderings. As U andP will typically be empirical
estimates, we use a tolerance δ to offset small measurement errors when grouping elements
of similar probability masses. The subscript δ is ignored if δ = 0.

Intuitively, one can see that this definition makes sense by considering the following
three cases: (1) P is a good indicator of U (i.e., ω∗ = ω1); (2) P is uniform; and (3) P
is a poor indicator of U (i.e., ω∗ = ωn). In case (1) the adversary clearly benefits from
using P to guess ω∗, and this is captured as GD(U ,P) = log 1 = 0. In case (2), the
adversary learns no information about U from P and thus would be expected to search half
of Ω before guessing the correct value; indeed GD(U ,P) = log 1+n

2
. Finally, in case (3), a

search algorithm based on P would need to enumerate all of Ω before finding ω∗, and this
is reflected by GD(U ,P) = log n+n

2
= log |Ω|.

While Guessing Distance is intuitively sound, we note that it does not provide the rig-
orous assurances of min-entropy, because it assumes a fixed guessing strategy for an adver-
sary. However, we argue that the strategy is the one that would most likely be followed by
an intelligent adversary, and so guessing distance is useful for predicting the resiliency of
a BKG to a broad class of practical and powerful attacks.

An important characteristic of GD is that it measures the similarity between two proba-
bility distributions. This allows for a more fine-tuned evaluation as one can easily compute
a measure for each user in the population. To see the overall strength of a proposed ap-
proach, one might report a CDF of the GD’s for each user, or report the minimum over all
GD’s in the population.

Relationship to Guessing entropy. At first blush Guessing Distance is similar to Guess-
ing entropy. Indeed, one might view Guessing Distance as an extension of Guessing en-
tropy, however, we prefer Guessing Distance as a measure of security as it provides more
information about non-uniform distributions over a key space. For such distributions, we
have shown that Guessing entropy provides an overestimate of security because it takes
into account probabilities associated with unlikely elements. Guessing Distance, on the
other hand, can be computed for each user, which brings to light the insecurity afforded by
a non-uniform distribution.

Recall our pathological example, where P is defined over Ω = {ω1, . . . , ωn} with
P(ω1) = 1

2
, and P(ωi) = 1

2(n−1)
for i ∈ [2, n]. We showed that G(P) ≈ n

4
, even though

the optimal guessing strategy finds the correct value 50% of the time on the first attempt.
To see the utility of Guessing Distance in such a situation, consider an the computation of
GDδ with δ = 1

N
in an evaluation setting. (Assume for exposition that distributions are

estimated from a population of N = 2(n− 1) users.) To compute Guessing Distance, one
would evaluate each user in the population independently. Given a population of users, first
remove a user to compute U and use the remaining users to compute P . Repeat this process
for the entire population.
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In the case of our pathological distribution, we may consider only two users without loss
of generality: a user with distribution U1 who outputs key ω1, and user with distribution
U2 who outputs key ω2. In the first case, we have GDδ(U1,P) = log 1 = 0, because the
majority of the mass according to P is assigned to ω1, which is the most likely element
according to U1. For U2, we have t− = 2 and t+ = n− 1, and thus GDδ(U2,P) = log n+1

2
.

Taking the minimum value (or even reporting a CDF) shows that for a large proportion of
the population (all users with distribution U1), this distribution offers no security—a fact
that is immediately lost if we only consider a summary statistic. However, it is comforting
to note that if we compute the average of 2GD over all users, we obtain estimates that are
identical to that of guessing entropy for sets that are sufficiently large:

1
N

∑
(U ,P) 2GDδ(U ,P) = 1

N

(
N
2

2log 1 + N
2

2log n+1
2

)
= 1

2
+ 1

2

(
n+1

2

)
≈ n

4

6.4 An Algorithm to Guess Keys
Guessing Distance is particularly useful for estimating the strength of adversaries who

assume that a target user’s features are distributed similarly to the general population. De-
veloping an algorithm to realize the bounds of Guessing Distance would be useful for
evaluators to estimate the security a BKG. It seems that, in theory, designing an algorithm
that follows this guessing strategy would be quite straightforward. However, since in prac-
tice BKGs employ many features, an attacker who wishes to find the most likely feature
outputs must be able to estimate conditional distributions between each feature. This is a
challenging feat in light of realistic data constraints. In this section we design an algorithm
that attempts to enumerate the feature space by following the optimal strategy, despite data
constraints.

Since the task of guessing a key can be reduced to the task of guessing the outputs of
features, we view the problem of finding a key as an intelligent enumeration of the feature
space. This can be framed as the traversal of a tree, where at level i in the tree, the search
algorithm attempts to guess the output of feature φi. The number of possible outputs for φi
specifies the degree of the nodes in the tree at level i, and a specific guess determines the
branch that the traversal will follow. A path to a leaf node thus assigns a guessed output to
every feature. In this way, one can exhaust the entire key space by enumerating the entire
tree. A straightforward approach for implementing this algorithm might be to simply follow
a depth-first search strategy. This amounts to a brute force search of the key space, and in
the case where each feature is independent and uniformly distributed, this is the optimal
strategy. The output of biometric features, however, are usually neither independent nor
uniformly distributed, and so we can follow a more intelligent strategy.

Our approach draws on the following observations: First, the output of some biometric
features are easier to guess than others. Since incorrect guesses near the root of the tree
result in the fruitless enumeration of a larger part of the key space than incorrect guesses
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of the enumeration of a feature space. Features with lower
indexes have low entropy and high mutual information with other features. The highlighted
route indicates the path that was taken to result in a specific guess.

near the leaves of the tree, a search algorithm can benefit from moving low entropy features
closer to the root of the tree. Second, some biometric features are correlated with others,
and so fixing the guess of the output of one feature reduces the set of likely possibilities for
other features. Taking these two observations into account, our search algorithm performs
an enumeration of the key space where it first guesses those features that have low entropy,
and high mutual information with other features. Then, it uses conditional probability
distributions to more intelligently guess other features. That is, the choice of which branch
to follow at level i is conditioned on the path that was taken through level i− 1. Figure 6.1
provides an illustration of this approach.

Notation and Preliminaries. Before we describe the algorithm, we introduce some no-
tation and describe a technique for estimating conditional distributions from a limited data
set. Let Uφi and Pφi be the distributions of the user and population over feature φi. Assume
that both distributions are over the set Ωφi . Let Φi be the random variable with distribu-
tion Pφi and support Ωφi . U and P are distributions over Ω = Ωφ1 × · · · × Ωφn , and are
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composed of the marginal distribution over each feature. We use the shorthand 〈X ,Y〉 to
denote the joint distribution between the distributions X and Y .

The algorithm estimates of conditional distributions between features. We employ the
following approach to estimate the probability that φi outputs value ω, given that φi−1 =
ui−1, . . . , φ1 = u1. Define the weight, di, of a feature output ω ∈ Ωφi , conditioned on the
event that Φi−1 = ui−1, . . . ,Φ1 = u1 to be:

di(ω | ui−1, . . . , u1) =
i−1∑
h=1

i−1∑
j=h+1

I(Φi; 〈Φh,Φj〉) Pφi(ω | Φh = uh ∧ Φj = uj) (6.1)

The weights of feature outputs that are more likely to occur given the values of other fea-
tures are larger than the weights of those that are less likely to occur. Each of the val-
ues (uj) influences di(ω) and those values that correspond to features that have a higher
correlation with Φi have more influence. We also note that this approach needs only
compute joint distributions of three random variables (to compute I(Φi; 〈Φh,Φj〉) and
Pφi(ω | Φh = uh ∧ Φj = uj)). This drastically reduces work as it does not condition
over the entire feature space. Now, the weights can be combined to estimate the condi-
tional distribution of Pφi as:

P̂φi(ωj | ui−1, . . . , u1) = di(ωj | ui−1, . . . , u1)/
∑
ω∈Ωφi

di(ω | ui−1, . . . , u1) (6.2)

Our technique does not provide a precise estimate of the distribution, but it does succeed in
identifying the more likely elements. This performance is adequate in our current setting
since the algorithm uses conditional distributions to compute an optimal guessing strategy,
and so the fidelity of this estimate need only be strong enough to find the the relative
magnitudes of the most likely elements, not precise probability densities for each element.

Algorithm Description. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 6.1 and proceeds as
follows: Assume that there are n features, reindex the features such that those with lower
indexes have high mutual information with other features and low entropy relative to other
features. To this end, define a feature ordering function:

M(φi) =
∑

j∈[1,n]\{i}

(
1 +

H(Φj)

H(Φi)

)1+I(Φi,Φj)

(6.3)

and reindex the features such that M(φi) ≥M(φi+1) for all i ∈ [1, n− 1].
Enumeration of the feature space proceeds in a recursive fashion. At recursion depth

i, let Li = (xi,1, . . . , xi,k) be the set of values that could be output by φi (i.e., Ωφi). Let
u1, . . . ui−1 be the guesses for features φ1, . . . , φi−1. The algorithm orders Li such that the
conditional distribution P̂φi(xi,j|ui−1, . . . , u1) ≥ P̂φi(xi,j+1|ui−1, . . . , u1). It then guesses
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the most likely output for φi by assigning ui = xi,1 and recursively calling itself. If recur-
sion returns from depth i+1 with the correct key, then recursion at level i also returns that
key. If on the other hand, the algorithm was unable to find the correct key with ui = xi,1,
then the depth i+1 returns a failure symbol. In this case, the algorithm sets ui = xi,2 and
recursively calls itself again. This process continues until the algorithm enumerates all of
Li. If the correct key is never returned, then the algorithm returns from depth i with the
failure symbol.

The termination condition occurs at depth n+ 1. At this stage, guesses have been
specified for each of the features and KeyGen is called to derive a key. If the key is correct,
then it is returned to the previous level recursion. Otherwise, the algorithm returns from
depth n+1 with a failure symbol. The failure symbol indicates that one of the guessed ui
is incorrect.

We believe that this algorithm can successfully guess BKG-derived keys. However, it
is difficult to test this hypothesis by simply running the attack; if the algorithm encounters
a strong key, then it will not terminate in a reasonable time frame. To sidestep this problem
we evaluate our techniques using a closed form mathematical expression for number of
guesses that the algorithm requires to find the correct key. Observe that at each level of
recursion, the algorithm guesses the most likely feature value according to the population’s
distribution. This is precisely the Guessing Distance between Uφi and the conditional dis-
tribution P̂φi . Also note that each incorrect guess at recursion depth i results in a fruitless
enumeration of the feature space at depths i+1, . . . , n. These two observations, coupled
with the fact that as evaluators we know the ui such that Uφi(ui) = 1, lead immediately to
the estimate of running time of the algorithm on the distributions U and P:

RunTime(U ,P) = 1 +
n∑
i=1

((
2GD(Uφi ,P̂φi |ui−1,...,u1) − 1

)
×

n∏
j=i+1

|Ωφj |

)
(6.4)

At depth i, the algorithm requires 2GD(Uφi ,P̂φi |ui−1,...,u1) guesses to find the correct value.
Since each incorrect guess (2GD(Uφi ,P̂φi |ui−1,...,u1)−1 of them) causes a fruitless enumeration
of the rest of the features, we multiply the number of incorrect guesses by the sizes of the
ranges of the features that have not yet been fixed.

A Reasonable Estimate of Guessing Distance. Recall that the goal of our algorithm is
to enumerate the feature space starting with the most likely elements as observed across
the population. Since we have only limited data to estimate distributions, we rely on a
technique that focuses on features that were easier to guess first. Although this may not
result in the optimal enumeration of the feature space, it does model the logical steps that
an adversary might take in practice. As such, we use our estimate of running time also
as an estimate of Guessing Distance. The only difference is that we take the logarithm to
convert the number of guesses to bits:

ĜD(U ,P) = log RunTime(U ,P) (6.5)
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It is important to note that this estimate does not provide a lower bound on GD. In
fact, it might be possible to find distributions U and P where GD(U ,P) < ĜD(U ,P). The
problem stems from the fact that we fix the order in which features are processed, and we
are not able to define precise conditional distributions. This implies that the estimation
technique may overestimate security in some situations. Nonetheless, our technique is
useful for two purposes: (1) estimating the success of the broad classes of adversaries that
follow logical steps for estimating probability distributions from a limited data set; and (2)
showing that a construction is insecure.

6.5 Applications to Key Randomness
We are now ready to show the degree to which standard evaluation techniques overes-

timate the ability of BKGs to withstand attacks from algorithmic adversaries. To do so, we
first analyze a BKG with standard techniques, and then perform an analysis with our search
algorithm (which also serves as an estimate of Guessing Distance). The number of guesses
required by our algorithm to find a key is far below what would be expected given standard
entropy calculations. The results of our algorithm are startling, especially given that it has
no knowledge of the target user’s biometric. We also point out common pitfalls that occur
when estimating entropy, including the importance of conditioning entropy estimates on
templates, and the importance of accounting for conditional information between features
when estimating entropy.

We first focus on the difficulties of measuring REQ-KR for adversaries in the class
AT,aux. We evaluate our attack on a construction of to Vielhauer et al. that generates cryp-
tographic keys from the dynamic and static features of handwriting [102, 103]. While we
focus on the work of Vielhauer et al., we note that our techniques are applicable to a host
of other constructions (see, e.g., [109, 20, 94, 42]) that use similar quantization-based tech-
niques to generate keys. The Enroll and KeyGen algorithms are as follows, we refer the
reader to [103] for details on correctness.

Enroll(β1, . . . , β`): Given 50 features φ1, . . . , φ50 [102], let ∆i be the difference between
the minimum and maximum value of φi(β1), . . . , φi(β`), expanded by a small tol-
erance [102]. Let Li = minj∈[1,`] φi(βj), Γi = Li mod ∆i, and ci =

⌊φi(β1)−Γi
∆i

⌋
.

Using a cryptographic hash function H, output K = H(c1|| . . . ||c50), and T =
{(∆1,Γ1), . . . , (∆50,Γ50)}

KeyGen(β, T ): Set ci =
⌊φi(β)−Γi

∆i

⌋
. Output K = H(c1|| . . . ||c50).

This approach divides the output range of each feature φi into segments of length ∆i. A key
is created by hashing the concatenated the indexes of the segments that contain the user’s
biometric reading.
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Vielhauer et al. perform a security analysis that addresses requirement REQ-KR by
arguing that given that the template leaks only error-correcting information (i.e., the par-
titioning of the feature space) it does not leak information about the values ci. To support
this argument, they conduct an empirical evaluation to measure the Shannon entropy over
each ci. For each user u they derive Ku from Tu and βu, then compute the entropy of ci
across all users. This analysis is a standard estimate of entropy. To see why this is incorrect,
consider two different users a and b such that a outputs consistent values on feature φ and b
does not. Then the partitioning over φ’s range differs for each user. Thus, even if the mean
value of φ is the same when measured over both a’s and b’s samples, this mean could be
mapped to different partitions in the feature space, and thus, a different key. Computing
entropy over the ci overestimates security because the mapping induced by the templates
artificially amplifies the entropy of the biometrics. In other words, failing to condition
entropy estimates on the target user’s template greatly overestimates security. A more real-
istic estimate of the utility afforded an adversary by auxiliary information can be achieved
by fixing a user’s template, and using that template to error-correct every other user’s sam-
ples to generate a list of keys, then measuring how close those keys are to the target user’s
key. This eliminates the artificial inflation of entropy and provides a better estimate of the
security afforded by the construction.

6.5.1 Empirical Evaluation
We implemented the construction and tested the technique using the data set collected in

Chapter 4. In our analysis we follow the standard approach to isolate the entropy associated
with the biometric: we compute various entropy measures using each user’s rendering of
the same passphrase [73, 11, 95] (this approach is justified as user selected passphrases are
assumed to have low entropy). Tolerance values were set such that the approach achieved
a FRR of 0.1% (as reported in [102]) and all outliers and samples from users who failed to
enroll [65] were removed.

Figure 6.2 shows three different measures of key uncertainty. The first measure, de-
noted Standard, is the common measure of interpersonal variation as reported in the litera-
ture (e.g., [42, 102, 20]) using the data from our experiments. Namely, if the key element ci
has entropy Hi across the entire population, then the entropy of the key space is computed
as H =

∑50
i=1Hi. We also show two estimates of guessing distance, the first (GD(U ,P),

plotted as GD-P) does not take a target user’s template into account and P is just the distri-
bution over all other users’ features in the population. The second (GD(U ,P [Tu]), plotted
as GD-U) takes the user’s template into account, computing P by taking the biometrics
from all other users in the population, and generating keys using the target user’s template,
Tu, then computing the distribution over these keys.

Figure 6.2 shows the CDF of the number of guesses that one would expect an adver-
sary to make to find each user’s key under the different estimates of security. There are
several important points to take away from these results. The first is the common pitfalls
associated with computing key entropy. The difference between the estimate of Guessing
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Figure 6.2: CDF of the guesses required by an adversary to find feature values. We com-
pare the Standard metric to two estimates of GD, one that uses the target user’s template
(GD-U) to compute population statistics, and one that computes statistics independently of
the target user (GD-P).

Distance (GD-P), and the standard estimate of Shannon entropy, indicates that the standard
measurement of entropy (43 bits in this case) is clearly misleading—under this view one
would expect an adversary to make 242 guesses on average before finding a key. How-
ever, the estimate of Guessing Distance indicates that an adversary can do substantially
better than this. The difference in estimates is due to the fact that GD takes into account
conditional information between features whereas a more standard measure does not.

The second point is the impact of a user’s template on computing GD. Comparing
GD(U ,P) to GD(U ,P [Tu]) we see that the usual approach of computing entropy over the
keys, and ignoring each user’s template, would lead an evaluator to believe that an attacker
would have only a small probability of guessing a key in fewer than 221 attempts. On the
other hand, since the templates reduce the possible key space for each user, the estimate
based on the target user’s template provides a more realistic measurement. In fact, an
adversary with access to population statistics has a 50% chance of guessing a user’s key in
fewer than 222 attempts, and 15.5% chance guessing a key in a single attempt.

These results also shed light on another pitfall worth mentioning—namely, that of re-
porting an average case estimate of key strength. If we take the target user’s template into
account in the current construction, a large percentage of the keys can be guessed in one
attempt despite the estimated Guessing Entropy of approximately 222.

This analysis provides concrete evidence that many typical approaches for estimating
REQ-KR against AT,aux class attackers are lacking. It also shows the ability of our algo-
rithm to correctly find a target user’s key. This is a convincing argument for adopting this
approach to evaluate BKGs in practice.
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6.6 Applications to Strong Biometric Privacy
We have provided an algorithm that serves as a better technique for evaluating REQ-KR

than common approaches. We now show how to slightly modify our technique to show that
a scheme does not achieve REQ-SBP. We modify the algorithm to create a Aβ̂,T,aux class
adversary that takes as input partial information about a target user’s biometric, and then in-
fers the rest of the biometric—at least to the precision required to recreate a cryptographic
key. This attack is tailored to a specific BKG that stores partial information about the target
user’s biometric in the template. Our approach succeeds despite the fact that the proposal
we consider was originally argued to achieve Strong Biometric Privacy (REQ-SBP). How-
ever, the original analysis did not take into account the importance of analyzing a template
in conjunction with population statistics to make this argument, and it is precisely the in-
terplay between these sources of information that our approach exploits.

We examine the biometric key generator by Hao and Wah [42] as an exemplar, but
the ideas we present here may be generalized to any BKG that stores partial information
about the biometric in the template [106, 70]. Moreover, this BKG is similar to several
other (e.g., [102, 94, 20]) in that it partitions each biometric feature space into discrete
ranges and then derives keys based on the parts of the feature space that contains a user’s
biometric measurements. The scheme was designed to generate DSA keys from n dynamic
features associated with handwriting. The construction works as follows.

Enroll(β1, . . . , β`): For each φi with range Ri, set µi and σi to be the mean and standard
deviation of φi(β1), . . . , φi(β`). Given a global error tolerance t, assign ri = 2tσi.
Partition Ri into |Ri|/ri subranges and let ci ∈ [1, |Ri|/ri] be the range that con-
tains µi; that is, range ci covers [µi − tσi, µi + tσi]. Let the DSA signing key be
K = SHA1(c1|| . . . ||cn). The template T , consists of (1) r1, . . . , rn; (2) the (x, y)
coordinates of β1, . . . , β`; and (3) the verification key (K−1) that corresponds to K.

KeyGen(β, T ): Perform Dynamic Time Warping [85] between β and each βi stored in T .
If the warping function is too costly, fail. Otherwise, let ci be the subrange of Ri (as
specified by the ri in T ) that contains φi(β). Output K = SHA1(c1|| . . . ||cn).

This approach is similar to that of Vielhauer et al. [102] (and exhibits the same pitfalls
that were pointed out in the Section 6.5), but uses only dynamic features, a slightly different
technique to quantize the feature space, and Dynamic Time Warping is used to quickly
reject highly divergent samples during KeyGen. This approach allows the system to avoid
expensive DSA key generation if the sample clearly does not match those provided during
enrollment.

Analyses of REQ-KR, REQ-BUN, and REQ-SBP are presented by the authors. They
claim≈ 40 bits of entropy with a false rejection rate (FRR) of 28% and a False Accept Rate
(FAR) of 1.2% when the error-tolerance (t) is set to 5. The argument for REQ-SBP states
that (1) the template does not leak information about the biometric because the partitions of
the feature ranges only specify the standard deviation of the feature, not the mean; and (2)
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since the scheme employs only dynamic features, the (x, y) coordinates of the handwriting
does not leak any information about the biometric. We focus on the second point in this
analysis. The statement is true, provided that the entropy of the biometrics conditioned on
the template is high across the population. That is, each user writes at a different speed.
Unfortunately, the authors argue REQ-SBP independently of their analysis of population
statistics. While independently the template and auxiliary information leak nothing about
the biometric, when taken together they almost completely specify the biometric. This is
why we mandate that REQ-SBP show that a biometric is difficult to guess by an adversary
that has access to both auxiliary information and a template.

6.6.1 Empirical Evaluation
The problem lies in the fact that the template leaks information about the biometric

when used in conjunction with population statistics. While the (x, y) coordinates them-
selves do not leak information about dynamic features, and the population statistics them-
selves seem to exhibit a high degree of entropy, when combined an attacker can derive
high-fidelity estimates of the biometric input. To demonstrate this, we provide an attack
that exploits the storage of enrollment samples used for DTW. We implemented the scheme
given in [42], and endeavored to create a faithful representation using the set of dynamic
features from our study of human forgers (Section 4) that exhibited the highest entropy (we
selected these features because the authors do not describe in sufficient detail the specific
dynamic features used or how the FAR was computed). Using our data set, an error toler-
ance of t = 4.5, and the evaluation techniques proposed by the authors, we were able to
generate keys with 42 bits of entropy at a FRR of 29.2% and a FAR of 1.7%—which is
inline with the reported results.

Our attack applies our temporal inference techniques described in Section 5.3. Recall
that these techniques use a set of statistical measures that map spatial features—which can
be reproduced given the (x, y) coordinates of handwriting—such as the curvature over a set
of static points, to the most likely speed of the pen as it rendered those points. Speed is
estimated using population statistics of writers of similar writing styles. In the current set-
ting, we compute these four statistical measures over the samples stored in the templates to
estimate the pen-speed of the original writer, and thereby recompute the samples that were
provided during enrollment. In other words, we combine auxiliary information (population
statistics for writing speed) with templates (the writing samples stored in the templates)
to make a guess at the target user’s original biometric. We do this for each sample that
is stored in the template and compute each feature over these samples. Let yi,1, . . . , yi,m,
be the output of φi(β1), . . . , φi(β`) ordered by number of occurrences. We modify our
search algorithm to place the guesses output by the temporal inference algorithm ahead
of the guesses that have a high probability according to population statistics. That is, in-
stead of setting Li = (xi,1, . . . , xi,k) with di(xi,j|ui−1, . . . , u1) ≥ di(xi,j+1|ui−1, . . . , u1),
we instead remove the values yi,1, . . . , yi,m from xi,1, . . . , xi,k to get x′i,1, . . . , x

′
i,k−m, and

set Li = (yi,1, . . . yi,m, x
′
i,1, . . . , x

′
i,k−m). In this way the algorithm enumerates biometrics
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Figure 6.3: The difference in expected security of more “standard” entropy estimates, and
what may be realized by an attacker with access to a template. Our algorithm guesses 22%
of the keys on the first attempt, under standard estimates one would expect to find 22% of
the keys only after a search of ≈ 240 guesses.

that are “near” the original guess when trying to generate a key.
The results of our modified algorithm are provided in Figure 6.3. While the attack does

not always guess β immediately, it can successfully reconstruct the biometric after a small
search around the original guess. The resulting success rate was startling for a large subset
of the population—22% of the time we are able to accurately recreate the key on the first
attempt, and approximately 50% of the keys were correctly guessed after making fewer
than 215 guesses. We also report the standard metric of entropy that is well-accepted in
the literature as a baseline for comparison. By such a measure, one should only be able to
guess 50% of the keys after enumerating a 41-bit space.

This analysis highlights that because the template was not taken into account when
estimating REQ-SBP, the presented security estimates are much stronger than what an
attacker would have to overcome in practice. This also shows the importance of Aβ̂,T,aux

class attackers, and the flexibility of our proposed search algorithm.

6.7 Summary
In this chapter we showed shortcomings in the common approaches for estimating the

uncertainty of BKG-derived keys in the face of A class adversaries. We presented a new
heuristic, Guessing Distance, to quickly provide accurate estimates of this uncertainty. We
also designed a new algorithm to probabilistically search for a user’s key. Our algorithm
served as our first examination of AT,aux and Aβ̂,T,aux class adversaries, and we showed
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that these types of attackers are indeed quite powerful. In fact, the success of our approach
indicates that our algorithm is a useful tool for performing practical, yet robust, evalua-
tions. Additionally, we highlight subtleties, such as failing to consider publicly available
information such as templates, that commonly result in incorrect evaluations.

The specific contributions of this chapter are:

1. We demonstrate that many techniques that are commonly used to estimate the en-
tropy of BKG-derived keys either do not correctly assess security, or are difficult to
compute in practical settings.

2. We define of a new heuristic, Guessing Distance (GD), that can be used to estimate
the strength of BKG-derived keys. We also propose a technique to estimate GD from
empirical data.

3. We design an algorithm that quickly enumerates a key space to find the most likely
keys for a target user. Since our algorithm operates on the outputs of features, and
provides convincing evidence of the uncertainty afforded by these features, we be-
lieve that it is a tool that should be widely adopted.

4. We analyze two proposed BKGs and show the importance of Guessing Distance
and our search algorithm. In one case the algorithm has 15% chance of guessing
ostensibly 43-bit keys on the first attempt. The algorithm achieved similar results
against the second construction, exhibiting a 22% chance of finding ostensibly 42-bit
keys on the first attempt.

Future Work. In this chapter we present a search algorithm to probabilistically enumer-
ate a key space and provide evidence that it can be used to analyze randomness in keys
output by a BKG. We intentionally designed this algorithm to operate on abstract features,
which ensures that it is not tied to a specific modality. We therefore believe that our ap-
proach will be useful for evaluating other modalities, and so tests of this kind constitute
important future work.

One of the greatest challenges in estimating the security of BKG-derived keys is em-
pirically estimating probability distributions over large sets. In this chapter we address
this problem by taking two general approaches: (1) basing security on a guessing strat-
egy, which is more tolerant of small estimation errors; and (2) endeavoring to estimate
conditional distributions over the entire feature space by combining estimates over smaller
subsets of the feature space. While we believe that this suffices to provide a strong estimate
of the security that keys will afford in practice, we acknowledge that our techniques do not
result in a precise estimate of Shannon entropy.

Since the proofs of many cryptographic primitives require the strength of keys to be
measured by Shannon entropy, our techniques for estimating key strength cannot com-
pose in a provably secure manner with those constructions. To use BKG-derived keys in
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these settings, one must pursue different techniques for estimating conditional distribu-
tions. This, however, might be impossible in practice. Since state-of-the-art cryptography
requires symmetric keys to be of at least 128 bits, estimating distributions over this space
might require a prohibitive amount of data. These opposing views of what can be achieved
in practice and what is expected in theory casts doubts of using BKG-derived keys in a
theoretical setting. At the same time, this leads to the question of whether it is possible
to design new proof paradigms that are amenable to BKG-derived keys. For instance, is
it possible to find techniques to prove that a cryptographic primitive is secure given the
assumption that a key has a large guessing distance instead of the assumption that a key has
high entropy?
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Input: Φ = {φ1, . . . , φn}, Pφ1 , . . . ,Pφn // Features and population distributions
Input: KeyGen′ // A version of KeyGen that accepts pre-computed feature values
Input: T // The target user’s template
Input: Test // A function to determine the correctness of K
Output: K // The user’s key

1: Ψ← Φ ordered such that M(Ψ[i]) ≥M(Ψ[i+ 1]) // Ψ is a priority queue
2: Indexes← {} // A set of feature indexes
3: Values← [] // An associative array mapping feature indexes to feature values
4: K ← GuessKey(Indexes,Values,Ψ)
5: return K
6: GuessKey(Indexes,Values,Ψ) :
7: if |Indexes| = n then // Check to see if all feature values have been guessed.
8: K ← KeyGen′(Values, T )
9: if Test(K,T ) = true then

10: return K
11: else
12: return ⊥
13: φi ← next element in Ψ
14: Li ← range of φi
15: d← [] // An associative array mapping elements of Ωφi to a weight
16: for ω ∈ Li : // Order guesses by their weighted likelihood
17: d[ω]← 0
18: for (h, j) ∈ {Indexes× Indexes : j > h} :
19: d[ω]← d[ω] + I(Φi; 〈Φh,Φj〉)Pφi(ω | φh = Values[h] ∧ φj = Values[j])
20: sort Li such that ∀j ∈ [0, |Li| − 1] : d[Li[j]] ≥ d[Li[j + 1]]
21: Indexes← Indexes ∪ {i}
22: for ω ∈ L : // Guess the output of φi and recursively guess other features
23: Values[i]← ω // Assign ω to the output of feature i
24: K ← GuessKey(Indexes,Values,Ψ) // Recursively guess remaining features
25: if K 6= ⊥ then
26: return K
27: return ⊥

Algorithm 6.1: Pseudocode describing the algorithm for guessing keys.
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Chapter 7

Randomized Biometric Templates

Thus far, we have focused on robust techniques to evaluate the security of Biometric
Cryptographic Key Generators. In doing so, we have presented several attacks that indicate
that a certain biometric modality may not provide enough entropy for generating crypto-
graphic keys. This raises the question of whether it is possible to augment the entropy of a
weak biometric modality to create stronger keys. In this chapter we address this problem by
proposing a new BKG that exploits a source of randomness that is inherent to any BKG, but
to our knowledge, has not been used to strengthen keys. We suggest adding uncertainty to
the way that a BKG measures the biometric input by assigning different features to differ-
ent users. In order to replicate the correct key, an adversary must guess both the biometric
input, and the features that were used during enrollment. We believe that in addition to
increasing the entropy of the derived keys, this approach also reduces the susceptibility of
the BKG to forgery. If different people create different biometric samples, then perhaps
the samples can be more accurately distinguished by measuring the samples in different
ways [18]. By carefully selecting those features that are easier for a specific user to repli-
cate, we are able to reduce the error-tolerance of each feature, and thus increase resistance
to forgery.

In this chapter we present Randomized Biometric Templates (RBTs), a new BKG that
achieves our goals. We describe the cryptographic construction that enables us to securely
encode features, and discuss how this technique allows a BKG to assign stronger features
to each user. In the context of handwriting, we introduce and explore the application of
sample-dependent features. Sample-dependent features are a novel type of feature which
we believe will improve the security of handwriting-based BKGs. We then argue that RBTs
achieve REQ-SBP and REQ-KR. Then, we demonstrate empirically that REQ-BUN holds
for each of the interesting points in the adversarial space that have been explored throughout
this dissertation.
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7.1 Construction
Randomized Biometric Templates are templates that can be used by legitimate users to

create keys, but are designed so that attackers cannot learn how to measure biometric inputs.
In traditional BKGs, each user’s template encodes the same set of features that are used to
measure biometric inputs. However, with RBTs, we assign different features to different
users, and encode the features so that adversaries cannot determine which features were
originally used to generate a key. The utility of this approach is two-fold. First, it increases
the work required to search for the correct key because an attacker must guess both the
set of features that were used, as well as the correct biometric sample. Second, hiding the
features allows BKGs to use features that are a function of the biometric sample, which
allows us to measure biometric inputs with greater precision, and therefore decrease Equal
Error Rates. Note that these types of features must be hidden from adversaries, as the mere
existence of such features in a template immediately leaks information about the biometric
sample, and in this case REQ-SBP cannot hold.

The most straightforward approach to designing RBTs would be to take a normal tem-
plate, which describes the features for the user in question, and encrypt it with a key known
only to the user. Obviously, this cannot work in our setting because if we had access to a
key that was strong enough for encryption, then there would be no need for the BKG in the
first place. Instead, we follow an approach similar to Encrypted Key Exchange (EKE) [12],
where a low-entropy password is used to encrypt a high-entropy string. Since decryption
of the ciphertext using any password, including the correct password, results in a high-
entropy string, an attacker performing a brute-force search cannot tell when she has found
the correct password. RBTs hide features by encoding templates as high-entropy strings,
and encrypting these strings with low-entropy passwords.

However, in our setting, encoding the template such that a decryption under the correct
password appears the same as decryption under an incorrect password is somewhat more
challenging because templates have semantic meaning. That is, in addition to appearing
random, the templates must also specify the features and the error-correction information
necessary to process a biometric and derive a key. Thus, we require a representation of
the features and error-correction information that appears random, but still has semantic
meaning. To create such a representation, we consider the pieces of information that are
encoded in biometric templates and distinguish between components that can be randomly
encoded without losing semantic meaning and those that cannot. We then encrypt the parts
that we safely can encode, and fix the parameters that cannot be encoded so that they are
the same across the population. These parameters are left in the clear.

7.1.1 An Overview of Our Approach
RBTs use quantization for error-correction, so our templates need to specify three

pieces of information: the features, the offset of the quantization within the feature’s out-
put range, and the width of the quantization. We can safely encode features without losing
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semantic meaning if we specify features as indexes into a table, randomly assign a subset
of the features to each user, and then encrypt this subset in the template. In this way, the
decryption of feature indexes with an incorrect key will be indistinguishable from decryp-
tion with the correct key because in both cases, a decrypted template appears as a random
permutation on a subset of feature indexes. We can also safely encode quantization off-
sets. Note that if a user’s quantization over the output range of feature φi is defined as the
set {αi, αi + δi, αi + 2δi, . . . }, then knowledge of δi and any of the quantization offsets
αi + cδi unambiguously defines the entire set. Thus, if all features have output ranges that
can be mapped to some range R, then we can safely encode quantization offsets without
losing semantic meaning by encrypting a random value in {αi, αi + δi, αi + 2δi, . . . } ⊆ R.
Decryption of the resulting ciphertext under any key results in a value that is randomly dis-
tributed over R, but that is also semantically meaningful as a quantization offset for any
feature.

On the other hand, the width of the quantization, δi, cannot be randomized and so we
cannot safely encrypt it. To see why this is the case, note that the random assignment
of a quantization width to a feature (as would happen if the template is decrypted under
an incorrect password) might not be semantically meaningful. An adversary could use an
observed semantic inconsistency in a decrypted template to infer that she had decrypted
the template with an incorrect password. For instance, if there is a feature for which most
users in the population exhibit large variation, and thus require large amount of tolerance
for error-correction, then an adversary who decrypted the template under an incorrect pass-
word and observed a small quantization width for that feature could logically deduce that
she guessed the incorrect password. To avoid this type of problem, we specify a user-
independent error-correction threshold for each feature.

At a high level, our construction works as follows. We encode the features by simply
storing a table that defines every feature and an associated index. The same table is stored
in every template, but only the indexes that correspond to the correct features are encrypted
in a particular user’s template. We encrypt these features with a cipher with arbitrary finite
domain [13], so that decryption under every key specifies an index that falls within the
global table. Additionally, we ensure that the probability that any given feature is assigned
to a user is the same across the population. Given this encoding algorithm, decryption of
the encrypted features under any password results in a list of features that is equally likely,
and so decryption under the correct password is indistinguishable from a decryption under
an incorrect password.

To encode error-correction information, we follow a similar approach. First, we fix the
quantization width, δi for each feature, φi, and store it in the global table that maps indexes
to features. As the quantization widths are global values, we only need to encode one
quantization offset to completely specify error-correction. Since any such offset suffices,
we randomly select an offset and encrypt it with cipher with arbitrary finite domain, where
the domain is the maximum over all quantization widths. Decryption under any password
thus results in a value that is equally likely to be a correct offset for any feature.

Given this approach we have designed an encoding algorithm such that every possible
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decryption of the template will simultaneously “appear random” and be useful to generate
a cryptographic key. However, only the decryption under the correct password will yield a
template that can be used to generate the correct key. This has the elegant property that an
adversary who searches for the key will have to guess the biometric for each guess at the
password that was used to encrypt the template. Before presenting the technical details of
the actual construction, we first introduce some relevant cryptographic primitives, statistical
techniques, and notation.

7.1.2 Preliminaries
We use the notation || to refer to string and list concatenation, and refer to the ith

element in the list L as L[i]. We use x R← X to denote the selection of an element x
uniformly at random from the set X , and x ← A to indicate that the algorithm A out-
puts x. The set of integers from a to b, inclusive, is represented as [a, b], and [a, b]k =
{a+ ik : i ∈ [0, b(b− a)/kc]}.

We use statistical correlation to measure the relationships between features.

Definition 7.1.1 (Statistical Correlation) The statistical correlation, ρX,Y , between ran-
dom variables X and Y , with means µX and µY , and standard deviations σX and σY , is
defined as:

ρX,Y =
E((X − µx)(Y − µy))

σXσY

It follows that −1 ≤ ρX,Y ≤ 1. In general, there is no steadfast rule that maps specific
values of ρX,Y to a degree of correlation. However, a common rule of thumb states that
if |ρX,Y | < 1

3
, then X and Y are uncorrelated, if 1

3
≤ |ρX,Y | < 2

3
, then X and Y are

correlated, and if 2
3
≤ |ρX,Y |, then X and Y are strongly correlated. Statistical correlation

is quite useful to determine if a pair of features is more correlated than another pair. Thus,
we use statistical correlation in our analysis to select the best features from a large set of
features.

Our construction also uses several cryptographic primitives. We use ciphers with ar-
bitrary finite domains [13] to ensure that an adversary cannot determine whether she has
decrypted a template with the correct password. In particular, we use Prefix Ciphers, which
use a block cipher E : K × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n, to build encryption and decryption algo-
rithms, (ED,DD) that operate on domain and range [0, D − 1].

Definition 7.1.2 (Prefix Cipher [13]) A prefix cipher with domain and range [0, D − 1],
that is based on block cipher E : K × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n, consists of two functions: ED :
K × [0, D − 1]→ [0, D − 1], and the inverse function DD : K × [0, D − 1]→ [0, D − 1]:

• EDK(m): I ← Sort((EK(0),EK(1), . . .EK(D − 1))), return IndexOf(EK(m), I).
Sort(L) sorts the list L in increasing order. IndexOf(x, L) returns the location of
x in list L.
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• DD
K(m): I ← Sort((EK(0),EK(1), . . .EK(D − 1))), return DK(I[m]).

We assume that users select (possibly low-entropy) passwords from a set Π, the key
space of E is K, and that our BKG outputs bit-strings of length λ (this does not necessary
imply that the keys will have λ bits of entropy). Our construction uses four cryptographic
hash functions:

Hpass,0 : Π→ K
Hpass,1 : Π→ K

Hver : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}t
Hkey : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ

Hpass,0 and Hpass,1 map a password into different elements in the key space of the prefix
cipher. Hver is used to generate a token to test whether the BKG has generated the correct
key. Hkey is used to generate the final key from a user’s password and biometric samples.
Finally, we assume the existence of a function, Permute, that permutes a list of numbers in
a cryptographically secure sense (such as a pseudorandom permutation).

Our design uses an ordered set of N features Φ = (φ1, . . . , φN), where φi is a map
from the set of biometric samples to the range Ri = [0, ri]. We use quantization for error-
correction. Let δi ∈ N be the size of the quantization for φi. This value is fixed to be the
same for each user in the population. Let ∆ = 1 + maxi δi, quantization offsets will be
encoded into the range [0,∆] and encrypted so that decryption under any key appears as a
random, yet semantically meaningful, offset.

7.1.3 Definition of Enroll

RBTs consist of two algorithms, Enroll (Algorithm 7.1) and KeyGen (Algorithm 7.2).
The enrollment phase is a four step process: assigning features to a user, computing the
necessary information to correct a user’s samples to a consistent value, using the error-
corrected values to create a key, and finally, encoding a secure template.

Feature Selection. First, a user presents ` biometric samples β1, . . . , β` and a (potentially
low-entropy) password π ∈ Π, to Enroll. The BKG computes some statistics over each of
the samples and returns the indexes of the features that are to be used for key generation.
This is a intricate process and is described in Section 7.3. For now, it suffices to note that
from an adversary’s point of view, every set of features is equally likely to be assigned to
each user. Assume that the BKG assigns m features to a user. Each user will be assigned
a different number and/or a different set of features, so m will differ across the population.
However, to ensure that all templates have the same length, Enroll pads out each template
to use n features, with m ≤ n ≤ N . Let Ψ be the indexes of the m features φi ∈ Φ that are
selected for key generation, let Ψ̃ be the indexes of the n −m features selected at random
from Φ\Ψ for padding, and let L = Permute(Ψ)||Permute(Ψ̃). The features specified in L,
which are a random permutation of a random n element subset of Φ, are used for template
creation and key generation (see Algorithm 7.1, lines 1–2).
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Input: The password π ∈ Π, and biometric samples β1, . . . , β`
Input: (Global values): the features Φ, and quantization widths δ0, . . . , δN
Output: The key K and template T

1: (Ψ, Ψ̃)← Select(β1, . . . , β`) // Select biometric features
2: L← Permute(Ψ)||Permute(Ψ̃)
3: k0 ← Hpass,0(π), k1 ← Hpass,1(π)
4: for j ← 0 to |L| − 1 :
5: i← L[j]
6: µi ← Mean(φi(β1), . . . , φi(β`))
7: αi ← bµi − δi/2c mod δi if µi ≥ δi/2. Otherwise, bµ+ (δi/2)c.
8: xi ← max(0, µi − δi/2) // Quantize the feature outputs
9: ρi

R← [αi,∆]δi // Select a random quantization offset
10: Cj = (ENk0(i),E

∆
k1

(ρi)) // Encrypt feature index and quantization offset
11: Kj = i||xi
12: K ← Hkey(π||K0||K1|| . . . ||K|Ψ|−1) // Derive the key
13: T ← (C, v) = ((C0, C1, . . . , C|L|−1),Hver(π||K0||K1|| . . . ||K|Ψ|−1))
14: return K, T

Algorithm 7.1: Specification of the RBT Enroll algorithm

Error Correction. The next step in the enrollment process is to correct a user’s samples
into a single, repeatable value. RBTs use quantization for this purpose. We assume that the
widths of the quantization intervals have been pre-computed (see Section 7.3), and are fixed
across the population: feature φi uses intervals of length δi. To specify error-correction, the
scheme need only specify a quantization offset in the range (Ri) of each feature in L. For
each i ∈ L, compute µi as the mean of φi(β1), . . . , φi(β`). Then, partition Ri into δi-length
intervals centered around µi by specifying an offset that corresponds to the boundary of the
lowest bin in the partitioned feature range:

αi =

{
bµi − δi/2c mod δi if µi ≥ δi/2

bµ+ δi/2c if µi < δi/2

Given αi and δi, the partitioning over the feature range is specified by the integers {0} ∪
[αi, ri]δi . The border of the partition that contains µi is xi = max(0, bµi − δi/2c). See
Algorithm 7.1, lines 5–8 for the error-correction process.

Key Generation. Having specified our error-correction scheme, we are ready to create a
cryptographic key. The key is derived from the password π, the feature indexes, and the
quantized feature outputs by setting Kj = L[j]||xL[j] for j ∈ [0,m − 1], and setting the
key to be K = Hkey(π||K0|| . . . ||Km−1) (see Algorithm 7.1, lines 11–12). That is, K is the
output of a hash function applied to the password, indexes of them features selected for the
user in question, and the lower boundary of the partition that contains the output of each
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K = Hkey(%||K1|| . . . ||Kj|| . . . ||Km)Generate the key:

1

Figure 7.1: Quantizing the range of feature φi, i = L[j], for key generation. The output
range, Ri = [0, ri], is partitioned into δi-length segments centered around the user’s bio-
metric measurements. The segment that contains the user’s biometric measurements, as
well as the index of the feature, are used to create a key.

feature (see Figure 7.1). This increases the entropy over standard key generation schemes
by exploiting the uncertainty associated with feature selection in addition to the output of
each feature and the password.

Template Creation. Our task is to now encode the feature indexes and the quantization
information so that only an individual with knowledge of π and the ability to produce a
biometric that is “close” to the enrollment samples can generate the correct key (Algo-
rithm 7.1, lines 9–10). To do so, we must encode L and the αi so that they appear random,
and then encrypt these values with π. We employ two ciphers with arbitrary finite domains,
(EN ,DN) and (E∆,D∆), to encrypt feature indexes (i.e., the L[j]) and the offsets in each
feature range (i.e., the αL[j]). Since Prefix Ciphers induce a different and equally-likely ran-
dom permutation for every key, if the encoding of L and the αi is truly random, then an ad-
versary who decrypts the template will not be able to tell if she has done so with the correct
password. We create two independent keys for each cipher from π as: k0 = Hpass,0(π) and
k1 = Hpass,1(π), respectively. The keys are independent of one another to ensure that there
is no correlation between the encryption of the feature indexes and the encryption of the
quantization offsets. For each j ∈ [0, n− 1], set i = L[j], and select ρi

R← [αi,∆]δi . Recall
that ∆ = 1+maxi δi, and so ρi encodes αi into a random integer that is less than the largest
quantization width of any feature, and that is also an integer multiple of δi from αi. The
next step is to encrypt both the i and ρi by computing Cj = (cj,0, cj,1) = (ENk0(i),E

∆
k1

(ρi)).
Since each ρi is encoded into the same range [0,∆], the decryption of cj,1 under any key
results in a semantically meaningful quantization offset for any feature.
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The template then consists of:

T = (C, v) = ((C0, C2, . . . , Cn−1),Hver(π||K0|| . . . ||Km−1))

The token v is used for verification purposes, and is a function of the password and error-
corrected biometric samples, but is independent of the key K because Hver and Hkey are
independent cryptographic hash functions.

7.1.4 Definition of KeyGen

Key generation is simpler than enrollment, it consists of decrypting the template, mea-
suring the biometric sample with the recovered features, and then creating the key (see
Algorithm 7.2). The input to the algorithm is password π ∈ Π, the template T = (C, v),
and a biometric sample β. First, KeyGen derives the decryption keys k0 = Hpass,0(π) and
k1 = Hpass,1(π) and uses these keys to decrypt the template and recreate the list L and the
quantization offsets (i.e., the ρL[j]) (see Algorithm 7.2, lines 3–4). For j ∈ [0, |C| − 1],
let (L[j], ρL[j]) ← (DN

k0
(cj,0),D∆

k1
(cj,1)). The values in L are a list of indexes that specify

features. Let i = L[j] be such an index. Then ρi is the encoding of αi, which specifies
the offset of the quantization for φi. Thus, the partitioning boundaries over [0, ri] can be
recreated as {0} ∪ [ρi mod δi, ri]δi .

To recreate the key, KeyGen measures the biometric sample and sets xi to be the largest
partition boundary that is less than or equal to φi(β) (see Algorithm 7.2, line 5). Then,
letting Kj = i||xi, the algorithm iteratively attempts to recreate the key by checking that
v = Hver(π||K0||K1|| . . . ||Kj) for j ∈ [0, |C|−1]. If this is the case for any j, then KeyGen
outputs the key K = Hkey(π||K0||K1|| . . . ||Kj). Otherwise, the algorithm has failed and it
outputs the failure symbol⊥. This iterative reconstruction process is necessary because the
key is only derived from the features in Ψ, and it is impossible to determine where these
features end, and where the extra features that were added as padding from Ψ̃ begin.

7.2 Security Analysis
In order to show that RBTs are useful for generating cryptographic keys, we must show

that they are correct and secure. Arguing security amounts to showing that RBTs achieve
three properties: that the biometric is difficult to predict (REQ-BUN); that given access to
auxiliary information, the template, and the key, a computationally bound adversary cannot
learn significant information about the biometric (REQ-SBP); and that a computationally
bound adversary cannot use auxiliary information and a biometric template to distinguish
the correct key from random (REQ-KR). As noted in Chapter 3, REQ-BUN must be argued
empirically against human adversaries, hybrid adversaries, and algorithmic adversaries. We
defer this analysis to Section 7.4. In this section we argue that RBTs achieve correctness,
and REQ-SBP and REQ-KR against computationally bound adversaries.
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Input: Template T = (C, v), password π ∈ Π, the biometric sample β, the features Φ,
and error-correction information δ0, . . . δN

Output: The key K, or ⊥ on failure.
1: k0 ← Hpass,0(π), k1 ← Hpass,1(π)
2: for j ← 0 to |C| − 1 :
3: i← DN

k0
(C[j][0]) // Extract feature index

4: αi ← D∆
k1

(C[j][1]) mod δi // Extract quantization offset
5: xi ← maxx∈{0}∪[αi,φi(β)]δi

x // Quantize the output of φi applied to β
6: Kj ← i||xi
7: if Hver(π||K0|| . . . ||Kj) = v then
8: K ← Hkey(π||K0|| . . . ||Kj) // Derive the key
9: return K

10: return ⊥ // Could not recreate the key, return indication of failure

Algorithm 7.2: Specification of the RBT KeyGen algorithm

7.2.1 Correctness
Showing correctness of RBTs amounts to showing that if Enroll(β1, . . . β`, π) outputs

T = (C, v), and K, and KeyGen(T, β′, π′) outputs K ′, then K = K ′ provided that π = π′

and β′ is close to β1, . . . , β`. For this to happen two things must hold: first, KeyGen must
use the same features as Enroll and quantize the output range of each feature in the same
way as Enroll. Second, this quantization must map β′ to the same segment as µi that was
computed from β1, . . . , β` by Enroll. If these two properties hold, then the input to Hkey

(i.e., π||K0|| . . . ||K|Φ|−1) will be the same for both KeyGen and Enroll, and consequently
both algorithms will output the same key.

It follows from the correctness of ciphers with arbitrary finite domains that if π = π′,
KeyGen will correctly decryptC to extract the i and the ρi that were encoded by Enroll. This
implies that both algorithms will use the same set of features. To see that they quantize
the output range of each feature in the same way, observe that ρi ≡ αi mod δi. Since
δi is publicly known, KeyGen can reliably extract αi, which is a boundary of one of the
segments in the range of φi. Thus, KeyGen can recover the quantization of the range of φi
as {0} ∪ [αi, ri]δi; and this is the same set that was used by Enroll.

Now that we have established that both algorithms process the biometric input in the
same way, we show that if β′ is close to β1, . . . , β`, then K = K ′. Recall that K ←
H(π||K0|| . . . ||K|Ψ|−1), with Kj = i||xi. The only part of the input that is computed
from biometric input is xi, which is the lower bound of the δi-length segment that contains
µi = Mean(φi(β1), . . . , φ(β`)) (see Figure 7.1). If β′ is close to the samples that were
provided during enrollment, then |φi(β′)−µi| < δi/2. This implies that φi(β′) falls within
the same segment as the original mean, and so x′i, the lower boundary computed by KeyGen,
will be the same as the xi computed by Enroll. Thus, since both algorithms compute Hkey

over the same input string, both will output the same key.
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7.2.2 Strong Biometric Privacy
We argue REQ-SBP to show that an attacker who has access to a template, and even a

compromised key, can learn no information about the biometric samples that were provided
during enrollment. It is especially important that REQ-SBP hold in the context of RBTs
because the features that are used to measure the biometric are a function of the biometric,
and so they must be hidden. Our arguments are based on the assumption that Select assigns
a random n element of subset of Φ to each user. We argue that this assumption holds in
Section 7.3. Our conjecture is that since feature assignment results in a random permutation
of a random n-element subset of Φ, the optimal strategy for an attacker is to simultaneously
enumerate Π and the set of all biometrics until she derives the correct key. While the
attacker can use the template and key to verify that a guessed biometric sample/password
pair is correct, the attacker cannot use information gleaned from the template or key to
create a guess of the biometric. This argument is, of course, conditioned on the fact that the
biometric is difficult to predict without access to the template or key (i.e., that REQ-BUN
holds). We give an argument to justify this in Section 7.3.

Assume that an adversary has access to T = (C, v) and K. Note that since v and K
are the output of public functions, they can be used by an adversary to verify guesses; an
adversary can guess a biometric β′ and a password π′, run KeyGen with T and see if the
output matchesK. In this way she can learn if her guess is correct. Aside from this, since v
and K are the output of cryptographic hash functions, no computationally bound adversary
can use them to learn information about the enrollment samples.

We now turn our attention to C = ((c0,0, c0,1), (c1,0, c1,1), . . . , (cn−1,0, cn−1,1)), the en-
coding of the feature indexes and quantization information. Since each element in C is
encrypted under a potentially low-entropy password, we must show that the entropy of the
plaintext is high, and so an adversary who guesses a correct password cannot distinguish
the original plaintext from a decryption of C under an incorrect password. If this is the
case, then an adversary who guesses passwords would have to enumerate the set of bio-
metric samples for each guess of the password in order to determine whether her guesses
are correct. However, such an attacker does not glean any information about the biometric
sample from the template, she simply enumerates samples through auxiliary means. This
implies that REQ-SBP holds.

To simplify the exposition, we adopt the notation that for a function F and a list X =
(x1, . . . , xm), that F(X) = (F(x1), . . . ,F(xm)). Let L be the list of indexes that Enroll
assigns to the target user, and R = (ρL[0], ρL[1], . . . , ρL[n−1]) be the quantization offsets
for each feature in L. Assume that Enroll uses the two keys k0 ← Hpass,0(π) and k1 ←
Hpass,1(π) to encrypt each of these lists to create the list C. We decompose C into two
parts:

C0 = (c0,0, c1,0, . . . , cn−1,0) = ENk0(L)

and
C1 = (c0,1, c1,1, . . . , cn−1,1) = E∆

k1
(R)
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Our goal is to show that for all (k′0, k
′
1) ← (Hpass,0(π′),Hpass,1(π′)), if π′ 6= π, then L is

indistinguishable from DN
k′0

(C0) and R is indistinguishable from D∆
k′1

(C1).
Note that decryption of C0 or C1 with an incorrect key results in a random permutation

on an n element subset of the corresponding domain. That is, n elements will be selected
at random from the corresponding domain, and then randomly rearranged. By assumption,
Select assigns a random n element subset of Φ to each user. Since the Enroll algorithm
randomly permutes this set to create L, L is a random permutation of a random n element
subset of Φ. Thus, L is indistinguishable from DN

k′0
(C0).

To see why R is indistinguishable from D∆
k′1

(C1), observe that Enroll creates ρi by se-
lecting a random element in [0,∆] that is an integer multiple of δi from the border of the
smallest quantization offset (Algorithm 7.1, lines 7 and 9). Since an attacker does not know
this quantization offset (indeed, legitimate users cannot even reproduce this value with ac-
curacy), this is also a random value. Thus, ρi is randomly distributed over [0,∆], and so
R is a list of random values over [0,∆]. Note that D∆

k′1
(C1), is also a list of random values

over [0,∆].
Since L is indistinguishable from DN

k′0
(C0) and R is indistinguishable from D∆

k′1
(C1),

REQ-SBP holds against computationally bound adversaries.

7.2.3 Key Randomness
Finally, we argue that RBTs achieve REQ-KR. That is, a computationally bound al-

gorithmic attacker cannot use a template, T = (C, v), to distinguish K from random. In
our case this amounts to showing two properties: C cannot be used to infer the inputs to
Hkey (i.e., π, the indexes of the features, and the quantization offset that contains the user’s
sample), and that v cannot be used to distinguish K from random. To show that the first
property holds, we follow the same argument that we used to argue REQ-SBP. There, we
showed that the best strategy that an attacker has to find the indexes and quantization in-
formation is to simultaneously enumerate both the password space and biometric space to
find the values that were provided to Enroll. This implies that if the combined entropy of
both the password space and biometric space are sufficiently high, then an attacker cannot
infer the input to Hkey.

To show that v is useless to an attacker, note that although v and K are derived from the
same input, they are the outputs of two independent cryptographic hash functions. Thus, v
leaks no information about K. This allows us to achieve verifiability without succumbing
to the common pitfall of storing a hash of the key in the template (see Chapter 3 for an
argument for why such a technique is flawed).

7.3 Feature Selection
The strength of any BKG is greatly influenced by the features used to measure the bio-

metric inputs. In the case of RBTs, feature selection is especially important. We need to
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ensure that two properties hold. First, we must ensure feature assignment appears random
to an adversary. The security of our construction rests on this property. Second, we must
select features that are resilient to forgeries, and that have high entropy across the popu-
lation. This increases the strength of RBTs to human forgers, generative algorithms, and
search algorithms.

7.3.1 Feature Selection as a Random Permutation
Security of RBTs hinges upon the fact that decryption of a template under the correct

password has the same distribution as decryption under an incorrect password. Decryption
of c0,0, . . . , cn−1,0 (i.e., the encryption of the indexes in L) under an incorrect password
results in a random permutation on a randomly selected subset of the feature indexes. This
implies that we need to make real templates also appear to be a random permutation on
a randomly selected subset of feature indexes. Randomly permuting a set of indexes is
simple, the more challenging part is selecting a random subset to permute. Clearly, we
cannot simply randomly assign features to each user; there is no indication that a randomly
selected feature would be useful for a specific user. Instead, we would like to assign users
those features for which they exhibit low variance, which reduces False Reject Rates and
False Accept Rates, and increases entropy.

Outwardly, the requirement of selecting strong features and the requirement of selecting
random features appear to be at odds with one another. We note, however, that we can
actually use the selection of strong features to force a uniform distribution, at least, from
the point of an adversary, over the selection process. Observe that in order for a feature to be
strong for a specific user, the user will require very little error-correction to reliably repeat
the output. In fact, a user will require less error-correction for the feature than other users
for which the feature is less useful. Suppose the user requires quantization with tolerance
of du,i to reliably correct a feature φi. If we adopt the policy of only assigning a feature to a
user if du,i is in the bottom kth percentile across the population, and fix the same k across all
features, then we immediately have a technique that evenly distributes feature assignment
across the population; the probability that a user is assigned any feature is precisely k/100.
Moreover, if we compose Φ with features that vary independently of one another, and
hence the event that du,i is in the bottom kth percentile is independent of the event that du,j
is in the bottom kth percentile, then our approach results in an assignment of features that
appears as a random permutation on a subset of all possible features. Given this approach,
each feature is assigned to a user with an independent and identical probability, which is
the case of the decryption of a template under an incorrect key.

Ensuring Independence in Feature Selection. The first step of ensuring that feature
assignment results in a random permutation on a randomly selected subset of Φ is to ensure
that the probability that feature φi is assigned to a user is independent of the probability
that feature φj is assigned to that user. Since features are assigned to users based on the
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Input: A set of users U , the set of features Φ = {φ1, . . . , φN}, the percentile, k.
Output: Quantization thresholds: δ1, . . . , δN , assignment probabilities {p1, . . . , pN}

1: for i ∈ [1, N ] :
2: ∆i ← {}
3: for u ∈ U : // Determine necessary error tolerance for each user
4: du,i ← the smallest d necessary to correct u’s samples
5: ∆i.Append(du,i)
6: ∆i.Sort()
7: t← bk × |∆i|/100c // Index of kth percentile
8: δi ← ∆i[t] // Error tolerance at the kth percentile
9: t− ← smallest j s.t. ∆i[j] = δi

10: t+ ← largest j s.t. ∆i[j] = δi
11: pi ← (t− t−+ 1)/(t+− t−+ 1) // Proportion of U at tolerance δi and in the bottom

kth percentile
12: return {δ1, . . . δN} , {p1, . . . pN}

Algorithm 7.3: Specification of the RBT SelectSetup algorithm. This algorithm estab-
lishes kth percentiles for error-correction across the population.

user’s ability to consistently replicate that feature, we need to compose Φ of features such
that the degree of variation is independent across features.

To do so, we first generate a large set of features Φ̂, and conduct an empirical analysis
to determine which features’ error-correction tolerances are correlated with one another.
We then use a greedy algorithm to remove those features that are correlated with many
other features. This analysis is performed with a fixed error-correction percentile k and a
fixed population of users U . For each user u ∈ U , compute the minimum error-correction
threshold du,i required to reliably correct feature φi ∈ Φ̂. Let Ii be the random variable
with support {0, 1}, for a user u, Ii = 1 if du,i is in the bottom kth percentile across U , and
0 otherwise. To remove the correlated features, compute the statistical correlation between
all Ii and Ij and use a greedy algorithm to remove those features that have a correlation
|ρIi,Ij | > τvar, where τvar is a tunable parameter. The remaining set of features comprise Φ.

Ensuring a Uniformity in Feature Selection. Now that we have ensured that the features
in Φ will be assigned to a user with independent probabilities, we must also ensure that
these probabilities are uniform. This process consists of two phases. First, there is an
empirical analysis that must only be performed once and determines the tolerance δi that
corresponds to the kth percentile across the population. This evaluation should consist of
enough users so that the estimation of the kth percentile is statistically accurate for larger
populations. The steps of this process are detailed in Algorithm 7.3. Computing the δi that
corresponds to the kth percentile is straightforward (see Algorithm 7.3, Lines 2-8).

There is, however, one technicality that must be considered: whether or not to assign a
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Input: Biometric samples β1, . . . , β`
Input: (Global information): the set of features Φ, the quantization widths δ1, . . . , δN , the

assignment probabilities p1, . . . , pN , and the maximum number of features n.
Output: A set of features (Ψ) for key generation, and a set of features (Ψ̃) for padding.

1: Ψ← {}
2: for i ∈ [1, N ] :
3: di ← the smallest d necessary to correct φi(β1), . . . , φi(β`) to a consistent value.
4: if di < δi then
5: Ψ.Append(i)
6: if di = δi then
7: With probability pi, Ψ.Append(i)
8: if |Ψ| > n then // user was assigned more than the maximum number of features
9: Ψ← a random subset of Ψ of size n

10: Ψ̃← a random subset of Φ\Ψ of size n− |Ψ| // features for padding
11: return Ψ, Ψ̃

Algorithm 7.4: Specification of the RBT Select algorithm. This algorithm assigns a set of
features to a user.

feature to a user if her error-correction tolerance falls precisely on the kth percentile. If the
tolerance at the kth percentile is the same as the tolerance at the (k± ε)th percentile and we
assign a feature to a user if her tolerance falls precisely on the threshold, then the probability
of observing this feature in a template is different than the probability of observing another
feature. To address this difficulty, we probabilistically assign a feature to a user if her
error-correction threshold falls precisely at the kth percentile. This probability is a function
of how many users require the same level of error-correction, and is selected so that the
overall probability that a feature is assigned to an arbitrary user is precisely k/100 (see
Algorithm 7.3, lines 9–11 and Algorithm 7.4, lines 6–7).

In the second phase of feature selection, specific features are assigned to each user
using the Select algorithm (Algorithm 7.4). This happens only when a user runs the Enroll
algorithm. The selection algorithm simply cycles through each feature, and determines
from the enrollment samples how much tolerance is needed to quantize all of the feature
values to one segment. If this tolerance is less than (and in some cases, equal to) the
global threshold δi, then the feature is assigned to the user. Since the user is only assigned
those features that she can repeat consistently, those features should have higher maximum
theoretical entropy, and be more difficult to forge.

Validation of Feature Selection as a Random Permutation. Given the composition of
Φ, each feature is assigned to a user with an independent probability. Given the definition
of SelectSetup and Select, each of these features is assigned to a user with same probability:
k/100. Taken together, these two properties imply that feature assignment acts as a random
permutation on a random subset of the features in Φ. This validates the assumption used in
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arguing REQ-SBP and REQ-KR.

7.3.2 Practical Considerations for Feature Selection
While we have provided techniques to assign features to users in a way that meets our

cryptographic requirements, there are several other practical considerations that must be
addressed. First, we must consider the composition of Φ. Clearly, RBTs benefit from large
feature sets. Since there are

(
N
n

)
equally likely templates, larger feature sets imply greater

uncertainty for an adversary. At the same time, however, since we assume that the size
of the password space might be small, we must also endeavor to find features that resist
forgery and searching attacks. That is, we cannot simply add many random features to
Φ. There are also other factors that govern how we craft Φ. To ensure that the derived
keys have high entropy, each of the features in Φ should share a minimal amount of mutual
information. This reduces the likelihood that search attacks similar to those described in
Chapter 6 will succeed. All of these constraints greatly reduces the set of possible features
that can be used to create Φ.

There is also the matter of selecting k, the value that determines the percentile that
will be used for error-correction. For larger values of k, more features will be assigned to
each user. At the same time, large values of k imply a larger tolerance for error, which
reduces resistance to forgeability, as well as the potential entropy that can be extracted
from the feature. On the other hand, small values of k increase resistance to forgery, and
the maximum potential entropy, but result in the assignment of fewer features to each user.
Since some users might reproduce all features inconsistently, they could be assigned no
features if k is too small. We address each of these issues in this section.

Since it is difficult to optimize feature selection across the constraints imposed by en-
tropy requirements, forgery resiliency, correlation between features, and the selection of k,
we adopt the following iterative approach. First, we create a large set of features. Then,
we compute the statistical correlation over the outputs and variation of each feature. We
use a greedy algorithm to remove those features that have high correlation with many other
features. We then perform an empirical evaluation to measure the entropy and False Ac-
cept Rates over each feature. Then, Φ is composed of the union of two distinct sets: the
features with the highest entropy, and the features with the smallest FARs. We hope that
by combining both sets, RBTs will be resilient to both forgeries and search algorithms. We
perform this process with several values of k to explore the impact that this parameter has
on the quality of RBTs.

Step 1: Defining Features. The first step of our approach is to create a large set of fea-
tures. Handwriting offers great potential for feature selection. One can compute functions
over any of the four signals that define handwriting (e.g., time, x-position, y-position, pen
pressure). These signals can be mixed to form a series of static or dynamic features. One
can also compute features over specific parts of the writing, or over the writing as a whole.
In this work we use sample-dependent features.
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RBT Features
Start x coordinate Minimum y Median y Velocity
End x coordinate Maximum y Mean x Velocity
Start y coordinate Vertical Mid Point Mean y Velocity
End y coordinate Horizontal Mid Point Maximum x velocity
Straightness Duration Maximum y velocity
End Direction Start Time Minimum x velocity
Start Direction End Time Minimum y velocity
Direction Percent of Total Time Invariant Moment 0,0
Length Time of Maximum Velocity Invariant Moment 1,0
Euclidean Distance Time of Minimum Velocity Invariant Moment 0,1
Aspect Ratio Median Velocity Invariant Moment 1,1
Width Mean Velocity Invariant Moment 2,1
Height Maximum Velocity Invariant Moment 1,2
Minimum x Minimum Velocity
Maximum x Median x Velocity

Table 7.1: Features that are applied to strokes 0 through 10 to derive the feature set Φ.
Invariant Moment i, j is defined as

∑
(x,y) f(x, y)xiyj , where f(x, y) = 1 if there is a pixel

at (x, y), and 0 otherwise.

Sample-dependent features are a novel class of features that are defined as a function
of the biometric sample. An example might be the direction of the cross of the second
‘t’. Intuitively, since sample-dependent features are only measured over a small piece of
the writing sample, they might be useful for key generation purposes because they are bet-
ter able capture the idiosyncrasies that define a user’s handwriting. Indeed, although the
generative attacks we described in Chapter 5 were able to create forgeries that generated
correct keys by a typical BKG, they were quickly identified by professional forensic doc-
ument examiners [47]. The reason for this is that forensic document examiners focus on
specific parts of handwriting, whereas many state-of-the-art BKGs employ features that are
computed over the entire sample. While sample-dependent features offer great potential,
they must be used with care. If an adversary knows that a sample-dependent feature is en-
coded into the user’s template, then she immediately learns something about the biometric
input, and REQ-SBP cannot be met. For instance, in the case of the direction of the cross
of the second ‘t’, an adversary would immediately know that the writing sample has at least
two ‘t’s, the second of which is crossed. Fortunately, the RBT encoding algorithm hides
the features in the template, and so sample-dependent features can be used securely in the
current setting.

We realize sample-dependent features by applying a set of common global features (i.e.,
pen velocity, writing width, etc.) to each stroke of the handwriting. For instance, instead of
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just using one feature, writing width, we would use m features: width of stroke 1, width of
stroke 2, . . . , width of stroke m. One could go further, and only compute features over parts
of strokes. This would result in features such as: width of the last third of stroke i. In this
study, however, we focus only on the features computed over complete strokes. We applied
the 43 features in Table 7.1 to strokes 0 through 10 to create 473 features, and combined
these features with 144 global features to create our initial feature set.

Step 2: Removing Correlated Features. The second stage in our feature selection pro-
cess removes features that are statistically correlated, and those that might be useful in
distinguishing a real template from a decryption under an incorrect key. Clearly, some of
the features in Table 7.1 will exhibit high statistical correlation. For instance, the End Time
of stroke i will likely be correlated with the Start Time of stroke i+1.

To remove these types of correlated strokes, we applied all features to each rendering of
the phrase “crisis management” in our data set (see Chapter 4) and computed the statistical
correlation between each feature. We removed features that had a statistical correlation
ρφi,φj with |ρφi,φj | > τoutput = .66. Typically, one would consider features correlated even
if |ρφi,φj | > .33. We observe, however, that there are some features that might be correlated
in the statistical sense, but might still have low mutual information. For instance, the start
time of stroke 0 is always less than the start time of any other stroke, and so these features
are statistically correlated. However, given the start time of stroke 0, it might be difficult
to predict the precise start time of stroke 10. Thus, our process also includes features for
which .33 < |ρ| ≤ .65. Since we are merely using this process to select features, and not
to report an estimate of security, statistical correlation suffices for now. We return with a
more rigorous analysis of the overall uncertainty of the keys in Section 7.4.

Once we have removed the features with correlated outputs, we are left with the set
of features Φ̂. We then follow the techniques for removing the features with statistically-
correlated quantization thresholds to yield the set of features Φ. Finally, we compute the
entropy and FAR for each of the remaining features. We use the class of dynamic (but
untrained) forgers from the human forger evaluation in Chapter 4 to compute the FARs
(we use the class of trained forgers for the actual security evaluation). We selected the 50
strongest features in each category to compose the final set of features Φ.

7.3.3 Evaluation of Feature Selection
In this section we analyze our feature selection strategy to study the impact of selecting

different error-correction percentiles (i.e., k). We also further justify our claim that feature
selection acts as a random permutation on a subset of the feature indexes with empirical
evidence. Recall that the quantization widths used to error-correct each feature are fixed
across the population, and the level of quantization is specified by the value k. For large
values of k, users will be assigned more features, but the features will be easier to forge and
will have lower maximum theoretical entropy. For small values of k, users will be assigned
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fewer features, but they will be more difficult to forge and will have higher maximum
theoretical entropy. To explore this tradeoff, we performed the feature selection process
for k = 20, k = 30, and k = 50 using the data set described in Chapter 4. While our
data set consists of five different passphrases, a system designer would likely not know the
passphrases that users would select, and so we derive one set of features for use with all
five phrases. Feature selection is, however, a function of the error tolerance allowed by
the system. While one can compute the statistical correlation for the output of features
independently of k, measuring the correlation between feature assignment, entropy, and
FAR requires fixing k.

The first step is to establish the δi corresponding to the kth percentile for each feature.
We use the SelectSetup algorithm (Algorithm 7.3) for this task. To determine the tolerance
necessary to correct feature φi for user uwith samples β1, . . . , β` (Line 4 of Algorithm 7.3),
first reorder the biometric samples such that φi(βi) ≤ φi(βi+1) for all samples. We set µi to
be the average of φi(β1), . . . , φi(β`), and t = max(µi−φi(β1), φi(β`)−µi). 2t specifies the
maximum tolerance that is required to correct each of the provided samples to one consis-
tent value. However, since a legitimate user might provide another sample that falls outside
of this range, we further expand the interval by finding the average distance between each
provided sample as ε = 1

`−1

∑`−1
i=1(φi(βi+1)− φi(βi)), and setting the final error-correction

threshold to be du,i = 2(t + ε). In this way, users who reproduce φi with little variation
have a smaller tolerance expansion than users who exhibit high variation. The du,i are used
to establish the error-tolerance δi corresponding to kth percentile across the population. We
use this to perform the rest of our feature selection process (see Sections 7.3.1, and 7.3.2).
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Figure 7.2: The number of features assigned to each user for different values of k.

For k = 20, 30, 50, with correlation thresholds set to τoutput = .66 and τvar = .6, our
feature assignment process resulted in feature sets of size N = 69, 72, 86, respectively.
There were fewer than 100 features because in several instances, the 50 features with the
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Figure 7.3: The probability that an arbitrary feature φi appears in a template (a), and the
conditional probability that φi and φj both appear in a template (b).

most entropy overlapped with the 50 features with the smallest FARs. Figure 7.2 shows
a CCDF of the number of features that were assigned to each user. As is to be expected,
the Select algorithm assigns more features to each user for larger values of k. In fact, for
k = 50, fewer than 1% of users were assigned no features, 80% of users were assigned at
least 12 features and 50% of the users were assigned more than 43 features. The results for
k = 20 are not as encouraging: 30.6% of the population were not assigned any features.
This implies that setting k = 20 might not yield a BKG that is useful for a large percentage
of the population.

We also performed an analysis to demonstrate that our feature selection technique in-
deed acts as a random permutation on a random subset Φ. We focused on a BKG with
k = 30, and the maximum number of features in each template was set to n = 50. For each
feature in Φ we computed the probability that a given feature φi appears in a template, and
the conditional probability that φi appears in a template given that φj 6= φi also appears
in that template. Figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) show histograms for the observed probabilities
and conditional probabilities, respectively. If the selection process truly acts as a random
permutation on a random subset of Φ, then we would expect φi to appear in a template with
probability 0.694. In this case, we would also expect the conditional probability that φi and
φj both appear in a template to be 0.69. Indeed, the probability mass in both histograms
are centered around both of these values. We performed the χ2-Test of Homogeneity [83]
to ensure that the observed probability distribution is indeed uniform, and the χ2-Test of
Independence [83] to ensure that the likelihood that two features appear in a template are
independent. In both cases, we would accept the hypothesis that feature selection acts as a
random permutation on a random subset with confidence level α = .99. This lends empir-
ical justification that our feature assignment algorithm achieves the goals that are required
by the cryptographic components of our constructions.
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7.4 Empirical Evaluation: Biometric Uncertainty
We have presented cryptographic arguments that RBTs meet their security goals. That

said, it remains to show that the biometric inputs are difficult to predict. In this section
we evaluate REQ-BUN for each of the interesting points in our adversarial space. We
examine the resiliency to forgery for Hβ,T,aux class adversaries by testing the ability of
trained forgers (Chapter 4) to replicate the target biometric. We also evaluate the impact
of H-Aβ̂,T,aux forgers by testing the effectiveness of our generative algorithms (Chapter 5).
Finally, we test whetherAT,aux adversaries can subvert RBTs by using our search algorithm
(Chapter 6) to find keys.

Since the goals of this section are to evaluate the strength of the sample-dependent
features that RBTs use, our analyses assume that an adversary has access to the correct
password π. That is, the attacker can correctly decrypt the template and so her task is only
to guess the biometric input. This implies that the results presented in this section are a
strict lower bound on the security that the scheme would provide in practice. Nonetheless,
this is an important viewpoint, as it allows evaluators to truly understand how much extra
security the biometric adds to the strength of the password.

7.4.1 Resistance to Forgeries
The first step to arguing REQ-BUN is to show that RBTs can withstand forgeries from

trained human forgers and generative algorithms. To test whether this is true, we use the
same data set that has been used throughout this thesis, and apply our techniques to unen-
crypted RBT-generated templates. We present results for RBTs based on two choices of
k, and the maximum set of features that can be encoded into each template (n): one with
k = 30 and n = 50, and the other with k = 50 and n = N.

We generate templates for each user for each combination of k and n. To compute
the FRR we use repeated leave-out-κ cross validation. Given ν enrollment samples, we
randomly choose ν − κ samples to select features and create a template. Then, we use
the remaining κ samples to create keys with the template, and measure the number of
features that are not successfully recreated. We set ν and κ to be in the ratio of 3:1 and use
all samples that were collected during our human forger experiments in Chapter 4. This
process is repeated 10 times and averages across all 10 runs are used to compute the FRR.

To compute the FAR, we use all of the user’s samples to create a template and key, and
test the ability of forgers to recreate the correct key. We only report FRR and FAR for those
users who were assigned a minimum number of features during enrollment. We classified
other users as failing to enroll. For k = 30, the minimum number of features required for
enrollment was set to 4, which induced a FTE rate of 23%. For k = 50, the minimum
threshold was set to 10 features, which caused an FTE rate of 16%.

We evaluated the strength of RBTs using the methodologies that we advocate through-
out this work. We focus on trained human forgers (see Chapter 4), and two generative
algorithms: Concatenative Synthesis (CS) and Concatenative Synthesis with Temporal In-
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RBTs RBTs Vielhauer
k = 30, n = 50 k = 50, n = N 36 Features
EER Errors EER Errors EER Errors

Trained Forgers 17.7% 1 19% 1 20.6% 4
CS 27% 1 30% 0 27.4% 3
CSTI 19.6% 1 19.9% 1 17.2% 5

Table 7.2: Comparison RBTs and Vielhauer’s construction with the 36 strongest features.
We compare both EERs, as well as the number of errors that must be corrected at the EERs.

ference (CSTI) (see Chapter 5). Recall that trained forgers are human forgers whose nat-
ural ability to create forgeries has been improved through training and motivation. As in
previous experiments, in the current setting we provide trained forgers with a real-time ren-
dering of the target user’s passphrase during the forging process. Both of our generative
algorithms use limited information form a target user along with population statistics to
create forgeries. Recall that CS combines online samples from a target user with general
population statistics to create forgeries, whereas CSTI uses offline samples and infers pen
velocities from population statistics. While CS-based forgeries might be more accurate,
CSTI-based forgeries are more likely to occur in practice as they require less information
about the target user.

Table 7.2 provides the EERs for RBTs against each of the forgers, and also provides
the performance of the BKG of Vielhauer et al. [102] under our strengthened 36 feature
set (Chapter 4) for comparison. We compare our approach to the work of Vielhauer et al.
because we believe it to be a state-of-the-art handwriting-based BKG. However, it is not
possible to directly compare the overall security afforded by both constructions because
RBTs also use human supplied passwords. Nonetheless, since our security analysis as-
sumes that an attacker has access to π, we are able to compare the techniques that both
approaches use to to extract entropy from biometric inputs.

As Table 7.2 shows, for each BKG, the strongest adversary is the Concatenative Synthe-
sis algorithm. For both RBTs, the EER under this type of attacker is approximately 28.5%
at 0 errors corrected by the BKG. Although trained human forgers have access to the entire
biometric when creating their forgeries, they do not perform as well as CS, achieving an
EER of approximately 18% at 1 error-corrected for both choices of parameters. Finally,
Concatenative Synthesis with Temporal Inference achieves a similar EER close to 19.6%
at 1 error-corrected. The ROC curves in Figures 7.4, and 7.5 provide a more detailed point
of view of the performance of RBTs against each of the forgers.

Discussion. These results lead to several observations. Under the assumption that the
attacker has access to π, RBTs perform slightly better than the standard approach against
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Figure 7.4: Performance of RBTs with k = 30 and n = 50. Forgeries are taken from
trained forgers, the Concatenative Synthesis algorithm, and Concatenative Synthesis with
Temporal Inference.

trained human forgers and CS. On the other hand, they are slightly worse at rejecting forg-
eries from CSTI based adversaries. Since trained forgers and CS have access to the most
information, and are therefore quite powerful, improvement against these types of adver-
saries is quite important. Additionally, we observe that RBTs increase the difficulty for
each type of attacker, because in addition to collecting writing samples, an attacker also
must garner the correct password. While not an insurmountable hurdle, it does make an
attacker’s job more challenging.

In addition to comparing the EERs of both constructions, it also instructive to compare
where the EERs occur. This indicates how much extra work the BKG must perform in order
to generate a correct key for legitimate users. If the EER occurs at 0 errors corrected, then
the BKG can simply derive the key directly from the quantized feature outputs. If, however,
the EER occurs at x errors corrected, the BKG must perform a search to identify the features
that the user has incorrectly recreated. Assuming a template length of n, and that each
quantized feature takes on at most y values, this could be a space of up to

∑x
i=0 y

i
(
n
i

)
.

For reasonable values of y and n, and any value of x > 2, this becomes computationally
prohibitive, rendering the construction infeasible in practice.

The EER for RBTs always occurs at 0 or 1 errors, whereas the EERs for the Vielhauer
construction occur at 3-5 errors. Thus, RBTs offer more resistance to forgery against each
of the three types of attackers, and do so in a more practical manner. We hypothesize that
this is because RBTs employ sample-dependent features, which we believe are stronger
than features that are typically used by standard constructions. This allows for more error
tolerance for each feature, which causes the FRR of RBTs to drop quickly. Since these
features are stronger, attackers still have a more difficult time replicating features, even with
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Figure 7.5: Performance of RBTs with k = 50 and n = N . Forgeries are taken from
trained forgers, the Concatenative Synthesis algorithm, and Concatenative Synthesis with
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the more tolerant error-correcting bounds. In support of this argument, we observe that at
one error-corrected, the RBTs with (k = 30, n = 50) and (k = 50, n = N) had FRRs of
19.4% and 16%, respectively. By contrast, at one error-corrected, our implementation of
the Vielhauer system had a FRR of 57%. If we tune the tolerances so that the approach of
Vielhauer achieved similar FRRs, the FAR would likely also increase.

7.4.2 Resistance to Searches
Having explored the ability of RBTs to withstand attacks from human and hybrid class

attackers, we now focus on their ability to resist search algorithms. In particular, we esti-
mate REQ-BUN for AT,aux class adversaries by applying the search algorithm from Chap-
ter 6 to RBT-generated templates and keys.

We use only those users who successfully enrolled during our forgery experiments, and
again tested the system with the parameters (k = 30, n = 50) and (k = 50, n = N). As
before, we assume that the attacker has access to the password that is used to encrypt the
template, and so the results we present are a worst-case analysis.

The results of the tests are shown in Figure 7.6. Again, we also plot the results from
Vielhauer et al. [102] from Chapter 6 as a baseline for comparison. Even with access to
the target user’s password π, the RBT with parameters (k = 50, n = N) is stronger than
the baseline approach for 40% of the population; for over 30% of the population, this im-
provement is dramatic. Unfortunately, both versions of the RBT suffer the same difficulty
of Vielhauer for a large percent of the population; for ≈ 15% of the users, the algorithm
correctly predicts the target user’s key on the first attempt. The Vielhauer construction then
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Figure 7.6: The number of guesses required by our Search Algorithm (Chapter 6) to
find RBT-derived keys. We compare the strength of RBTs to the proposal of Vielhauer
et al. [102].

outperforms both variants of the RBTs up until the 60th percentile across the population.
That is, for both the Vielhauer construction and RBTs with parameters (k = 50, n = N),
approximately 60% of the keys can be guessed in fewer than 230 guesses. After this point,
however, both variants of the RBTs improve, while the baseline construction remains rel-
atively constant. At 244 guesses the search algorithm is able to exhaust the complete key
space of the Vielhauer construction. However, this does not happen for either of the the
RBT-based constructions until 280 guesses.

Discussion. There are several important factors to consider when interpreting these re-
sults. For the baseline construction, each user generates a key from 50 features. However,
for RBTs with (k = 30, n = 50), over half of the population had fewer than 17 features.
Likewise, for RBTs with (k = 50, n = N), 47% of the population had fewer than 50
features. In these cases, searching the key space takes fewer guesses because the algo-
rithm simply does not have to guess as many features. We conjecture that the RBT with
(k = 30, n = 50) eventually outperforms the baseline construction because of stronger fea-
ture selection, and smaller tolerance values for each feature. This increases the maximum
theoretical entropy for each feature. On the other hand, although the tolerances for the
features were larger for the RBT with (k = 50, n = N), 53% of the users in the population
were assigned more than 50 features, which naturally increases the search space. Inter-
estingly enough, comparing the two RBTs indicates that one might benefit from simply
adding more features to Φ. Although the RBT with (k = 50, n = N) had a smaller max-
imum theoretical entropy for each feature, it outperforms the RBT with (k = 30, n = 50)
for about 50% of the population. This could imply that the number of features available to
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each user is more important than the theoretical entropy of each feature. Thus, we could
potentially improve our results given access to a larger set of strong features to create Φ.

In this worst-case analysis where an attacker knows the password, it is clear that RBTs
offer no additional security for about 15% of the users. However, for about 40% of the
population, the RBT with (k = 50, n = N) drastically improves the security over the
current state-of-the-art. In fact, this RBT increases the strength of keys generated from
standard passwords by about 280 guesses for about 14.6% of the population.

7.5 Summary
In this chapter we address the problem of extracting security from a potentially weak

biometric modality. Our approach uses the way in which the biometric input is measured
as a novel source of randomness to increase the resistance of a BKG to both forgeries
and search-based attacks. The encoding algorithm that we describe also allows us to pro-
pose and exploit sample-dependent features as a new type of feature for handwriting-based
BKGs. We believe that these types of features offer the potential to improve the secu-
rity of such systems because they are likely to be able to better capture the idiosyncrasies
that distinguish the way that people write. We provided cryptographic arguments that our
construction achieves Key Randomness and Strong Biometric Privacy, and empirical eval-
uations using the techniques described throughout this dissertation to measure Biometric
Uncertainty.

We show that in the worst case, when an adversary has access to the password that
was used to encrypt the template, our technique exhibits better error rates than previous
approaches against trained forgers (Chapter 4) and Concatenative Synthesis (Chapter 5).
At the same time, these error rates can be achieved while placing a much smaller com-
putational burden on the BKG than do the other approaches. As an added benefit, RBTs
also increase the work factor against powerful generative attacks because an attacker must
procure a password in addition to biometric samples from the target user.

We also analyze the ability of RBTs to withstand search-based attacks. We show that
for a large percentage of the population, RBTs improve the entropy keys that are simply
derived from passwords. For 37% of the population, this is an improvement of more than
232 guesses against an adversary who follows a logical guessing strategy.

The results of this chapter show that it is possible to extract some security from a
weak biometric modality by combining cryptographic primitives with a stronger set of
user-tailored features. While this improvement is important, we do concede that given the
current results, handwriting-based RBTs cannot be used to safely generate cryptographic
keys for every user in a population. Nonetheless, they improve upon current state of the
art, and more than suffice for a strong authentication scheme. Additionally, we hope that
the further refinement of sample-dependent features, or even the pursuit of RBTs for other
modalities, might eventually lead to a BKG that can be used in operational settings.

The specific contributions of this chapter include:
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1. Randomized Biometric Templates, a novel construction to improve the security af-
forded by weak biometric modalities. We argue both cryptographically and empiri-
cally that RBTs meet the security requirements put forth in this dissertation.

2. The description of sample-dependent features, a new type of feature that offers the
potential to better capture the idiosyncrasies that distinguish how people write.

Future Work. We have shown that Randomized Biometric Templates offer great po-
tential to be useful for extracting more uncertainty from a biometric. A straightforward
extension would be to explore RBTs for modalities other than handwriting. Since hand-
writing has many features, it serves as an exemplar for introducing RBTs. However, our
construction is general enough that it can be applied to other settings.

Another extension would be to explore sample-dependent features in greater depth. Our
realization of sample-dependent features was admittedly simple, we applied global features
at the stroke level. One might be able to improve our results by applying more sophisticated
mathematical functions to specific parts of strokes. Additionally, we identified individual
strokes by the order in which they are rendered. A user might not always render strokes
in the same order, and in this case our realization of sample-dependent features would be
inappropriate. One might improve our approach by also identifying strokes by their spatial
location on the writing medium.

Yet another area for future work would be to further pursue the interplay between pass-
words and biometrics for key generation. A straightforward approach is to use a password
to encrypt a biometric template, or pass the password into a hashing algorithm along with
the biometric to increase the entropy of the key. However, one could also use the pass-
word as input to a challenge-response protocol with the BKG [7]. In this setting, the pass-
word would elicit a random stimulus from the BKG, and the biometric measurement would
be measured as a function of this stimulus. For instance, one could imagine a Draw-a-
Secret [50] based protocol where a password is used to select a random image for a user to
draw, and the biometric could be measured over how the user replicates, or modifies, the
drawing. This might improve repeatability of the biometric by providing the user visual
cues, and might improve security by increasing the entropy of the theoretical picture space.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators have been proposed as a technique to allow
humans to reliably generate high-entropy keys. The necessity of such an approach is obvi-
ous: in settings where people must create cryptographic keys, the low-entropy passwords
that are typically used for key generation are simply too weak to secure sensitive informa-
tion. However, before we can safely use biometrics to protect important data, we must first
understand the amount security that BKGs afford in practice.

In this thesis we argue that many typical approaches for evaluating BKGs do not ade-
quately identify the threats posed by realistic adversaries. To rectify these types of over-
sights, we first examine why evaluations typically fail, and propose robust techniques to
provide better security analyses. The approach that we follow is to identify the components
of BKGs that are available to adversaries, and then explore how adversaries with varying
abilities can use these components to subvert a BKG. We study three general classes of ad-
versaries in this space and present empirical techniques to assess whether a BKG is likely
to succumb to any one of a broad class of attacks.

First, we explore the class of human adversaries by conducting a study that tests the
ability of human forgers to subvert a BKG by replicating another user’s biometric samples.
We show that typical evaluation techniques that are based on naı̈ve forgers and skilled forg-
ers cannot be used to accurately assess security in this setting. We describe our techniques
to train forgers and show that they increase the EER of a handwriting-based BKG by almost
a factor of four.

Second, we proceed on to a class of hybrid adversaries that combines the strengths of
both humans and algorithms to create forgeries. We explore generative algorithms, which
serve both as a tool to rapidly estimate the likelihood that a BKG will succumb to forgery,
and as a new class of attacker in the adversarial space. Our two algorithms are based on
concatenative synthesis and combine limited information about the target user’s biometric
with population statistics to create forgeries. We show that our approaches are effective, and
although they require less information about the target user’s biometric than trained human
forgers, the quality of the forgeries from these two classes are inline with one another.

Third, we explore the class of completely algorithmic adversaries. We consider this to
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be the weakest class of adversary, because in some cases the attackers have no knowledge
of the target user’s biometric input. Nonetheless, despite having access to only limited in-
formation, we show that these types of adversaries are able to quickly predict BKG derived
keys with high probability. Specifically, we design a search algorithm that probabilistically
enumerates the set of keys that are likely to be produced by a BKG. By applying our algo-
rithm to two published BKGs, we are able to show that typical approaches for estimating
the likelihood that the BKG will resist such search-based attacks are incorrect. In fact,
in both cases the algorithm has at least a 15% chance of guessing a target user’s key on
the first attempt, even though the original analysis of the BKG indicates only a negligible
probability that this could occur. To reconcile this discrepancy we also present Guessing
Distance as a new heuristic to empirically estimate how much uncertainty is inherent to
BKG-derived keys.

Finally, we explore how much security can be garnered from a weak biometric modal-
ity. We present Randomized Biometric Templates (RBTs), a new construction that extracts
entropy from a novel source that is inherent to every BKG: the way in which the BKG mea-
sures biometric input. We analyze RBTs within the context of our requirements for each
interesting point in the adversarial space. We show that RBT-derived keys are at least as
strong as keys derived from passwords. Our analysis of a handwriting-based RBT scheme
demonstrates that in some cases this improvement is dramatic. In our experiments, 40% of
the users were able to generate keys that were at least 230 times stronger than keys derived
from passwords alone.

Implications. The work in this dissertation has important implications for the designers
and evaluators of Biometric Cryptographic Key Generators. Our goal is to provide rigorous
empirical techniques that can be used as a tool by designers to evaluate BKGs. Since we
highlight the importance of empirical evaluations, we focus on one modality, handwriting.
The implications for this modality are immediate: we provide three specific strategies for
evaluating handwriting based BKGs. These techniques include measuring forgeability with
trained forgers, assessing the resiliency to generative attacks, and an algorithm that quickly
finds the set of most likely keys.

While each of these contributions are important, we believe that the types of analyses
that we advocate have broader implications for key generation with any biometric modality.
Neither our security requirements, nor our characterization of the BKG adversarial space,
are defined explicitly for handwriting. In fact, our requirements are generally stated so as
to be applicable to all BKGs. More importantly, the notion of considering adversaries that
have access to public information, such as population statistics or biometric templates, is
also broadly applicable.

Even though each of the techniques that we use to argue our recommendations are tai-
lored to handwriting, they also may be extrapolated to other modalities. For instance, it is
paramount to use trained, or otherwise talented, forgers when estimating the FAR of a BKG.
Similarly, it is also possible to formulate generative algorithms for other modalities. Pre-
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vious to our own studies, simple generative techniques were used to evaluate speech-based
BKGS [71]. However, as the power of these attacks have become better understood, other
researchers have built upon our work to evaluate Graphical Passwords [95] with generative
models. Finally, Guessing Distance, and the algorithm that we use to guess cryptographic
keys, operate on the output of abstract features, which are inherent to all BKGs.

In summary, we hope that the results in this thesis underscore the necessity of evaluat-
ing BKGs with adversarial techniques. Since BKGs operate in potentially hostile environ-
ments, this is the only approach that allows an evaluator to truly understand the security that
biometrics offer. Our contention is that we should be skeptical about the level of security
afforded by BKGs until they are shown to pass such evaluations.
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